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October 4, 2005

Dear Madam,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE: REPORT OF THE AUDITOR – GENERAL ON
THE REVIEW OF OPERATIONS OF THE ZAMBIA NATIONAL OIL COMPANY
LIMITED.
Kindly refer to your letter dated 28th May 2003 in which letter you requested me to
prepare a written memorandum containing my responses to the issues raised in the
Auditor General’s report on the operations of Zambia National Oil Company Limited and
later appear before the Public Accounts Committee on Tuesday 3 rd and Wednesday June
4,2003. Reference is also made to my letter dated 2 rd June 2003 where I advised that
there was a legal matter pending before the courts of law between myself and Zambia
National Oil Company Limited (in liquidation) in course number 2002 / HP /
0419.Among other matters, some of the issues contained in this course have a direct
bearing on the Auditor General report and that therefore it would be sub judice to respond
or discuss as requested the Auditor General’s report while the case in course number
2002 /HP/ 0419 is still pending determination before the courts of law. Reference is also
made to your letter of 2 rd June 2003,where you confirmed receipt of my letter dated 2 rd
June 2003.For easy of reference these letters are hereby attached in annexure 3,4 and 5.
Since for now there is no case in court regarding this matter, I therefore deemed it
necessary to respond to the Auditor General report on the operations of Zambia National
Oil Company Limited.
First and foremost, allow me to thank God, through his son, my lord Jesus Christ, for his
grace in protecting and providing for me and my family during the trying period that we
have gone through since December 2001 for standing up against the powers that be in
Zambia and international forces in order to protect Zambian resources.
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I would like to state that I was the Chief Executive of Zambia National Oil Company
(ZNOC) at the time the company was purportedly put in an illegal politically motivated
Receivership by ZANACO which was later followed up by an MMD government illegal
fraudulently motivated and sponsored liquidation.
Before I address the specific false issues raised in the false audit report of Auditor
General’s report I would like to share with you some pertinent information surrounding
the ZNOC saga.
I wish to state from the outset that the illegal ZNOC liquidation, was a premeditated
conspiracy fraud scheme perpetuated by people in whom state power and authority had
been vested, using a wide range of institutions and people both in the private and public
sectors. In the private sector some international oil companies, print media, banks, legal,
accounting and audit firms were used while in the public sector, civil servants, Zambia
Revenue Authority, ZANACO and The Energy Regulation Board were used in order to
facilitate the conspiracy to carry out massive fraud against our country, Zambia and its
people through the illegal liquidation of ZNOC. What is at stake in this matter, is not only
fraud, but also how the security of Zambia has been compromised for political
expediency and personal enrichment. There is no doubt that this fraudulent scheme was
conceived by some MMD government leaders in the Former Second President Dr
F.J.Chiluba administration and ruthlessly and mercilessly executed during President Levy
Patrick Mwanawasa S.c. era and sadly I must say with the full knowledge of President
Levy Patrick Mwanawasa S.c.
Through this fraudulent scheme there was been:
1. A direct theft on the Zambian Government treasury of K838.645 billion, the
ZNOC factious debt that Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary in The
Ministry of Energy and Water Development certified which debt the Zambian
Government resolved to take over,
2. US$ 36 million value of ZNOC crude oil in TAZAMA Pipelines has not been
accounted for
3. Very soon it will be four years since this scheme was executed and by which time
US$ 240 million in form of ZNOC profits would have been siphoned out of
Zambia through TST and Total Outre mer arrangements.
ZNOC board and management had dispelled a series of MMD government machinations
to have ZNOC killed and the last tramp card the New deal MMD fraudulent schemers
had to use in order to perpetuate their fraud scheme was to falsely link ZNOC
management to the plunder of Zambian resources, through President Mwanawasa and his
ministers pronouncements in Zambian Parliament and elsewhere, the Auditor General
report and other various state sponsored unfounded adverse press report, purely on
account of the fact that the ZNOC Board Chairman Mr Donald Chanda also happened to
have been President Dr F.J.Chiluba Special Assistant for Economic Affairs. All the
accusations that have been labeled against ZNOC are false and were designed so that the
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new deal MMD government could hide the fraud they had perpetuated against the
Zambian people, and it is for this reason why the Mwanawasa government does not want
ZNOC issue to be determined in the courts of law or by an independent tribunal.
When INDENI Refinery was reconstructed in December 2000,unfavorable tax
environment was deliberately created against ZNOC Petroleum Products refined at
INDENI Refinery, because Ministry of Finance and National Planning was refusing to
reinstate the 25 % customs duty on imported finished petroleum products in line with the
Customs and excise Act. The law requires that imported finished petroleum products be
charged 25 % customs duty. When INDENI was gutted based on ZNOC recommendation
as a way of mitigating cost of oil, this duty was reduced to 5%. However when INDENI
was recommissioned in December 2000, The Ministry of Finance under Dr Katele
Kalumba the current MMD National Secretary and ZRA under the chairmanship of Mr
E.G Kasonde were resisting reinstating this duty to 25 % in line with the law. Coupled
with the fact Zambia Revenue Authority under Mr Kelvin Donavan an expatriate
Commissioner General and Mr Emmanuel Kasonde as Board Chairman, started
overcharging ZNOC refined petroleum products EX – INDENI refinery by taxing the
products based on the selling price instead of the cost of manufacturing in line with
schedule 6 of the Customs and Excise Act, while on the other hand imported finished
petroleum products were being taxed on cost up to the boarder point of entry based on
schedule 5 of the Customs and Excise Act, and the fact that ZNOC did not have its own
retail (filling stations) outlets made oil marketing companies import and market imported
finished petroleum products at the expense of the locally produced INDENI petroleum
products, making ZNOC loss 90 % of its market share of the national demand. With only
10 % of the national demand it was impossible to efficiently operate the Zambian
Petroleum sector system of TAZMA, INDENI and ZNOC whose operational efficiency
depended on volumes, resulting in frequent shutdowns in the system operations. Without
ZNOC taking the dispute it had with ZRA over the taxation of petroleum products refined
at INDENI Refinery to the Revenue Appeals Tribunal, The entire system of refining
crude oil at INDENI Refinery would have collapsed on account of taxation, particularly
that this same 25 % customs duty on imported finished petroleum products was again
reduced to 5 % by the President Mwanawasa’s Government through a statutory
instrument signed by Mr E.G.Kasonde then as Finance Minister as reported in the post of
25th November 2002.
ZRA also through a letter signed by the current Commissioner General Mr Msika made a
directive that oil marketing companies should be paying taxes applicable on ZNOC
petroleum products EX – INDENI Refinery, directly to ZRA without the same payments
passing through ZNOC books there by compromising the audit trail in the accounting of
taxes on petroleum products
ZNOC management protested in writing against ZRA directive, to ZRA itself and also to
the Ministry of Finance and national planning, and advised them that the directive was a
recipe for fraud to take place in the accounting of taxes on petroleum products. On two
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occasions I wrote Mr Kelvin Donavan ZRA expatriate Commissioner General with a
copy to the Ministry of Finance Secretary to the Treasury requesting the Commissioner
General to confirm receipt of certain amounts of tax monies that ZRA should have
collected directly from Oil Marketing Companies. Mr Mtonga, the Ministry of Finance
Secretary to the Treasury responded to my letter by directing the Commissioner General
to respond to my letter and address the concerns I had raised. In both instances however
the Commissioner General could not confirm receipt of the amounts I had indicated and
neither could he address my concerns. Failure by ZRA to confirm the tax receipts from
oil marketing companies and ZRA insistence to continue operating a system that
compromised the audit trail did not make sense particularly that this was the first time in
the many years that I had worked for ZNOC that the audit trail in tax collections was
being compromised.
All efforts to have the ZNOC dispute with ZRA regarding the basis of taxation of ZNOC
petroleum products EX – INDENI Refinery, resolved amicably were frustrated by the
Commissioner General who used to refuse to listen from any one, indicating that he only
got instructions from Dr Katele Kalumba then Minister of Finance and National
Planning. ZNOC management were on the other hand continuously being restrained by
the board under the Chairmanship of Mr Donald Chanda from taking the matter to the
Revenue Appeals Tribunal because a decision in ZNOC ‘s favor would compromise
Zambia’s chances of meeting the revenue collection bench mark with International
Monetary Fund (IMF).
In July 2001, I had a sudden attack of meningitis and my life was only saved after I was
evacuated to Morning Side Hospital in South Africa where I was hospitalized. The
evacuation and the Morning Side Hospital bills were paid for by the World Bank, who
were my wife’s employers at the time.
When I returned to the office in mid August 2001,after sick leave of about six weeks, I
attended a meeting called by, Dr Katele Kalumba Minister of Finance and National
Planning, attended by, Mrs Stella Chibanda, Dr Kalyalya from Bank of Zambia, Kelvin
Donavan expatriate Commissioner General from Zambia Revenue Authority, Mr John
Janes, Managing Director of Standard Chartered Bank, and Mr Timothy Mushibwe
Partner in Deloittes and Touche. I was surprised to learn at this meeting that ZRA had
actually been exceeding its revenue collection bench marks.
Mr John Janes and Mr Timothy Mushibwe informed the meeting that while I was sick in
hospital in South Africa, Mr John Janes, together with Standard Chartered Bank Board
Chairman, Mr George Sokota who is also the Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche,
had a meeting in the office of the then Vice President Mr Enoch Kavindele, attended by
Mr Emmanuel Kasonde, then ZRA board chairman and Mr Donald ZNOC board
chairman. It is important to note that while Standard Chartered Bank management
attended this meeting, ZRA management represented by Mr Kelvin Donavan and ZNOC
management represented by the Acting Chief Executive Mr Lutangu Inambwae were not
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in attendance. Mr John Janes went on to produce minutes of the meeting they had in the
Vice President office where Mr Emmanuel Kasonde had made a commitment that since
ZRA had exceeded its collection bench mark target, ZRA was ready to pay Standard
Chartered Bank whatever amounts the bank was owned by ZNOC and Mr Timothy
Mushibwe Partner in Deloittes and Touche went on to circulate a Deloittes and Touche
proposal of a mechanism to achieve this objective. It is important to note that all the
people who were reported to have attended the meeting in Vice President Kavindele’s
office later on came to play a part in either the illegal Receivership or liquidation of
ZNOC in one way or another.
No reasons were given as to why Mr Emmanuel Kasonde, Mr Donald Chanda ZNOC
board chairman and Mr George Sokota, did not attend the meeting that was called Dr
Katele Kalumba then Minister of Finance and National Planning. Mrs Stella Chibanda
the technocrat from the Ministry of Finance who were present however advised Dr Katele
Kalumba that, there was no government financial regulations that could allow to
implement what Mr Emmanuel Kasonde had committed ZRA to Standard Chartered
Bank in the Vice President Enock Kavindele’s office and therefore Mr Emmanuel
Kasonde / Deloittes and Touché proposal was not implemented.
Since the reason of ZRA revenue collection bench marks with the IMF and the World
Bank could no longer be used by the ZNOC board to prevent management from sueing
ZRA, ZNOC management proceeded to sue ZRA in August 2001 in the Revenue Appeals
Tribunal. The Revenue Appeals Tribunal which heard this matter comprised Mr Micheal
Mundashi who later on came to be President Mwanawasa’s lawyer in the Presidential
election petition, as chairman, sitting with Mr Timothy Mushibwe a Partner in Deloittes
and Touche. This is the same Mr Timothy Mushibwe a Partner in Deloittes and Touche
who presented the Deloittes and Touche proposal to use ZRA tax monies to pay Standard
Chartered Bank and Doctor John Mulwila. ZNOC was represented by Mr Albert Wood.
The ruling in this matter was supposed to have been delivered in December 2001,and the
parties had been summoned by the Tribunal for delivery of judgment in December 2001
but for unexplained reasons judgment was deferred, and only came to be passed in
ZNOC’s favor four months later on 26 April 2002, three weeks after illegal ZNOC
liquidation on 4 th April 2002.
The over K100 billion Tax refund that ZRA was supposed to pay ZNOC was enough to
discharge the entire ZNOC liabilities with ZANACO and Standard Chartered Bank. The
ZNOC inability to meet obligations to ZANACO and Standard Chartered Bank was
therefore artificial created through MMD government sponsored machinations so that
eventually the scheme to defraud Zambia through ZNOC’s liquidation could be achieved
using the ZNOC debt with Standard Chartered Bank and ZANACO as coverer up
reasons.
Further the fact that the oil tax monies that ZRA is supposed to have collected from the
oil marketing companies in the period December 2000 to April 2002 ie the period when
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the tax collection audit trail was compromised by ZRA through a directive issued by the
expatriate Commissioner General Mr Kelvin Donavan but signed for on his behalf by the
current Commissioner General Mr Miska, was not properly accounted for is evidenced by
the following facts:
1. The expatriate ZRA Commission General failed on two occasions to confirm in
writings tax amounts that I indicated he should have received at certain periods of
time.
2. ZRA made a false claim on the ZNOC liquidator that ZNOC owned it
K427,148,659,004 ( K427 billion ) This money was supposed to have been
collected directly from oil marketing companies in the period December 2000 to
April 2002 as per ZRA directive when the tax collection audit trail was
compromised. The fact that ZNOC was being shown as a debtor in ZRA books,
for ZRA to lodge in such a claim with the ZNOC liquidator simply means that
this money was either not collected from oil marketing companies. If it was
collected then it was not properly accounted for.
3. The K100 billion tax refund that ZRA was supposed to refund ZNOC is also part
of the tax monies that ZRA collected directly from oil marketing companies on
ZNOC’s behalf when the tax collection audit trail was compromised by ZRA
through a directive letter signed by the current Commissioner General Mr Miska.
ZRA therefore found it difficult to re – imburse ZNOC the K100 billion tax
refund as ruled by the Revenue Appeals Tribunal because the original tax receipts
might not have gone to ZRA confers. The timing of the Revenue Appeals
Tribunal judgement, coming three weeks after ZNOC illegal liquidation among
other reasons has something to do with the accountability of oil tax monies
collected during this particular time.
In February 2001,Zambia National Commercial Bank (ZANACO) sued ZNOC and BP
(Zambia Limited) in course number 2001 /HPC / 0073 claiming that the bank was
entitled to collect ZNOC receivables from oil marketing companies including B.P and
appointed MR Arthur Ndhlovu as Collateral Manager to monitor and collect ZNOC
receivables from Oil Marketing Companies and deposit the monies into ZANACO.
ZNOC disputed ZANACO claims and made a counter claim in court that the ZNOC debt
with ZANACO be determined by the court. BP (Zambia limited) was represented in this
same course by Mr Levy Patrick Mwanawasa S.c. At one time Judge Chibomba had
referred this cause to mediation before Mr Geoffrey Simokoko. When the course was in
mediation, ZNOC presented all the documentary evidence relating to the matter and
proof that the ZNOC debt to ZANACO was US $ 10.3 million while ZANACO did not
submit anything. While the matter was in mediation at one time Mrs. Maureen
Mwanawasa came in place of Mr Levy Mwanawasa S.c. to represent B.P (Z) limited.
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As part of the preparation for the INDENI Refinery start up arrangements after the
refinery reconstruction, ZNOC management had issued a selective tender to three to four
prospective companies to supply oil to Zambia.
At one time when ZNOC management were in a meeting at Citibank boardroom with the
bank Managing Director, the secretary to the Citibank managing director came and called
me out of the meeting saying that the Minister of Finance and national planning Dr
Katele Kalumba, calling from London had directed that she calls me out of the meeting
and answer the phone call he had made on Citibank Managing Director line. When I was
on phone Dr Katele Kalumba directed that ZNOC should cancel the selective tender
because ZNOC was no longer going to be involved in the oil supply chain.
I called for a board meeting, but the board reaffirmed its resolution for a selective tender
and proceed to make a split award to Glencore and Total International. I later came to
establish from Total International officials that Dr Katele Kalumba then Minister of
Finance and National Planning made the call to me while I was at Citibank (z) offices
from a London Hotel when he was in the company of Total International officials.
In February 2001,Mr David Saviye then Minister of Energy and water Development,
presently Zambia’s ambassandor to China issued written instruction that he had decided
to put in place what he referred to as “ Interim Agreements” to last 60 days, where the
mandate to procure oil was removed from ZNOC and transferred to INDENI Refinery,
and appointed a committee to co –ordinate the oil importation and supply with Mr Moses
Nzama from Energy Regulations Board as Chairman and Mr Malambo from the Ministry
of Finance as secretary. However AGIP the then other shareholder in INDENI Refinery
refused to allow INDENI Refinery to be used as collateral for oil financing and the IMF
also refused to allow the Zambian Government to use tax revenue monies for oil
procurement. The interim arrangement committee under Mr Moses Nzama and Mr
Malambo under instructions from Dr Katele Kalumba then Minister of Finance and
National Planning and Mr David Saviye then Minister of Energy and water
Development, made arrangements with a company called Tranfigura backed by China
Construction Bank and National Bank of RSA. Under this arrangement Tranfigura was
supposed to bring in crude oil, and immediately get the refined petroleum products from
ZNOC crude oil displaced from the TAZAMA pipeline by Tranfigura crudeoil.
Tranfigura was supposed to pay user fees to TAZAMA and INDENI. Additionally
Tranfigura was supposed to pay ZANACO US $ 25 per metric ton as repayment of
ZNOC debt to ZANACO. All the parties to this arrangement led by ERB, ZANACO,
TAZAMA, INDENI signed to implement this arrangement. However for the arrangement
to be implemented, they needed ZNOC’s consent for the following reasons
1. It was ZNOC crude oil that was going to be displaced from the TAZAMA
pipeline but whose proceeds were to immediately go to Tranfigura while the new
Tranfigura crude oil in the TAZAMA pipeline was to become the new ZNOC
crude oil.
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2. For the TAZAMA, INDENI, system to operate, they need to have the ZNOC
Terminal storage facilities for refined finished petroleum products.
Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary in The Ministry of Energy and Water
Development sent Mr Moses Nzama with instructions that I should sign the document
were all the above mentioned companies had signed. When I refused to sign the
document, Mr Moses Nzama rang Miss Josephine Mapoma, from my office, and Miss
Mapoma, applied a lot of pressure on me to sign the document but I still refused to sign
it. I refused to sign this particular document for the following reasons:
1. The Tranfigura oil supply agreement and the China construction Bank and
National Bank of RSA financing agreements were not availed to ZNOC, therefore
the cost of the oil supply by Tranfigura and the financing costs of the participating
banks could not be determined and as such there was no way to establish the
profits that Tranfigura was going to make from the deal.
2. Further it did not make sense for the proceeds realized from ZNOC crude oil in
Tazama Pipelines to go to Tranfigura while ZNOC creditors remained unpaid.
In fact the document I was supposed to sign to effect this agreement, only came to me
after, The Secretary to the Treasury Mr James Mtonga had refused to sign the same
documents earlier on, saying that he was going to be the last person to sign after every
one else had signed. Since I refused to sign, Mr James Mtonga also did not sign and the
Tranfigura arrangement therefore fail through.
The ZNOC board strongly advised Mr David Saviye then Minister of Energy and water
Development in writing of the dangers of his directive and requested him to reflect and
reconsider his directive and the board went on to seek audience with Mr David Saviye
over the same matter.
The machinations of Interim committee under Mr Moses Nzama of Energy Regulation
Board (ERB) and Mr Malambo from the Ministry of Finance and National Planning
under instructions from then Energy Minister Mr David Saviye and then Finance
Minister Dr Katele Kalumba the current MMD National Secretary to remove the oil
procurement mandate from ZNOC were not implemented because ZNOC management
and Secretary to the treasury Mr James Mtonga refused to sign the Trafigura deal. Efforts
to transfer the oil procurement to INDENI Refinery before Total took over the AGIP
shares also failed through because AGIP refused to allow INDENI refinery to be used as
collateral for oil financing facility. Attempts to transfer the oil procurement mandate to
TAZAMA pipelines also failed because the IMF refused to allow the MMD Government
to use tax revenues for oil procurement. Further when the machinations of Dr Katele
Kalumba then Minister of Finance and National Planning the current MMD National
Secretary and Mr David Saviye then Minister of Energy and water Development,
presently Zambia’s ambassandor to China reached President Dr F.J.Chiluba he overruled
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Minister Mr David Saviye directive and ordered the mandate of oil procurement to be
returned to ZNOC.
The events that later on subsequently transpired have come to reveal the fact that the
return of oil procurement mandate to ZNOC was only temporal because the schemers of
fraud in MMD were planning for a second assault on ZNOC which assault soon came to
manifest itself in the crude illegal methods they used at the end of October 2001 using
ZANACO to place ZNOC in illegal Receivership which later on led to a President
Mwanawasa led MMD Government illegal liquidation of ZNOC perpetuated in order to
defraud Zambia and its people.
When the oil procurement mandate was returned to ZNOC, company management under
guidance from the board started evaluating various oil financing facilities, and among the
facilities evaluated was a PTA bank facility backed by bank of Oman, before ZNOC
settled for the US$ 65 Million Oil Financing Facility with ABSA Bank of South Africa.
Through conversation with Total International officials I came to pick up information that
some Government Ministers in the President Dr F.J.Chiluba MMD government were not
happy with the arrangements that ZNOC was making with ABSA bank regarding the US
$ 65 Million Oil Financing Facility, because it was competing with their plans to transfer
ZNOC’S role to INDENI Refinery once Total International acquired the AGIP shares in
INDENI Refinery and therefore the implementation of the ABSA Oil Financing facility
by ZNOC would make the scheme to transfer ZNOC’s role to Total International at
INDENI Refinery impossible to implement if ZNOC continued to be viable.
The US$ 65 Million Revolving Oil Financing Facility that ZNOC negotiated with ABSA
was not a simple generic financing facility but a specific tailor made structured facility
designed to meet the needs of all the Zambian petroleum sector stakeholders namely,
INDENI, TAZAMA, ZANACO, ZNOC and its customers covering, various technical
aspects like facility documentation, pumping and refining agreements, escrow accounts,
oil tender document, insurance and stock monitoring, generating various related
agreements. ZNOC had intellectual property rights to the US$ 65 Million ABSA Oil
Financing Facility and in addition to this, ZNOC on 27th September 2001 had paid ABSA
Bank US$ 50,000 through Stanbic bank (Z) in order to secure and dedicate the US$ 65
Million credit lines for ZNOC’s use. The main agreement, the US$ 65 Million Revolving
Oil Supply Credit was executed by ABSA and ZNOC on 14th September 2001,the
pumping and refining agreements with TAZAMA and INDENI were also executed. The
Escrow Agreement was also executed by ABSA, ZNOC and ZANACO in mid October
2001.ZANACO Deputy Managing Director Mr George Mwambazi and the Bank
Secretary Mr Amos Siwila signed the escrow account on behalf of ZANACO and myself
Dennis Mumba ZNOC Chief Executive and ZNOC company Secretary Mrs Mwaka
Samundengu Ngoma, signed on behalf of ZNOC. This Escrow agreement provided for
the payment of US$ 24 million to ZANACO from ZNOC crude oil in TAZAMA
pipelines that was going to be displaced by ABSA financed crude oil and ZANACO was
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to discharge it security charge over ZNOC upon payment of this amount. ZNOC
management was mandated to sign the Escrow agreement where ZANACO was to be
paid US$ 24 million immediately on implementation of the ABSA Financing Facility
even though what was due to ZANACO was only US$ 10.3 million, because ZNOC
could not wait until the quantum of the debt was settled in court, since the nature of
ZNOC business was such that without financing facilities, it was almost impossible to do
business and it was considered that, any overpayment to ZANACO could be recovered
later once the matter involving the disputed ZNOC debt to ZANACO was resolved, and
the ABSA Financing Facility provided an opportunity to ZNOC to come out of the
ZANACO bondage. Through a letter dated 29th October 2001, ABSA bank informed
ZNOC that the US $ 65 million Oil Financing Facility had been finalized and that ABSA
Bank credit committee approval had been obtained and the facility was therefore ready to
be implemented.
The advantages of this facility were as follows:
• All the proceeds to be realized from ZNOC 90,000 metric tons crude oil in the
TAZAMA pipeline valued at approximately US$ 36 million was to go to ZNOC
and was to be used to pay lump sum amounts of US$24million to ZANACO and
balance to Standard Chartered Bank and other creditors within one and half
months after implementation of the ABSA Financing Facility.
• Payment to other ZNOC unsecured creditors were to be paid from future ZNOC
profits
• The facility amount of US$ 65 million guaranteed security of supply in that it
provided for procurement of a minimum of three 90,000 mt crude oil shipments
depending on the world prices
• The facility provide for a robust system of payment to service providers INDENI
and TAZAMA.
• There was no dedicated crude oil supplier. A supplier or suppliers were going to
be chosen through a Tender process. Tender documents to be used for selection of
supplier had been generated as part of the facility documentation.
• Since the financier and the supplier were going to be different, that could have
provided ZNOC an opportunity to negotiate better terms with the supplier.
• Oil Marketing Companies were to be given seven days credit before paying for
their uplifts. The cost of borrowing to the oil marketing companies was to be
drastically reduced since ABSA was going to charge international interest rates
based on libor which is cheaper than the kwacha interest rates.
• No Zambian Government or Bank of Zambia guarantee was required
All the documents relating to this US $ 65 Million Oil Financing Facility were forwarded
to the relevant ministries, i.e. Ministry of Energy and Water Development, Ministry of
Finance and National Planning and Ministry of Legal Affairs.
Despite ZANACO having been carried along by ZNOC in the negotiations with ABSA
and the fact that ZANACO was to receive US$ 24 million within less-than one and half
10

months on implementation of the facility, ZANACO was instructed to sabotage the US$
65 million ZNOC / ABSA Oil Financing Facility by illegally appointing a Lusaka lawyer
Mr Richard Mandona, a partner in Permanent Chambers as ZNOC Receiver Manager on
31st October 2001, two months before the 2001 Presidential and Parliamentary general
elections. It is important to note that Permanent Chambers are the personal lawyers of
Former Finance and national Planning Minister and current MMD national Secretary Dr
Katele Kalumba.
Mr Samuel Bwalya Musonda, the then ZANACO Managing Director, told me that he
was summoned by ZANACO Chairman Mr Simukowa to attend a meeting in the office
of the then MMD National Secretary and Minister of Information Mr Vernon Mwanga.
He said that when he reached Mr Vernon Mwanga’s office, he found Mr Simokowa, Mr
Eric Silwamba, the then Presidential Affairs Minister and Mr Vernon Mwanga who told
him that they had received MMD intelligent information that Standard Chartered Bank,
paradoxically through its chairman Mr George Sokota, who was later appointed ZNOC
liquidator, were working in conjunction with opposition political parties, and were
planning to put ZNOC in liquidation as a way of causing confusion in the country during
the election time through disruptions in oil supplies. Mr Musonda, told me that he was
therefore instructed to place ZNOC in what he referred to as “Friendly Receivership” in
order to forestall the Standard Chartered Bank threat, which Receivership was to be lifted
after the elections.
He further went on to say that the selection of Mr Richard Mandona, a Lusaka Lawyer
and partner in Permanent Chambers to be made as ZANACO appointed ZNOC Receiver
Manager was made on ZANACO behalf by Mr Eric Silwamba, the then Presidential
Affairs Minister.
Of course what Mr Samuel Musonda was telling me regarding the Standard Bank threat
were lies, because the ZNOC financing facility agreements with Standard Chartered Bank
did not confer any such powers on Standard Chartered Bank that could have enabled the
bank to put ZNOC in liquidation. The main motive of their action was to sabotage the
ZNOC / ABSA Oil Financing Facility in order to pave way for the Total International,
Total Outre – mer scheme at INDENI Refinery. It is for this reason why the
announcement of the ZANACO appointment of Mr Richard Mandona, a Lusaka Lawyer
and partner in Permanent Chambers as ZNOC Receiver Manager was made by then
MMD national Secretary Mr Vernon Johnson Mwaanga, and later on when ZNOC was
put in the illegal MMD government sponsored liquidation, on 4th April 2002, Total Outre
- mer was the first company to be given the ZNOC ‘s role and profit potential before
Trans Sahara Trading Company (TST) came into the picture. Mr Vernon Johnson
Mwaanga, then MMD national Secretary, appeared on Zambia National Broadcasting
Television, with Total Outré – mer, Chairman, a West African Mr Omar Gee, promoting
Total Outré - mer and the new arrangements that the Mwanawasa new deal MMD
government had put in the oil sector. This West African gentleman to date is the
Chairman of Total Outré – mer.
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When celebrating 100 days in office, President Levy Patrick Mwanawasa S.c. himself
appeared on Television Zambia and healed the liquidation of ZNOC as one of the
hallmark of his success in 100days in office, and yet President Mwanawasa had the full
knowledge that what he was holding out as success was in fact a gigantic fraud on
Zambians
On 13th December 2001,using cause number 2001 / HPC / 0073 where ZANACO had
sued ZNOC and BP (Z) limited, and where Mr Levy Patrick Mwanawasa S.c was
representing B.P (Z), the ZNOC board of directors challenged the ZANACO appointment
of Mr Richard Mandona, as ZNOC Receiver Manager. The ZNOC directors were
represented by Mr Mumba Malila, who later on President Levy Mwanawasa S.c. came to
appoint as Chairman of Human rights Commission. The ZNOC board challenged
ZANACO appointment of Mr Richard Mandona, as Receiver Manager for the following
reasons:
1) That the Appointment of the Receiver was not in line with the provisions of
the Debenture
2) That in order to facilitate the repayment to ZANACO, ZNOC and ZANACO
had entered into an Agreement relating to the Escrow Account and other
Arrangements, with Total International Limited on 27th April 2001,and that
this agreement had not been repudiated.
3) To further facilitate the repayment by ZNOC to ZANACO of the outstanding
amounts if any on the loan facility, ZNOC entered into another Revolving Oil
Financing facility agreement with ABSA Bank Limited under which ABSA
Bank would avail ZNOC a facility of US$ 65 million.
4) That by ZANACO’S very own acts had frustrated all efforts aimed at repaying
them through the agreements referred to above.
5) That ZNOC directors were advised by Counsel that it was wrong in law for
ZANACO to appoint a Receiver under a debenture while litigation was still on
going. There was multiplicity of actions
The ZNOC Directors further prayed for the following:
a) A declaration that the appointment of the Receiver Manager Mr Richard Mandona
under the Unlimited Debenture was contrary to the provisions of the said
Unlimited Debenture and is therefore wrongful.
b) An order of injunction restraining ZANACO by itself, servants, agents employees
or whom from appointing any other receiver in respect of the ZNOC and an order
restraining the Receiver already appointed from further acting or performing any
duties under the Deed of Appointment or under the Unlimited Debenture.
c) An order for a reconciliation of ZNOC account at ZANACO.
d) A declaration that the interest applicable on the account is simple interest and not
compound interest and an order that the compound interest be reversed.
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e) An order that factious charges that ZANACO charged in respect of funding costs,
penalty charges, interest on penalty and other such charges not supported by law
or agreement debited to ZNOC account be reversed.
f) A declaration that the Deed of Assignment dated 26th November 1997 was not
valid over the receivables from the crude oil that was in the Pipeline.
g) A declaration the ZANACO had no right to appoint Mr Arthur Ndhlovu as a
Collateral manager to monitor ZNOC’s sales to ensure that ZNOC receivables
were channeled into ZANACO.
h) An order that the sum of K328,149,930 plus interest of Collateral Manager’s fees
paid to Mr Arthur Ndhlovu be reversed.
i) Damages for trespass occasioned by the Collateral Manager.
j) Any other relief that the court may deem fit.
k) Costs of the action.
The documents containing the above were lodged in court on 16th December 2001 and
served on parties to cause number 2001 /HPC/ 0073 including Mr Levy Mwanawasa S.c
who was representing B.P (z).
Every early in the morning, around 6.30 hours, on 17th December 2001, the late Mr Harry
Mwanawasa phoned me at my house. He told me that his brother Mr Levy Mwanawasa
S.c. wanted to meet me at 20.000 hours at his Kabulonga House. At the agreed time I
went to Mr Mwanawasa’s Kabulonga house. Mrs. Maureen Mwanawasa opened the door
for me and served me Coca cola while I waited for Mr Levy Mwanawasa S.c.
When Mr Levy Mwanawasa S.c. came, he told me that he had gone through ZNOC
directors challenge of ZANACO appointment of Mr Richard Mandona, as ZNOC
Receiver Manager, and he wanted to get more details so that he could use his influence
as MMD Presidential candidate and BP Lawyer to have the matter settled amicably.
I told Mr Levy Patrick Mwanawasa S.c the following details:
That when I took over as ZNOC Chief Executive from Mr Everisto Kasunga, the
company had a negative net worth of about US$ 60 million and included in the ZNOC
liabilities was ZNOC debt at ZANACO which debt was incurred during the time Mr
Everisto Kasunga was Chief Executive with Mr Ken Njeleka as ZNOC Director of
operations when when Miss Edith Nawakwi was Minister of Energy and water
Development and Mr Romance Sampa then Permanent Secretary in Ministry of Energy
and Water Affairs was the ZNOC board chairman and I served under Mr Mr Everisto
Kasunga, firstly as Finance Manager and later as Director of Finance
Four months after I became Chief Executive, on Monday, 17th May 1999, INDENI
Refinery was gutted. The initial indications were that the refinery was going to be
reconstructed with in eight months. ZNOC management advised the Government that
given ZNOC negative balance sheet status, the company could not engage in the
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importation of finished petroleum products without government assistance. It was after
these representations that Bank of Zambia was asked to start giving financial guarantees
for the imported finished petroleum products during the INDENI Refinery crisis. I
advised Mr Mwanawasa that there was nothing strange about this arrangement because
even under ZIMCO, Bank of Zambia guaranteed an oil financing facility with Burgan
Bank of Kuwait when there was the Gulf crisis. The ZIMOIL balance on the outstanding
amount that was called on Bank of Zambia through the Burgan facility was transferred to
become as part of ZNOC liability, after the demise of ZIMCO which liability ZNOC
subsequently paid to Bank of Zambia
I advised Mr Mwanawasa that some of ZNOC proceeds realized from the sale of
imported finished petroleum products were utilized to settle the following:
• US$ 12 million to Standard Chartered Bank for the feedstock stuck in the
TAZAMA pipeline as the result of the INDENI fire
• US$ 7.8 million payments to TAZAMA and INDENI during the shut down period
for their past services relating to the pumping and process of crude oil before 17
th May 1999, fire at INDENI Refinery.
• US$ 35.2 million payment to ZANACO for servicing ZANACO old debt
accumulated from the letters of credit associated with the importation of crude oil
by Mr Everisto Kasunga, before the INDENI Fire.
• US$ 2.4 million payment to Total International payment for buy back of crude oil
used for the agitation of TAZAMA pipeline during shut down to avoid sludge
formation in the pipeline.
I also advised him that the following had negative effects on the cash flow
• ZNOC had to incur a US$ 3.5 million loss in order to claim increased cost of
working capital on the insurance policy.
• US$ 1.3 million excess transit loss during importation of finished petroleum
products claimed on Total international.
• US$ 1.8 million excess storage loss claimed on INDENI refinery.
• US$ .559 No shows CIP deliveries claimed on Total International.
I went on to advised Mr Mwanawasa that for a considerable period of time, there had
been International pressure applied on the Zambian Government to close INDENI
Refinery and turn the TAZAMA Pipeline into a finished petroleum products line, and that
these same international forces had taken the gutting of INDENI Refinery and the weak
ZNOC financial position at the time as an opportunity to achieve this particular objective,
and to this effect the following happened during the time INDENI Refinery was out of
service.
The World bank funded TAZAMA Rehabilitation Project was cancelled by the bank
midway through the project circle due to the non implementation of some of the project
co – ordinationalities by the Zambian Government.
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The paradox of this matter however is that all the TAZAMA Rehabilitation Project co –
ordinationalities which the Zambian Government could not meet under the TAZAMA
rehabilitation project were all incorporated into Zambia country conditionalities under
HIPC in the letter of intent which the International Monetary Fund, The World bank and
Dr Katele Kalumba then as Minister of Finance and National Planning signed on behalf
of Zambian Government. Therefore the TAZAMA Rehabilitation project co –
ordinationalities became Zambia country conditionalities under HIPC.
Every time there was IMF and World Bank HIPC review missions to Zambia these
missions always used to have meetings with Oil Marketing companies namely Total,
Mobil, AGIP, and B.P at World Bank offices in Lusaka before any HIPC letters of intents
were signed with the Zambian Government, consequently the following stringent
conditions were introduced in the HIPC letter of intent signed by the IMF and The World
Bank with then Minister of Finance Dr Katele Kalumba.
1. That INDENI Refinery was not going to be re - constructed
2. ZNOC will come out of the supply chain and became a manager of strategic
reserves
3. 25 % Customers duty on imported finished petroleum products that has always
applied since TAZAMA and INDENI were constructed in 1969 and was part of
the TAZAMA and INDENI construction agreements between the Zambian
Government and AGIP was not going to be rein stated
I further went on to advise Mr Levy Mwanawasa that the ZNOC problems after INDENI
reconstruction were induced because there was a conflict of interest between what ZNOC
wanted to do in the interest of Zambia and the interest of some leaders in MMD
government who were manipulating the IMF and World Bank by giving them false data
like the fictious ZNOC debt at ZANACO to apply conditionalities on the petroleum
sector that could make ZNOC, TAZAMA and INDENI fail to operate and use that as an
excuse for these companies to be taken over for free by front foreign companies that
some MMD leaders had formed with some multinational companies.
I told him that at the center of this conflict, was the fact that ZNOC had expressed an
interest to acquire the AGIP filling stations distribution net work, in order to facilitate the
ZNOC’s ability to have an influence on the petroleum products pump prices in the
country which had been liberalized. A three man Zambian delegation led by Mr
Mwamfuli the then Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Energy and Water
Development, with Mr Fred Nzama INDENI Refinery General Manager and myself
Dennis Mumba (ZNOC Chief Executive) traveled to Italy to express the Zambian
Government desire through ZNOC to acquire the AGIP filling stations distribution
network and meetings were held with Italian Government and ENI, the holding company
of AGIP.
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I told Mr Mwanawasa that on my way from Italy after the above meeting with AGIP, I
passed through London where I was supposed to sign a US $ 35 Million Oil Financing
Facility with Standard Bank of London. The need for this facility was created for two
reasons. The initial projection of the refinery reconstruction moved from the initially
anticipated 8 months to 18 months. The financing facility structures which were in place
in the first 8 months were stand alone facilities which could not be revolved once utilized.
With the prolonged importation excise therefore there was need to have a long term
revolving facility. The Standard Bank of London facility was structured in such as way
that Bank of Zambia was going to issue US$ 10 million guarantee and then subsequent
guarantees up to the maximum limit of US $ 35 million issued as and when the previous
guarantees issued by Bank of Zambia were retired. All throughout the negotiation the
Bank of Zambia was informed at every stage and there was Bank of Zambia undertaking
in writing regarding its commitment to this facility. However when the time came for this
facility to be signed, after I traveled from Italy where we expressed ZNOC interest to
acquire the AGIP filling stations distribution network, Miss Chilufya Mbalasha, Bank of
Zambia Deputy Governor then who had also traveled to London to sign this facility was
suddenly not authorized to sign the facility.
In the middle of the INDENI crisis, US $ 35 million Oil Financing Facility between
ZNOC and Standard Bank of London was therefore aborted because while we were in
London the then Minister of Finance Dr Katele Kalumba, (the current MMD National
Secretary ) signed a further conditionality with the IMF and The World Bank, prohibiting
issuance of any guarantees to parastatal companies. Bank of Zambia therefore
backtracked on this US $ 35 million Oil Financing Facility at the last minute leaving
ZNOC to pay over US$ 300,000 in fees. The last minute abortion of this facility caused
very serious operational and financial management of the crisis which culminated into
calls of previously guaranteed facilities to be made on the Bank of Zambia, which could
have been avoided if this facility had been allowed to be implemented.
I told Mr Mwanawasa that with hindsight of events, the letter of intent with the IMF and
The World Bank was signed so as to not only sabotage the US$35 million Oil Financing
Facility with Standard Bank of London in the middle of the INDENI crisis but also to
sabotage ZNOC strategic plans to acquire the AGIP filling stations distribution network
and to pave way for Total International to take over ZNOC’s role and profit potential in
the petroleum sector once Total International took over the AGIP shares in INDENI
Refinery.
I advised Mr Mwanawasa that there was a letter written by the then Minister of Finance
Dr Katele Kalumba to Total International in which letter he had given up the Zambian
Government pre – emptive rights to the AGIP shares in INDENI Refinery without
following the Zambia Privatization procedures on how pre – emptive rights are given up.
Dr Katele Kalumba had indicated in this letter that the Zambian Government was ready
to have Total International take over the AGIP shares in INDENI Refinery and become a
strategic equity partner in INDENI Refinery.
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I went on to advised Mr Mwanawasa that it was in order to avoid a repeat of what
happened with the US $ 35 Million Oil Facility with Standard Bank of London, why
ZNOC management negotiated a US $ 65 Million Oil Financing Facility with ABSA
Bank which did not involve any guarantees being issued by Zambian Government or
Bank of Zambia, and that the illegal ZANACO appointment of Mr Richard Mandona, a
Lusaka Lawyer, and partner in Permanent Chambers as ZNOC Receiver Manager was for
all purposes and intent, intended to sabotage the ABSA US$ 65 Million Oil Financing
Facility, like the way the letter of intent with IMF and The World Bank was used to
sabotage the Standard Bank of London US$ 35 Million Oil Financing Facility.
I told Mr Mwanawasa that as part of the scheme to kill ZNOC, there was a deliberate
attempt to inflate ZNOC debts. I advise him that immediately after Mr Richard Madona
was illegally appointed as ZNOC Receiver Manager by ZANACO, Total International
lodged in a claim for US $ 11.6 million, through a Lusaka Lawyer, Miss Beatrice
Mulafwi when what was due to Total international was only US $ 360,000. On request
for a brief by Mr Richard Mandona, on the Total International claim of US$11.6
million ,On behalf of ZNOC management, I detailed reasons to Mr Richard Mandona,
why the Total International claims were false and Mr Richard Mandona, appreciated the
reasons that ZNOC management advanced in writing to him and he in turn sent a letter
to Total International disputing the Total International claim of US 11.6 million.
I told Mr Mwanawasa that Zambia Revenue Authority was also being used to create an
artificial ZNOC cash flow constraint by deliberately overcharging ZNOC petroleum
products produced from reconstructed INDENI Refinery and the persistent refusal by the
ministry of Finance to reinstate the 25% customs duty on imported finished petroleum
products imported by oil marketing companies resulting in the ZNOC failing to recapture
90% of the market causing intermittent operations of TAZAMA and INDENI
It is important to note that almost all institutions that ZNOC had serious disputes with
ZRA and ZANACO were under the control of the Ministry of Finance, and these disputes
were not there before and only arose during the tenure of office when Dr Katele Kalumba
the current MMD National Secretary became Minister of Finance and National Planning,
and all the IMF and World Bank letters of intent conditionality with the above stated
adverse terms on petroleum sector were signed by Dr Katele Kalumba the current MMD
National Secretary when he was Minister of Finance and National Planning without
consultations with the Ministry of Energy and Water Development. The report that
claimed that I,000 Fuel Tankers were unaccounted for was prepared by Miss Anna
Chifungulwa when she was in charge of internal audit of the Ministry of Finance when
Dr Katele Kalumba the current MMD National Secretary was Minister of Finance and
National Planning. The Auditor General’s office is also under the Minister of Finance.
The Auditor General commissioned the ZNOC audit which resulted in the false audit
report on ZNOC when Dr Katele Kalumba the current MMD National Secretary was
Minister of Finance and National Planning.
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I told Mr Mwanawasa S.c. that the reconstruction of INDENI refinery, presented an
opportunity for ZNOC to make supernormal profits which came about as a result of the
following.
• At the end of the importation excise, when INDENI was reconstructed, the rail
transportation rate EX – RSA was US$ 218.43 per metric ton for gas oil and the
pump price prevailing at the time reflected for the recovery of this transport
element. When INDENI was reconstructed, the US$ 218.43 per metric ton
transport element in the pricing formula was substituted by US$ 53 per metric ton
made up of TAZAMA Pumping fee of US$ 21 per metric ton and US$ 32 per
metric ton, INDENI processing fee, (broken down into US$ 24 processing fee and
6.5 % allowable process loss).There was therefore a saving in gas oil
transportation of US$ 165.43per metric ton (i.e. the difference between US$
218.43 and US$ 54 per metric ton) when INDENI was reconstructed. The
situation was the same for other refined petroleum products as well. I advised Mr
Mwanawasa, that ZNOC had potential of making US$ 10 million profits per
every 90,000metric tons shipment and since on average 6 shipments were handled
every year the company had potential to make profits of about US$ 60 million per
year. I cautioned Mr Mwanawasa that the existence of this profit potential was at
the core of transferring ZNOC role in the Oil sector to Total International at
INDENI Refinery because the existence of this profit potential was know to the
Ministry of Finance and National Planning through Financial plans that ZNOC
used to submit to them from time to time so that the same financial plans could be
submitted to the IMF and the Worldbank.
I advised Mr Mwanawasa that ZNOC could not reduce the pump price immediately to the
level which reflected the reconstructed INDENI Refinery and TAZAMA Pipelines
production costs for the following reasons:
1. There was need for ZNOC to recover the replacement cost of the 90,000 metric
tons of crude oil that was stuck in the pipeline for 18 months during the shut down
period. This was so because in the 18 months period the world market price of oil
had more than doubled.
2. It was in the ZNOC strategic plans, that the ZNOC was going to use the super
normal profits to be generated upon INDENI reconstruction, as a result of the
above indicated freight differentials, to pay all outstanding debts and reduce the
pump prices after six months of full operations
3. The actual operational efficiency of the TAZAMA and INDENI system had not
yet been ascertained. For example, in the initial periods INDENI operational
losses were 20% instead of the allowable 6.5%, and the products yields were also
not in line with the expectations.
4. The Zambia Revenue Authority, under the Chairmanship of Mr Emmerneal
Kasonde, was unfairly taxing petroleum products ex – INDENI at selling price
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while taxing finished imported petroleum products at cost. This unfavorable
taxation regime had serious consequences on ZNOC for the following reasons:
a) On account of ZRA adverse taxation of ZNOC Ex – INDENI petroleum
products, the ZNOC, TAZAMA / INDENI system could not recoup 90%
of the national petroleum products market. Coupled with the fact that
ZNOC did not have its own filling stations, this market was therefore lost
to finished imported petroleum products imported by oil marketing
companies, resulting in frequent shut downs of TAZAMA and INDENI
operations.
b) All the super normal profits that ZNOC generated on reconstruction of
INDENI, as a result of the freight differential explained above, were held
in the form of over taxation by ZRA, consequently hampering ZNOC
strategic plans. This situation was further compounded by the fact that
ZRA had issued a directive that taxes due on ZNOC petroleum products
sold to oil marketing companies should be paid directly to ZRA without
the money passing through ZNOC books, thereby compromising the audit
trail in the accounting of tax revenues.
I also told Mr Mwanawasa that the highly publicized claim by ZANACO that ZNOC
owned it US $ 51 million was not true and was also part of the scheme to kill ZNOC.I
told him that the correct debt was US 10.3 million and that ZANACO had been practicing
false accounting and the differences between ZNOC and ZANACO were made up of the
following differences:
1. US$ 4,165,046.30 overstatement in the values of letters of credits that ZNOC
opened through ZANACO.
2. US$ 26,365,403.18 ZNOC deposits that ZANACO deliberately misposted to
cover factious entries that ZANACO themselves had created
3. K123,641,421,950.50 (K 123 billion ) false ZANACO created entries posted to
unilaterally ZANACO created ZNOC accounts. The account numbers of these
questionable accounts are
0030240000000681,0036140000020061,0036140000020057,0030240000000779
,0036140000020097 and 0030240000000867.
I told Mr Mwanawasa.S.c. that given the false entries and accounting that I had seen
ZANACO practice against ZNOC I was convinced that there was something seriously
wrong at ZANACO and if the case in which ZNOC had counter claimed to have the
ZNOC debt at ZANACO settled by the courts, proceeded to be determined by the courts,
I was certain that ZANACO was going to collapse.
I advised Mr Mwanawasa .S.c. that in national interests he should do the following:
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Have the matter involving ZANACO, ZNOC and B.P settled outside court and use
ZNOC to recapitalise ZANACO by the following means:
•

•

•

The US$ 65 million ABSA Oil Financing Facility was structured in such a way
that ABSA was only going to have a lien on the crude oil in the TAZAMA
pipeline that it would finance and 90,000 metric tons ZNOC’S crude oil in the
TAZAMA pipeline would therefore be displaced by the ABSA Financed crude oil
and the proceeds realized there from would be approximately US$ 36 Million.
ZNOC Management and the board would be willingness to pay ZANACO more
than it was legally entitled to as demonstrated by the fact that in the three party
Escrow agreement that was signed in October 2001 by ZANACO, ZNOC, and
ABSA, ZANACO was going to be paid USD 24 Million within one and half
months of implementation of the US$65 Million ZNOC/ABSA Oil Financing
Facility. I indicated to Mr Mwanawasa that in national interests, ZNOC board and
management were ready to even let ZANACO be paid entire the US$ 36 Million
to be realized from the sale of refined petroleum products from the ZNOC crude
oil in TAZAMA pipeline.
I told him that I was convinced that judgment in the case involving ZNOC against
ZRA before the Revenue Appeals Tribunal was going to be in favor of ZNOC
because ZRA had failed to provide any arguments to justify their actions. I
therefore proposed to Mr Mwanawasa that a further US$ 10 million would be
paid to ZANACO from the ZRA refund to ZNOC, once the judgment was passed,
while the reminder of the refund of another US$ 10 million would be used to pay
ZNOC debt to Standard Chartered Bank.
I went on to proposal that the ZNOC debt to Bank of Zambia would then be paid
within less than 12 months, given the fact that the prevailing selling price of
petroleum products at the time was favorable because of the supernormal profits
to be made due to the transportation differential explained above which provided
ZNOC with an opportunity to make profits of a minimum of US$ 60 million per
year.

I advised Mr Mwanawasa.S.c that by allowing ZNOC implement the US$ 65 million
ABSA Oil Financing Facility, it was not only going to bring about financial stability
in the banking sector in Zambia, but that it would also provide the government with
an opportunity to solve the ZANACO problem without using public funds to
recapitalise it. There after then the government could insistitute investigation to
determine what could have contributed to the erosion of the capital base at ZANACO,
while both institutions ZANACO and ZNOC would have been preserved.
I told Mr Mwanawasa.S.c. that the decision by the MMD government to disposal of
the 50% shareholding that the Zambian government had in B.P (Z) limited and AGIP,
two biggest oil marketing companies then, removed government influence in the
distribution and the marketing of petroleum products which gave rise to the cartel
machinations which the country has been experiencing regarding petroleum products
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pump price fixing. I advised him that it was in an attempt to address the problem of
petroleum products pump price setting in a liberalized market and the proposed future
role of ZNOC as Manager of strategic reserves that the Zambian Government had
committed its self in the HIPC programme with the IMF and the Worldbank ,that
ZNOC expressed the interest to acquire the AGIP filling stations distribution network
when AGIP decided to disinvest from Zambia. I Further cautioned Mr Levy Patrick
Mwanawasa.S.c that transferring ZNOC’S role to Total International was going to
extend the cartel machinations from the downstream petroleum distribution to the
upstream petroleum sector as well i.e. crude oil importation and refining,
compromising the security of the country in the process.
I advised Mr Mwanawasa.S.c. that in the letter of intent that the IMF , The World
Bank and Dr Katele Kalumba then as Minister of Finance and National Planning
signed as part of the HIPC conditionality for Zambia, there was a declaration that
ZNOC was going to come out of the oil supply chain and became a manager of
strategic reserves. Dr Katele Kalumba as Minister of Finance and National Planning
agreed to this conditionality without stating out the modalities of how the same was to
be achieved. A strategic reserve holder in whatever market, be it financial or
commodity market has to have sufficient financial muscle to:
•
•
•

Maintain the reserves
Be able to meet the emergency challenges that would arise from time to time
Be able to intervene in the market from time to time should the situation so
dictate.

I advised Mr Mwanawasa.S.c. that even the IMF and World bank conditionalituies of
making ZNOC as manager of Strategic reserves would not be attained if the ABSA
US$ 65 Million Oil Financing Facility was not implemented by ZNOC , because such
a Strategic Reserve Manager role entailed there being common utilization of the
TAZAMA Pipelines and the INDENI Refinery by ZNOC as manager of strategic
reserves and the private sector oil companies, and without ZNOC or indeed the
government having its own financing capacity, the strategic manager role of ZNOC /
Zambia government would be an illusion because the IMF and the World bank would
not allow the Zambian Government to use public funds for oil procurement purposes.
I advised Mr Levy Mwanawasa S.c that this was one of the reasons why ZNOC
management strongly supported the implementation of the ABSA US$ 65 million Oil
Financing Facility by ZNOC.
I went on the tell Mr Mwanawasa.S.c. that the adverse publicity on ZNOC in both
private and government media was based on unfounded allegations and claims and
that the same was ostracized by the MMD government as part of the overall strategy
to perpetuate the scheme to defraud Zambia through the killing of ZNOC.
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I have no reason to believe that Mr Mwanawasa.S.c. did not agree with me, because
he asked me to recommend to him what he should do immediately to protect the
country. I told him to write ZANACO and Standard Chartered Bank .He on his part
asked me to put in writing all that I had told him but that I should not sign the report.
He offered that my hand written report could be typed for me by his trusted Indian
Secretary whom he claimed kept all his secretes. I politely declined this offer by
telling him that I would type the report since I was conversant with Microsoft word. I
submitted my typed unsigned report to Mr Mwanawasa not only once but on two
occasions. My first report which contained what I have explained above was first
given to him on 19th December 2001 and second one on 7th January 2002 after he
became President when he phoned me and requested me to give him another report
claiming that he had misplaced the first one when moving into State House
Below is the exact quotation of Mr Mwanawasa’s letter dated 19th December 2001.
Dear Sir,
Re:ZAMBIA NATIONAL OIL COMPANY LIMITED (IN RECEIVERSHIP)
I have received information that you instructed the person purported to be appointed
Receiver of this company to proceed with the receivership and dispose of either the
entire undertaking or the assets of the company to Total International Limited. I am of
the strong view that Zambia National Oil Company Limited is very essential and
provides a strategic service to this nation and it should not be liquidated in a light
manner and since a new administration will come in office in a few days time, which
I am confident I will have the privilege to lead, I would be most grateful if you would
please let me know what you find objectionable to the ABSA facility which Zambia
National Oil Company Limited has arranged and under which I understand that
payment to your bank and Zambia National Commercial Bank Limited could be made
within one and half months time.
I look forward to hearing from you as early as possible.
Yours Faithfully.
Signed
L.P.MWANAWASA SC
MMD PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
Copy of this letter to Standard Chartered Bank is attached on annexure1 and 2.
Similar letter with the same wording was also sent to ZANACO.
On 20th December 2001, I wrote a letter to Mr Richard Mandona, the ZANACO
appointed ZNOC Receiver Manager informing him that I was proceeding on leave
because I was one of the directors who had decided to challenge ZANACO the
debenture holders who had purportedly appointed him as ZNOC Receiver Manager.
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On 21st December 2001 Mr Richard Mandona, wrote me a letter advising me that he
had fired me as ZNOC Chief Executive.
On the same day 21st December 2001 I left the country, for security reasons, only to
return around 5th January 2002.
When I returned to Zambia in January 2002, after the 2001 Presidential and
parliamentary general elections, Mr Mumba Malila told me that Mr Donald Chanda
ZNOC board chairman went to his offices on 21st December 2001 and demanded that
Mr Mumba Malila withdraw the ZNOC board action challenging ZANACO
appointment of Mr Richard Mandona, as ZNOC Receiver Manager claiming that the
action was only taken by me without the support of other directors. Mr Mumba
Malila told me that he requested Mr Donald Chanda to put his demands in writing,
which Mr Donald Chanda did with a copy to Mr Richard Mandona, ZANACO
appointed ZNOC Receiver Manager. Mr Mumba Malila indicated that he could
however not effect Mr Donald Chanda’s directive because the courts were on recess
for Christmas at the time. I was extremely surprised to learn that there was such a
written instruction from Mr Donald Chanda, because immediately after ZANACO
appointed Mr Richard Mandona as a ZNOC Receiver Manager on ZNOC on 30th
October 2001, Mr Donald Chanda wrote a strongly worded letter of protest to
ZANACO board chairman Mr Shimukowa which letter was copied to then Energy
Minister Mr David Saviye and then Finance Minister Dr Katele Kalumba.
Mr Mumba Malila advised me that given the letter he received from Mr Donald
Chanda, he needed to have signed authorization from a minimum of three of the five
ZNOC directors in order for him to continue with the case in court and that the
pending affidavit to be filed in court be signed by another director other than myself.
On 9 th January 2002 a circular resolution was signed by three ZNOC directors,
namely: Myself Dennis Mumba, Dr G.Chabwera and Mr Lupunga in which
resolution the board resolved to pursue the challenge of the ZANACO appointment of
Mr Richard Mandona, as ZNOC Receiver Manager. Mr Lupunga in addition signed
the affidavit in reply to ZANACO. The ZNOC directors who were not part of this
action therefore were Mr Donald Chanda, ZNOC board chairman Miss Josephine
Mapoma, Permanent Secretary in The Ministry of Energy and Water Development.
President Mwanawasa.S.c. rang me in January 2002. He told me that he had
instructed Mr Kaunda Lembalemba, his newly appointed Minister of Energy and
Water Development, to reinstate me and that Mr Lembalemba was going to call me.
Mr Lembalemba called me to his office and told me that he was going to reinstate me
if I wrote him a letter advising him that I was discontinuing the court action
challenging ZANACO appointment of Mr Richard Mandona, as ZNOC Receiver
Manager. I told Mr Lembalemba that I was going to respond to him in the afternoon
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after consulting other ZNOC directors who were part of the court action. After
consulting Mr Lupunga, I wrote a letter to the then Minister of Energy and Water
Development Mr Kaunda Lembalemba stating that the directors were ready to
discontinue the court action as long as an amicable resolution acceptable to both
institutions, ZNOC and ZANACO was reached.
I never heard from Minister Lembalemba again and neither was I reinstated after I
gave the above response.
In the meantime we continued going to court. At the first court appearance in January
2002, ZANACO Lawyers, Mr Mutemwa and Mr Amos Siwila produced Mr Donald
Chanda’s letter in court and wanted to rely on it in order to have the case discontinued
by the court, stating that the action did not have the board approval. Our Lawyer Mr
Mumba Malila countered this, by producing the signed circular resolution of the three
ZNOC directors, Dennis Mumba, Dr George Chabwera and Mr Lupunga. It is
important to note that all along B.P(Z) Limited was being represented by Mwanawasa
and company in the matter, and a lawyer from Mwanawasa and company was in
attendance. After this Judge Chibomba directed that there be a speedy trial to
determine all the three issues at hand namely:
1. ZANACO claim on the right to ZNOC receivables from B.P
2. Quantum of the ZNOC debt to ZANACO
3. Legal validity of the ZANACO appointment of Mr Richard Mandona, as
ZNOC Receiver
Judge Chibomba had set 28th February 2002 as the commencement date of speedy trial.
On or around the 26th February 2002, President Mwanawasa.S.c. rang me, and asked me
to withdraw the court action to challenge ZANACO appointment of Mr Richard
Mandona, as ZNOC Receiver Manager saying that he was going to resolve the matter
amicably in line with what I had advised him and he asked me to make an appointment to
meet him at State House once he came back from Australia. I told President
Mwanawasa.S.c. that since the request was coming from him the President, I was going
to oblige.
When I told Mr Mumba Malila about the conversation I had with President Mwanawasa
S.c. he advised that there was need for the other party ZANACO to consent to the
withdraw, because the withdraw on our part alone would not only withdraw ZNOC
defences but also run the risk of paying legal fees to ZANACO lawyers. Mr Malila rang
Mr Mutemwa, the ZANACO lawyer in order to try and find out discretely if he had
received any instructions to have the matter withdrawn by the consent of the parties.
From the telephone conversation Mr Mumba Malila had with Mr Mutemwa, it was clear
that there were no consent withdraw instructions given to Mr Mutemwa and Mr Malila
advised me not to proceed to withdraw alone, and he wrote me a letter explaining this
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point, saying that President Mwanawasa.S.c. being a lawyer will understand. Since by
this time President Mwanawasa.S.c. was out of the Country on his way to Australia, I
gave the letter from Mr Mumba Malila to the President Mwanawasa.S.c. late brother Mr
Harry Mwanawasa, to give the letter from ZNOC board members lawyer Mr Mumba
Malila to his brother President Mwanawasa.S.c.
A day before trial on 27th February 2002, The then Minister of Energy and water
Development Mr Kaunda Lembalemba in a President Mwanawasa led MMD government
dissolved the ZNOC board thereby removing the locus stand of the ZNOC board in
course number 2001/HPC/0073 where President Mwanawasa’s legal firm Mwanawasa
and company was a party to the proceeding representing B.P (Z) Limited. It would be
interesting to find out how much B.P (Z) paid Mwanawasa and company for representing
them in this course which ended in these particular circumstances. Mr Kaunda
Lembalemba’s, letter to ZNOC directors was also like, Mr Donald Chanda’s letter,
copied to Mr Richard Mandona, the ZANACO appointed ZNOC Receiver Manager.
On 18th March 2002 Mr Richard Mandona, the ZANACO appointed ZNOC Receiver
Manager instructed ABSA to transfer the ZNOC’s U$ 65 million Oil Financing Facility
with ABSA to Trans Sahara Trading (TST), indicating that the Minister of Energy and
Water Development Mr Kaunda Lembalemba had chosen TST as a company to procure
oil on behalf of Zambia. According to the Auditor General report Mr Richard Mandona
the ZANACO appointed ZNOC Receiver Manager had paid himself K816,736,000, from
ZNOC monies. In addition to that he had also lodged in a claim for K13,111,712,400
with the illegal appointed ZNOC Liquidator Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard
Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche, bringing the total
amount payable to Mr Richard Mandona, to about K14 billion. This colossal amount of
K14 billion payable to Mr Richard Mandona, a Lusaka Lawyer and partner in Permanent
Chambers is not a representative of the five months work he did as ZNOC Receiver
Manager, because the ZANACO deed of his appointment did not provided for payment
of any such fees. This colossal payment of K14 billion to Mr Richard Mandona, a Lusaka
Lawyer and partner in Permanent Chambers therefore is for the role he played in
channeling Minister Kaunda Lembalemba’s instructions to ABSA to transfer the ZNOC’s
US$ 65 million Oil Financing Facility to TST.
It is not a coincidence that TST local representative was Mr Teta Vundamina. Mr Teta
Vundamina is not only Mr Kaunda Lembalemba’s friend but is also his next door
neighbor in Mufulira.
Under the rules of Energy Regulation Board (ERB) no company can be given a license to
deal in petroleum product if such a company does not have a specified minimum storage
facilities of its own or leased facilities. Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard
Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche the illegally appointed
ZNOC liquidator made paid for advertisements in all the newspapers in Zambia where he
claimed not to have had any dealings with TST, therefore TST could not have leased the
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ZNOC’s Fuel Terminal from the illegal ZNOC liquidator Mr George Sokota, Chairman
of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche. The
certificate of incorporation of TST made by the Ichito’s MNB indicated that the
registered office of TST was MNB offices in Kitwe.It is therefore highly questionable
how the Energy Regulation Board under Mr Moses Nzama and Mr Hibanjeni, issued a
license to TST to deal in petroleum products when TST did not have its own or leased
petroleum products storage facilities anywhere in Zambia at the time. Mr Moses Nzama
and Mr Hibanjeni flouted ERB’s own rules which they were supposed to be enforcing.
On 28th March 2002 the Nchito legal practice, MNB through Mr Chima Nchito
incorporated TST as a foreign company with MNB offices in Kitwe as the registered
office of TST.
On 4th April 2002,without following the law, ZNOC was purportedly put in a new deal
MMD government illegal sponsored liquidation
On 5th April 2002, the Nchito brothers legal practice MNB registered the US$65 million
Oil Financing facility debenture on behalf of TST in favor of ABSA.
26th April 2002,The Revenue Appeals Tribunal passed judgment in favor of ZNOC
against Zambia Revenue Authority.
In the mean time President Mwanawasa had been using Mr Mr Mutembo Ichito,a Lusaka
Lawyer, Partner in MNB, Businessman and Task Force Private Prosecutor to try and get
information from me to implicate former President Dr F.J.Chiluba in plunder of Zambian
Economy through ZNOC. I have known Mr Mr Mutembo Ichito, from the early 1990’s
when we used to work from the same building, ZSIC Premium House when he used to
work as a junior lawyer for Shamwana and company and I worked as an accountant for
Zambezi River Authority and later on we were neighbors for some time until 2001, when
he lived at Plot 3811 Manda Hill in the house that he later gave to FDD to use as its
Secretariat and I lived at Plot 3809 on the same Manda Hill road. Mr Mutembo Ichito,
came to my house several times to try and get information from me to implicate Former
President Dr F.J.Chiluba. I told Mr Mr Mutembo Ichito, that the stories about ZNOC
were untrue and the fact that the ZNOC liquidation was illegal. He then challenged me
that if the stories were untrue, why wasn’t I taking any legal action. I told him that I had
no lawyer to represent me, because most of the lawyers were not ready to take up my
case and I gave him the example of Mrs. Nellie Muti, whom myself and Mrs Mwaka
Samundengu Ngoma, Former ZNOC Company Secretary had approached to represent us
in an action to challenge the illegal ZNOC liquidation before Mrs. Nellie Muti was
appointed Chairperson of The Anti – Corruption Commission, but for reasons best known
to herself she could not take up our case. Mr Mutembo Ichito, then offered that he could
represent me through his legal firm MNB. It was therefore agreed that Mr Mr Mutembo
Ichito, was going to represent me and Mrs. Mwaka Ngoma, in a legal challenge of the
ZNOC liquidation. I told Mr Mr Mutembo Ichito, that if he wanted to pursue plunder he
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should follow up the Total International fake claim of US$ 11.6 million on the ZNOC
Receiver and liquidator. Mr Mr Mutembo Ichito, however later came back to ask me to
provide him with some other information on plunder that could directly link former
President Dr F.J.Chiluba because the Task Force chairman Mr Mark Chona had been
stopped by President Mwanawasa from following up on US$ 11.6 million Total
International claim on ZNOC Receiver and Liquidator because Total International had
financed the MMD in the 2001 Presidential and Parliamentary elections. I told Mr Mr
Mutembo Ichito, that I did not have the type of information he was asking for, because
ZNOC problems were created when Mr Everisto Kasunga, was ZNOC Chief Executive.
I therefore advised him to look at ZNOC operations during the tenure of Mr Everisto
Kasunga, for information to link Former President Dr F.J.Chiluba to plunder if ever he
had any such information.
Later Mrs Mwaka Ngoma, and myself met Mr Mr Mutembo Ichito, at MNB offices
where we provided him with information to use in our joint action to challenge the illegal
ZNOC liquidation. We provided Mr Mr Mutembo Ichito, with all the documentary
evidence relating to this matter including proof that ZNOC debt at ZANACO was US$
10.3 million, and the ZNOC / ABSA US$ 65 million Oil Financing Facility
documentation. MNB proceeded even to prepare the summons and affidavit for myself
and Mrs Mwaka Ngoma. A meeting was arranged at MNB offices attended by myself,
Dennis Mumba, Mrs Mwaka Ngoma, Mr Mr Mutembo Ichito, Mr Chima Nchito, Mr
Patrick Matibini and Mr Mutembo Nchito’s legal assistant a Mr Songolo to finalize the
summons and affidavits for the court action to challenge the illegal ZNOC liquidation. A
few days later after this meeting, Mr Samuel Ngoma, Former Times Of Zambia Political
Editor who is Mrs Mwaka Samundengu Ngoma,(ZNOC Company Secretary)’s husband
was appointed by President Mwanawasa as Press secretary at the Zambian Embassy in
South Africa. Mrs Mwaka Samundengu Ngoma, therefore decided not to be part of the
court action. Mr Mr Mutembo Ichito, on the other hand kept my documents for over two
months and kept on giving me excuses, among such excuses were that his assistant Mr
Songolo who had been working on the summons and affidavits had left MNB to go and
work as company secretary for Zambia National Broadcasting Corporation (ZNBC).
While I left Mr Mr Mutembo Ichito, holding on to my documents I proceeded to seek
another lawyer to represent me. Finally Mr Charles Chota of Lewis Nathan agreed to
represent me. On the day the post Newspaper run my court affidavit challenging ZNOC
liquidation, I went to Mr Mr Mutembo Ichito at MNB to collect my papers that I left with
him. Mr Mutembo Ichito, told me that he had rang his good friend a Mr Amos
Malupenga at the Post Newspapers to find out where he got the ZNOC story from, but
Mr Malupenga could not tell him the source of the story. Mr Mutembo Ichito, went on to
tell me that he could not represent me because MNB had signed an agreement with the
Government were MNB was to prosecute Plunders and that the ZNOC / ZANACO issue
had been referred to them, and that if there was any thing I did wrong at ZNOC he was
going to prosecute me. I told him that he was free to go ahead, and I asked him to give
me my papers back.
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It was only later after the above encounter that I came to find out that MNB were the
Lawyers who actually incorporated Trans Sahara Trading Company (TST), and
registered the US$ 65 million debenture on behalf of TST in favor of ABSA Bank.
On 25th October 2002, I proceed in my personal capacity as a creditor, to try and protect
our country Zambia’s interests by challenging the illegal liquidation of ZNOC, in course
number 2002/HP/0419 by suing the ZNOC liquidator before Judge Imasiku in spite of
President Mwanawasa’s MMD government frustrations such as the dissolution of the
ZNOC board by Minister Kaunda Lembalemba so as to remove the ZNOC board locus
stand in a legal cause before the courts were the board had challenged the illegal
ZANACO appointment of Mr Richard Mandona, and the direct phone call I received
from President Mwanawasa himself directing me to withdraw the action against
ZANACO among others.
The affidavit in reply filed in by Mr Don Mac Donald (a British national and now
Managing Director of Zambian Airways, a company in which the Nchito’s have
substantial shareholding) on behalf of Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard
Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche the ZNOC liquidator
indicated that ZNOC liquidation was a members voluntary liquidation that was made
through a special resolution made by members Mr Emmanuel Kasonde and Mr Boniface
Nonde.
At the next court hearing that followed, after Judge Imasiku established that the purported
ZNOC members, Mr Emmanuel Kasonde and Mr Boniface Nonde who signed the special
resolution were Minister of Finance and National Planning and the Secretary to the
Treasury respectively, Judge Imasiku ordered that the Zambian Government through the
Attorney General be adjoined to the course as co – defendants with the ZNOC liquidator.
The necessary summons and amendments were made to attach the Zambia Government
as co - defendants, and I made the following prays:
1. Declaration that the ZNOC liquidation was null and void since neither section 308
or 314 was complied with.
2. Declaration that Mr George Sokota, should not have been appointed because there
was a conflict of interest because Mr George Sokota, was Chairman of Standard
Chartered Bank who were one of ZNOC creditors
3. Declaration that the following activities were fraudulent:
a) Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary in The Ministry of Energy
and Water Development’s transfer of ZNOC Fuel Terminal to INDENI
Refinery (now under Total Outre – mer)
b) Mr Borniface Nonde’s letter appointing Mr George Sokota, as liquidator,
where he instructed Mr George Sokota, not to consider the crude oil in the
TAZAMA pipeline as part of ZNOC assets.
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c) Mr Richard Mandona, transfer of ZNOC / ABSA US$ 65 million Oil
Financing Facility to Trans Sahara Trading Company.
Mr George Sokota, was represented by Mr Vincent Malambo, and Mr Sunday Nkonde
the Solicitor General represented the Zambian Government and I was represented by Mr
Charles Chonta and Mr Mudenda of Lewis Nathan.
At the subsequent hearing Judge Imasiku directed the parties to fill in witness statements
and documentations. I submitted all the documents ranging from the defective purported
special resolution signed by Mr E.Kasonde and Mr Boniface Nonde where they purported
to be shareholders when there were not, to all the documents proving that the quantum of
ZNOC debt to ZANACO was US$ 10.3 Million and not US$ 51 Million as claimed by
the Government and ZANACO, and all the signed agreements relating to the US$ 65
million ABSA financing Facility and evidence that ZNOC had a positive US$ 7.1 million
Dollars, balance sheet among other evidence and documentation. On the defense side, the
Liquidator and the Government did not submit anything
After I submitted the above documentary evidence in court, Mr George Sokota, quickly
called for a creditors meeting under section 311 (1)
I applied to Judge Imasiku for an injunction against the creditors meeting from taking
place. Judge Imasiku ruled on 11 th April 2003 that he could not grant the injunction
because Mr George Sokota, had not been sued in his personal capacity. Instead of Judge
Imasiku restricting himself to the injunction application he proceeded to even rule that
my action was a nullity for lack of leave of court. Supreme court Judge Dennis Chirwa
refused to review Judge Imasiku’s ruling.
When the date that had been originally set for the hearing came, Judge Imasiku in his
opening address to the parties indicated that he was allowing the action to go ahead
because he had realized that the second part of his ruling relating to leave of court was
wrong and advised the parties to ignore that portion of his ruling. At this stage there was
a change in the liquidators, the new Liquidator was Mr Richard Mazombwe, Managing
Partner of Price Waterhouse Coopers and his lawyer was Dodia. Upon hearing opening
pronouncements by Judge Imasiku, the Solicitor General Mr Sunday Nkonde and the
liquidator lawyer Dodia requested for adjournment so that they could get instructions
from their clients.
At the later court appearance the liquidator and the government lawyers requested for an
indefinite adjournment of the case since they had opted to have the matter settled outside
court. Judge Imasiku however refused to grant such an application but instead gave the
parties, a timeframe of up to 11th November 2003 within which to conclude the
negotiations.
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The negotiations however failed because I insisted that they should bring back the
company, ZNOC, in addition to having a written acknowledgement of all the wrong
doings, which were committed prior to and during the purported illegal ZNOC
liquidation, but the government was only interested in paying me off.
When we went back to court and reported failure in the settlement on 11 th November
2003, Surprisingly instead of the matter proceeding Judge Imasiku, turn around and said
that his earlier ruling on 11th April 2003 that my action was a nullity for lack of leave of
court still stood.
Judge Imasiku’s refusal to grant injunction against Mr George Sokota, holding a creditors
meeting has been critised by some lawyers who have indicated that under the rules of the
High Court, a Judge has powers to attach or detach any person to the proceedings. In the
same way that Judge Imasiku ordered that the Zambian government be adjoined to the
proceedings as co – defendants with the ZNOC liquidator, some lawyers have argued that
in the interest of justice Judge Imasiku should have attached Mr George Sokota, in his
personal capacity as a co - defendant to the proceedings and granted the injunction
against the holding of a creditors meeting on 11th April 2003.
The Zambian Supreme Court has passed a ruling with respect to obtaining leave of court
in the matter between Sachika Sitwala versus Lima Bank Limited (in liquidation)
The Supreme Court held in ruling and I quote:
“We therefore have no difficulty in accepting Mr Sitwala’s first arguments that section
317(2) of the Companies Act, the section on which the learned trial judge relied falls in
division 13.5 captioned” provisions applicable only to creditors voluntary winding
up”(own emphasis). We accept his argument that for Section 317(2) to be invoked it had
to be established before the court that the respondents winding up was a creditors
voluntary winding up falling under division 13.5 of the Companies
Act”…….”Consequentially, we hold that there has to be evidence before any court seized
with any matter relating to a company which is winding up for that court to decide
whether or not such a winding up falls under members voluntary winding up or creditors
voluntary winding up. There has to be evidence to establish whether or not there was a
compliance with Section 308 or 314 of the Companies Act. It is a well established
principle that he who alleges must prove his allegation “
I commenced the action to have the ZNOC liquidation annulled by the courts, when Mr
George Sokota, was the purported ZNOC members appointed liquidator. I had provided
documentary evidence before Judge Imasiku, of the purported members special
resolution placing ZNOC in a members Voluntary liquidation and the only affividavit
ever filled by the defendants signed by Mr Don Mac Donald (Presently Managing
Director of Zambian Airways a company in which the Ichitos of MNB have substantial
shareholding) on behalf of Mr George Sokota, also stated that the liquidation was a
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members Voluntary liquidation signed by members Mr Emmanuel Kasonde and Mr
Boniface Nonde.
With the above documentary evidence before Judge Imasiku, and the defendants
affividavit admitting that the ZNOC liquidation was a members voluntary liquidation,
and the fact that it was on the basis of the contents of the defendants affividavit that
Judge Imasiku ordered the Zambian Government to be attached as co – defendants with
the ZNOC liquidator, it is only Judge Imasiku alone who can explain, why he made a
ruling that my action was a nullity for lack of leave of court, a ruling which is not based
on any Zambian legal provision.
Judge Imasiku, himself had before expressly stated that the portion of his ruling that dealt
with leave of court was wrong and therefore allowed the parties to continue appearing
before him from 11th April 2003 when he first made the wrong ruling to11th November
2003 when the parties could not reach a settlement outside the court, left a lot to be
desired about our court system and begs the question if in deed our courts are any longer
places of recourse particularly in matters were the New deal MMD government is
involved.
Given that the Zambian President Mr Levy Patrick Mwanawasa S.c. had personally rang
me,instructing me to stop a court action against ZANACO when ZNOC directors
challenged ZANACO appointment of Mr Richard Mandona, as ZNOC Receiver Manager
and the fact that Energy Minister Mr Kaunda Lembalemba had dissolved the ZNOC
board in order to remove the board locus stand in the case were the ZNOC Board
challenged ZANACO actions coupled with the fact that on numerous occasions I resisted
attempts by the Solicitor General Mr Sunday Nkonde to have me make a deal with the
government, I have every reason to doubt Judge Imasiku’s Judicial independence from
the Executive wing of the Zambian government in this particular matter.
Given the information that I submitted in court in this course, it will be interesting to find
out what advise the Attorney General of Zambia Mr George Kunda advised the Zambian
MMD Government on how to proceed in this matter and whether the advise he gave was
in the interest of the Country.
I could not appeal to the Supreme court against Judge Imasiku’s ruling because by this
time my personal security and that of my family had became untenable and therefore
instead of appealing against Judge Imasiko’s ruling I had to attended to my security
concerns.
The conflict of interest exhibited by Mr George Sokota, the purported ZNOC Liquidator
and Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank (Z) Limited (one of ZNOC creditors) and his
complete disregard of the law in his appointment as ZNOC Liquidator and the illegal
manner in which he discharged his duties was not an oversight but was deliberate and
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was part and parcel of the overall strategy of the international and local forces at play that
wanted to have ZNOC out of the oil supply chain.
As I have already indicated, every time there was an International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and World Bank HIPC review mission to Zambia, these missions always used to have
meetings with oil marketing companies namely, Total, Mobil, AGIP and B.P at
Worldbank offices in Lusaka before any HIPC letters of intent were signed with the
Zambian Government. The following Stringent conditions were introduced in the HIPC
letters of intent signed by the IMF and the World bank with the then Minister of Finance
and National Planning Dr Katele Kalumba the current MMD National Secretary.
•
•
•

That INDENI Refinery was not going to be re – constructed.
ZNOC will come out of the oil supply chain and become a manager of strategic
reserves.
25% customs duty on imported finished petroleum products that has always
applied since TAZAMA and INDENI were constructed in 1969 and was part of
the TAZAMA and INDENI construction agreements between the Zambian
Government and TAZAMA Pipelines and ENI group ( holding company of
AGIP) respectively.

The IMF had made it very clear that it did not have the expert knowledge on oil business,
and was only interested in insuring that the moratorium that the Zambian Government
had imposed on the taxes applicable on petroleum products by holding various applicable
taxes fixed, as a way of mitigating the fuel price increases in Zambia immediately
following the INDENI fire disaster, was removed and taxes to be applied advelerom .The
IMF therefore left the World Bank to incorporate all the HIPC conditionalities with
respect to petroleum sector.
The World Bank Manager responsible for Zambia economic programme in Washington
was a French National. What is intriguing in the ZNOC saga is that when the above
Zambia HIPC conditional ties on petroleum sector were being superintend on by a French
National at the World Bank in Washington, we had a situation whereby a French
company Total International’s associate company Total Outre mer (a company owned by
Total International and with some MMD leaders ) took over the ZNOC ‘s role in the oil
supply chain as a result of the Zambian Government implementation of HIPC
conditionalities on ZNOC which was disguised as a liquidation,
The real reason why there was vehement resistance to the re – instatement of 25 %
customs duty on imported finished petroleum products was revealed to me in a business
meeting I had with Mr John Janes, the then Managing Director of Standard Chartered
Bank.Mr John Janes, had asked me what progress we had made towards the INDENI
Refinery reconstruction. When I told him that the INDENI refinery was going to
commence operations in a few months time, he told me to the face that, Dennis you will
not be able to start the INDENI refinery because, Standard Chartered Bank in Botswana
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had just given a big loan to a Botswana company, to buy brand new Fuel Tankers to ferry
fuel into Zambia, and that some of the shareholders in this Botswana company were
Ministers in Government. These brand new fuel tankers are the tankers in B.P colors that
ferried Heavy Fuel Oil for B.P (Z) to the mines. The financial justification for the loan
was based on the cash flow revenues to be generated from ferrying oil into Zambia, and if
the 25% customs duty was re – instated on the imports of finished petroleum products,
then the ferrying of the oil imports into Zambia was going to be cut off immediately,
thereby affecting the ability of this Botswana company to service its loan to Standard
Bank Botswana. Coincidentally the whole deal for Botswana Standard Chartered Bank
funded trucks that ferried imported fuel for B.P (Z) was structured at the time when a
Swana National Mr Don Moloka was B.P (Z) Managing Director.
The list of creditors that Mr George Sokota, the purported ZNOC Liquidator and
Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank was forced to distribute at the creditors meeting
held at Holiday Inn on 11 April 2003, indicated that ZNOC owed Standard Chartered
Bank the following amounts:
Standard Chartered Bank
Standard Chartered Bank

K 39,831, 927,125
K 30,103,372,200
K 69,935,299,325

Payment by ZESCO

K 17,850,000,000
K 87,785,299,325

I came to find out later that ZESCO was made to pay K17.850 billion to Standard
Chartered Bank on behalf of ZNOC, and that is the reason why ZESCO appeared on the
list of ZNOC creditors.
ZNOC liability to Standard Chartered Bank was about US $ 8 million which is equivalent
to K36 billion. The ZNOC indebtedness to Standard Chartered Bank at the time Mr
George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes
and Touche served as ZNOC liquidator was indicated as being K87.7 billion therefore
there was an overstatement of ZNOC liability to Standard Chartered Bank by K41.7
billion.
The purported appointment of Mr Richard Mazombwe, Managing Partner of Price
Waterhouse Coopers as the creditor appointed liquidator is also null and void for the
following reasons.
For any liquidation to qualify as a Voluntary winding – up, be it Members or Creditors,
the Company’s Act requires in section 305 (1) (2) that the company resolves by means of
a special resolution to wind up voluntary and section 306 states that voluntary winding up
starts at the time of the passing of the special resolution. The special resolution signed by
Mr E.Kasonde and Mr B.Nonde that placed ZNOC in voluntary liquidation is invalid
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because the persons who signed the resolution ware not shareholders. Therefore there can
never be either a members or creditors voluntary winding up in the absence of a valid
special resolution.
The purported creditors meeting at which Mr Richard Mazombwe, Managing Partner of
Price water house Coopers was purported to have be elected to be chosen as a liquidator
by the creditors did not comply with either section 311 or section 314 of the Company’
Act.
It is also not a coincidence that the chairman of a committee of ZNOC creditors is
superintended by none other than President Mwanawasa’s colleague in the University of
Zambia (UNZA) land grabbing saga, Mr Edward Chisha.
Section 311(1) of the Company Act states that if the liquidator is at any time of the
opinion that the company will not be able to pay or provide for the payment of its debts in
full within the period stated in the solvency declaration, he shall forthwith convene a
meeting of the creditors and lay before the meeting a statement of the assets and
liabilities of the company.
The calling of a creditors meeting by Mr George Sokota, under section 311 (1) of the Act
was not within the armpit of this provision of the law, since when Mr George Sokota, was
purportedly appointed there was no valid directors declaration of solvency.
Even if the calling of the meeting under section 311 (1) of the Act were to be legally
valid, the voting at the said creditors meeting was not in line with section 331(2)(a) which
provides that each creditor shall have votes in proportion to the amount of the balance
due to him. If voting if any at all did take place, then such voting did not take into
account the proportion of the amounts due to individual creditors.
Section 353 (1)(E), state and I quote
“A person who, being a past or present officer or a past or present member of a company
which is being wound up, knowing or believing that a false debt has been proved by any
person, fails for a period of one month to inform the liquidator thereof shall be guilty of
an offence, and shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding two thousand
monetary units or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding two years, or both.”
In line with this section I brought to the attention Mr George Sokota, through a letter I
wrote him on 25th April 2003 that as a past officer of Zambia National Oil Company, I
knew that the creditors list he was forced to circulate by ZNOC creditors on 11 th April
2003 contained false debts that had been proved by the some creditors like Total
International US$ 11.6 million, ZANACO US$ 51 Million, K14 billion due to the Mr
Richard Mandona, among others. Therefore no valid voting would have taken place by
creditors in proportional interests of various creditors in the midst of such fake and
fraudulent claims by some purported creditors.
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Further a meeting could not have been called under section 314 because there was no
valid resolution for the voluntary winding up of the company, since the resolution signed
by Mr E.Kasonde and Mr B.Nonde was defective because the two signatories were not
shareholders of the company.
It therefore follows that like Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank
and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche, all actions of Mr Richard Mazombwe,
Managing Partner of Price Waterhouse Coopers in this liquidation are also illegal.
It is clear from anyone reading the Auditor General report that, the report deliberatively
focused only on a period of time that I served as Chief Executive. This report contained
extremely serious unfounded allegations
.
This is so because some ZNOC board members and executive management staff come
from certain provinces in Zambia that the new deal MMD government does not like and
above all, ZNOC board Chairman Mr Donald Chanda was Special Assistant for
Economic and national development to President Dr F.T.J.Chiluba and it is for these
reasons why the new deal MMD government used the Auditor General report on ZNOC
operations as its MMD government political propaganda tool to supplement its
propaganda in private and public media to not only raise extreme hatred emotions and
anger by falsely criminalizing through the press and Zambian Parliament, targeted people
from certain provinces of Zambia, that indeed such people had plundered the Zambian
resources and use this as a reason to remove people from these parts of our country from
participating in the economic and political governance of Zambia while on one hand,
President Mwanawasa allowed the illegal ZNOC liquidation and the gigantic fraud that
followed to take place right under his watch while the wheels of Justice could not move
for those of us that wanted to stop this fraud through the court system.
President Levy Patrick Mwanawasa is the uncle to Mr Ken Njeleka, who saved as ZNOC
Director of operations when Mr Mr Everisto Kasunga, was ZNOC Chief Executive.
President Levy Patrick Mwanawasa is also related to Mr Shimukowa through kinship and
is a brother in marriage to Mr Samuel Musonda, the Former ZANACO Managing
Director. The former auditor general who wrote the Auditor General report on ZNOC, Mr
Fred Siame is a cousin to Mr Kasunga.
It is important to note that Mr Everisto Kasunga, one time served as Special Assistant to
Zambia’s First President Dr Kenneth Kaunda at the same time when the Task Force
chairman Mr Mark Chona was also Dr Kaunda’s Special Assistant.
For nepotistic reasons the Auditor General report was used to shield President
Mwanawasa’s Nephew Mr Ken Njeleka the ZNOC Director of Operations under Mr
Kasunga and Mr Shimukowa and Mr Mr Samuel Musonda at ZANACO. For the same
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nepotistic reasons Mr Siame used false auditing as contained in his audit report to protect
is cousin Mr Kasunga.
Even though there were extraneous and exceptional events which negatively affected the
ZNOC performance, like 1996 SPM problem, which was followed by the 79,000 metric
tons of sludge coming out of the pipeline after the pigging excise of the Tazama pipeline,
during Mr Everisto Kasunga, tenure when Mr Ken Njeleka Mr President Levy Patrick
Mwanawasa’s Nephew was ZNOC Director of Operations when Miss Edith Nawakwi
was Minister of Energy and Water Development, their performance in terms of
transparency, corporate governance and operational efficiency can not be compared with
the time that I saved as Chief Executive to deserve no audit attention.
All the decisions that I executed when I served as ZNOC Chief Executive which have
been questioned in the Auditor General report, were approved by the board, in line with
how oil decisions were made by the boards of the companies that preceded ZNOC i.e.
ZIMCO and Zambia National Energy Corporation (ZNEC) which were responsible for
oil procurement.
On the other hand decisions which were made by Mr Everisto Kasunga, and Mr President
Levy Patrick Mwanawasa’s Nephew Mr Ken Njeleka without any ZNOC board approval
have not been questioned in this Audit Report. The Chairman of the ZNOC board when
Mr Everisto Kasunga, was Chief Executive was Mr Romance Sampa, the Permanent
Secretary in the Ministry of Energy and Water affairs. It is during the time that Mr
Everisto Kasunga, was Chief Executive with Miss Joyce Muwo, now chairperson for
Times of Zambia, as company secretary that the company operated without the board
meetings taking place, with spot oil contracts signed by Mr Everisto Kasunga, and Mr
Ken Njeleka, President Levy Patrick Mwanawasa’s Nephew who was ZNOC Director of
Operations under Mr Kasunga with Independent Petroleum Group (IPG) of Kuwait and
Socap of France and Jovenna without any board approvals. Mr Everisto Kasunga’s
company Zamfreight a company he has been running with his young brother Mr Dan
Kasunga, was the local agent for IPG. When I did not renew Mr Ken Njeleka, President
Levy Patrick Mwanawasa’s Nephew contract as ZNOC Director of Operations after I
became Chief Executive, he went to work as IPG representative in Zimbabwe. All the oil
transactions which created the ZNOC debt at ZANACO were transacted and either signed
for by Mr Everisto Kasunga, or by President Mwanawasa’s nephew Mr Ken Njeleka
who was ZNOC Director of Operations. Procurement of over 55,000 metric tons of
unpumpable crude oil which marooned in Dar es salaam for over 12 months and the
79,000 mt of unprocessable sludge coming from the TAZAMA pipeline all happened
under Mr Everisto Kasunga, and when Mr President Levy Patrick Mwanawasa’s Nephew
Mr Ken Njeleka was ZNOC Director of Operations.
When Mr Everisto Kasunga was ZNOC Chief Executive he was also a board member of
B.P (Z) limited, the biggest ZNOC client at the same time.
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The status of ZNOC under Mr Kasunga’s tenure of office as company Chief Executive,
with President Mwanawasa’s nephew Mr Ken Njeleka as ZNOC Director of Operations
when Miss Edith Nawakwi was Minister of Energy and Water Development is well
recorded. For three consecutive years ending, March 1997,1998,and 1999 the company
recorded huge losses. By the time Mr Everisto Kasunga, was removed the company had a
negative balance sheet of K138,206,399,319 i.e. about negative US$ 60 million using the
exchange rate that prevailed at the time. The bulk of these liabilities were dollar
denominated. Included in these liabilities were the ZNOC debt at ZANACO. Other
people who became Ministers of Energy after Miss Nawakwi, Mr Suresh Desai, Mr B.Y.
Mwila and Mr David Saviye all found the problems in the petroleum sector at ZNOC
which were left when Miss Edith Nawakwi was Minister of Energy.
Within three years that I served as ZNOC Chief Executive, I turned the company round,
cleared the US$ 60 million negative balance sheet left by Mr Everisto Kasunga, into a
positive balance sheet of US$ 7.5 million, successfully managed the emergency
importation of petroleum products for 18 months when INDENI was gutted, repaid
ZANACO US$35.2 million to part pay the old debt left by Mr Everisto Kasunga, and
Ken Njeleka and negotiated and structured the US$ 65 million oil Financing Facility with
ABSA Bank
Again for nepotistic reasons through this Auditor General report the new deal MMD
government wanted to transfer the ZANACO problems to ZNOC as if the ZANACO
problems were created by ZNOC at the time I served as ZNOC Chief Executive. Mr
Samuel Musonda, Former ZANACO Managing Director and Mr Simukowa and indeed
the entire ZANACO board and management should have been made to account for the
following:
1. US $ 4,165,046.30 overstatement in the values of letters of credits that ZNOC
opened through ZANACO.
2. US$ 26,365,403.18 ZNOC deposits that ZANACO deliberately misposted to
cover factious entries that they created.
3. K123,641,421,950.50 ( K123 billion )false ZANACO created entries posted to
unilaterally ZANACO created ZNOC accounts. The number of these accounts in
question are
0030240000000681,0036140000020061,0036140000020057,0030240000000779
,0036140000020097 and 0030240000000867
For reasons best know to ZANACO board and management, ZANACO engaged in false
accounting and its handling of the ZNOC account can at best be described as a
repudiation of accountability and transparency and introduced anarchy in financial
management issues. It is these ZANACO acts that the new deal MMD government and
the Auditor General of Zambia have condoned hence their attempt to cover ZANACO.
The big question is WHY? The harried planned privatization of ZANACO is melt to
cover these acts and the criminal activities committed against ZNOC and the people of
Zambia in the name of ZANACO.
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The false accounting that ZANACO practiced brought about the above differences, and
raises question regarding how Bank of Zambia was supervising and monitoring the
operations of commercial banks. I have wondered what the reported officials from Bank
of Zambia inspectorate have been doing on the Task force on plunder, when the same
bank of Zambia inspectorate allowed ZANACO to engage in the above listed false
accounting entries. I should hasten to mention here though that at various meetings that
were held, Dr Jacob Mwanza was the only person other than myself who used to refute
the quantum of the ZNOC debt as quoted by Mr Samuel Musonda, the then ZANACO
Managing Director and Dr Jacob Mwanza is the only person who used to openly support
the implementation of ABSA Oil Financing Facility by ZNOC.
The fact that the Auditor General has been silent on the fake ZNOC debt of K838.645
billion as declared by Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary in The Ministry of
Energy and Water Development and by expressly acknowledging the ZANACO false
quantum of ZNOC debt to ZANACO, raises very serious questions regarding the
accountability of the MMD government.
We know that the Auditor General report on ZNOC contained many extremely serious
allegations. Two of examples of such allegations I hereby quote as below:.
1. “IT is discernible from the foregoing paragraphs that some of the petroleum
products, which were ordered and paid for were not delivered. According to the
interim audit report therefore a total of 1,000 tankers carrying 35,575,456 cubic
litres of fuel worth US$ 13,853,625 in respect of the Tanzanian and RSA routes
were unaccounted for between the dispatch and the off loading points.”
2. “The feedstock facility agreement was ostensibly to help ZNOC finance the
importation of crude oil. However, through the subsidiary agreements with
Tazama, INDENI, ZNCB and others, Total became the sole supplier of crude oil,
the transporter through Tazama, and the manufacturer through INDENI. They
also became the wholesalers of finished products. The proceeds from the sale of
oil were mainly for the benefit of Total. ZNOC therefore became the agent of
Total without control over the core business for which the company was
established. It is evident from the foregoing that the situation was not controlled.
Total will emerge as a monopoly in the oil industry and control the supply and
eventually the prices of oil in the country and hold the Zambian economy to
ransom. This will inadvertently, defeat the original purposes for which Tazama
and INDENI were established. The Refinery is a strategic to Zambia’s economic
sustenance and therefore the country should avoid risks associated with price and
other manipulations that could be harmful to the national economy”
Under CIP and DDU supply contract for finished petroleum products ZNOC had with
Total International, the responsibility to deliver the goods to destination rests with the
seller, in this case Total International. Therefore if indeed 1,000 tankers carrying
35,575,456 cubic litres of fuel worth US$ 13,853,625 in respect of the Tanzanian and
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RSA routes were unaccounted for between the dispatch and the off loading points as
claimed by the Auditor General, then in line with the CIP and DDU Incoterms, it was
Total international that was supposed to be held responsible.
However before answers were provided to any of the allegations raised by the Auditor
General the new deal MMD government under President Mwanawasa handed over the
ZNOC role and profit potential in the oil supply chain to Total Outre –mer at INDENI
Refinery.
It is clear to all who have been following the unfolding of events in the oil sector, that the
adverse effects of the dangers of Total monopoly on the Zambian economy referred to in
example number two above that the Auditor General cautioned about has been created
out of the free will of President Levy Patrick Mwanawasa S.c
After the TST saga, even before answers were provided to the Auditor General report on
ZNOC and disregarding advise of his then Vice President Mr Enoch Kavindele, as
revealed by the published exchange of letters between Mr Mwanawasa and Mr Kavindele
before the fallout over TST, and fully aware of the Total International fake claim on
ZNOC of US$ 11.6 million, which was deliberately not mentioned in the Auditor General
report but which matter I had told President Mwanawasa at the meeting I had with him
and also included in my written submissions to him, President Mwanawasa’s
Government killed ZNOC and delivered the ZNOC role in the oil supply chain to Total
Outre – mer (INDENI) there by creating the Total Monopoly in the oil sector with all its
attendant adverse effects on the Zambian economy as cautioned by the Auditor General
I was not aware that President Mwanawasa was Total International lawyer at the time,
Total International was dealing with ZNOC, I only came to be aware of this fact when it
was revealed by Former President Dr F.J.Chiluba in one of his responses to President
Mwanawasa’s charges against him to Parliament. Given what has transpired so far
regarding the ZNOC saga, there is need therefore to establish what role President
Mwanawasa personally played in demise of ZNOC, both before and after he attained the
Zambian Presidency.
The essence of the grand master plan was for Total Outre – mer to take over the AGIP
shares in INDENI Refinery as a strategic equity partner and take over ZNOC role and
profit potential in the oil supply chain. This action served two purposes:
1. The scheme was ostensibly to provide means to bank roll the bankrupt MMD
political party as evidenced by Trans Sahara Trading company (TST) payments of
money to MMD through Former Vice President Kavindele which money Mr
Kavindele partly passed on to President Mwanawasa through the President’s
special assistant Mr Jack Kalala, when TST had briefly occupied ZNOC ‘s role in
the oil supply chain. The payments of moneys by companies with questionable
dealings with Government to MMD through Government leaders as evidenced by
TST payments to Vice President Kavindele has been taken to be normal practice
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by President Mwanawasa since he used this same issue at the last held MMD
conversation against Mr Enoch Kavindele to the MMD delegates that Mr
Kavindele did not hand over part of the moneys obtained this way to the MMD.
The Total Outré Mel scheme at INDENI was also for personal enrichment of
some MMD leaders who held shares through proxies in Total Outré - mer. It is
because of the private interests of certain Zambians in MMD in Total Outré – mer
that we had a situation whereby while shares in the former AGIP distribution
network (filling stations) was acquired by Total International, the AGIP shares in
INDENI Refinery were acquired by Total Outré – mer and not Total International.
2. The existence of 2,000 kilometer Tazama pipeline from Tanzania to Ndola,
Zambia, provides the least cost mode of transporting petroleum products which
could not be marched by either rail or road, not only into Zambia but also the
copper mines of the Katanga in the Congo and Northern Zimbabwe. The take over
of ZNOC’s role in the supply chain has made Total Outré – mer have the
exclusive use of Tazama Pipelines and its infrastructure, and this was the strategic
interest of Total Outré – mer international principals as a way of expanding their
influence in the region
This was the essence of the grand master plan, and all other things in between, like the
TST, linking ZNOC to the Matrix of plunder as reported by the Post Newspapers among
other unfounded stories and the fact that each time the fake ZNOC debt to ZANACO was
mentioned, ZNOC was deliberately always mentioned with the disgraced Indian
company that destroyed Luanshya, Ramcoz, all these were smokescreens to divert
attention from the fraud they had committed by transferring ZNOC role in the oil sector
and profitability from Zambians to initial Trans Sahara Trading and later on Total Outre
mer at INDENI Refinery with the Auditor General report on ZNOC operations being the
mother of all smokescreens.
The Auditor General report on ZNOC has been used to conceal the massive fraudulent
activities that has been perpetuated against Zambia through the illegal liquidation of
ZNOC ranging from but not limited to the following:
•

From day one of the commencement of the ZNOC illegal liquidation, neither Mr
George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of
Deloittes and Touche nor Mr Richard Mazombwe, Managing Partner of Price
waterhouse Coopers, the illegal liquidators were ever given an opportunity to
have the ZNOC assets, the ZNOC Fuel Terminal or the 90,000 mt Crude oil in the
TAZAMA pipeline to be under their control in line with the law. In a letter
appointing Mr George Sokota, as ZNOC liquidator Mr Boniface Nonde directed
that the crude oil in the pipeline was not to be considered as part of ZNOC assets.
The ZNOC US $ 65 million oil financing facility with ABSA was structured in
such a way that the 90,000 mt of ZNOC crude oil in the TAZAMA pipeline was
going to be pumped out and the proceeds realized there from of about US$ 36
million used to pay ZNOC creditors. ABSA would then have had a lien on the
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•

•

crude oil in the TAZAMA pipeline which they would have financed. Neither
ZANACO nor indeed other ZNOC creditors have been paid from funds realized
from sale of ZNOC assets. The US$ 36 million that must have been realized from
sale of ZNOC crude oil in the TAZAMA pipeline has never been used to pay
ZANACO nor indeed any of ZNOC creditors and has thus not been accounted for.
The need to have the US$ 36 million realized from the ZNOC crude oil in the
TAZAMA pipeline accounted for is further compounded by the fact that there has
been a legal battle between the New deal MMD government and TST over
ownership of the crude oil in TAZAMA pipeline with TST claiming ownership of
the crude oil in the TAZAMA pipeline and TST saga has been a thorn in the sale
of ZANACO to ABSA. The current hurried momentum to privitise ZANACO has
got something to do with attempts to the conceal this matter among other reasons.
As if what is contained above is not enough we have come to witness some
bizarre conflict of interest of some people involved in this issue in one way or
another.In the TST case against the MMD government, TST lawyer was Mr
Vincent Malambo. Mr Malambo was the lawyer to the illegal ZNOC liquidator,
Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner
of Deloittes and Touche, in whom by law, all ZNOC assets were supposed to have
been vested, including the crude oil in the TAZAMA pipeline which was not only
the subject of the dispute between the MMD government and TST but was also a
subject of a dispute between myself Dennis Mumba and the ZNOC liquidator in
course number 2002/HP/0419. It is therefore strange that Mr Malambo was
representing TST in a case between TST and the new deal MMD government
where TST was claiming title to a property, crudeoil in TAZAMA pipelines,
which property was supposed to have been vested in Mr Malambo’s client Mr
George Sokota the purported ZNOC liquidator.
Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary in The Ministry of Energy and
Water Development wrote a letter transferring the ZNOC Terminal to INDENI.
Soon there after the Energy Regulation Board increased the handling fees that the
Terminal charges oil marketing companies. All these Terminal fees which run
into millions of dollars since ZNOC illegal liquidation have always been collected
by Total Outré – mer at INDENI, the liquidators both Mr George Sokota,
Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes and
Touche and Mr Richard Mazombwe, Managing Partner of Price water house
coopers have never been allowed access to these funds. In the Presidential
election petition, one of the witnesses Mr Xavier Chungu, Former Director
General of The Zambian Intelligence service revealed in court the existence of a
group of Permanent Secretaries who were used in order to raise funds for the
MMD. It is important to note that Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary
in The Ministry of Energy and Water Development’s name was mentioned as
being one such Permanent Secretary. There is therefore need to establish whether
the illegal transfer of ZNOC Fuel Terminal to Total Outer – mer at INDENI
Refinery by Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary in The Ministry of
Energy and Water Development was therefore done to facilitate pay back to Total
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•

International for the US$ 11.6 million fake claim on ZNOC that Total
International used to finance the MMD during the 2001 Presidential and
Parliamentary elections that Task Force private prosecutor Mr Mutembo Ichito,
Ichito told me about.
Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary in The Ministry of Energy and
Water Development without getting information from any known ZNOC official
declared that ZNOC had a deficit of K838.645 billion, without even itemizing the
purported ZNOC creditors when she has no technical capacity to make such a
declaration. The passing of a resolution that the Zambian government was going
to take over this factious debt represent a direct theft on the treasury of the
Zambian Republic.
It will soon be four years since this fraudulent scheme was executed and by which
time a minimum of US$240 million in form of ZNOC profits would have been
siphoned out of Zambia through either TST or Total Outre mer ( INDENI)

Honorable Members of the Public Accounts Committee of The Zambian Parliament, I
submit to you that Zambia has been robbed blind. The President Levy Mwanawasa led
the way for, then Finance Minister Emmanuel Kasonde and Auditor General Fred Siame
among others to use Parliament as a forum from which to decisive Zambians with
impunity for this despicable fraud to take place, since lying in Zambian Parliament has no
consequences.
Persons in the government leadership used inside information that came to them through
their positions in government regarding the profitability potential of certain Zambian
companies, including ZNOC and hurriedly had these companies sold to their overseas
friends under a new coined concept of strategic equity partner.
I now wish to answer the specific issues raised in the Auditor General report.
Page 2 Audit Limitation
Auditor General Statement: It is stated that the state of the company changed from a
going concern to receivership and was finally placed under liquidation. The audit of
ZNOC commenced in August 2001.However, on 30 th October 2001 the company was
placed under receivership and the Chief Executive and the Company Secretary were sent
on forced leave.
Answer: The Company Secretary Mrs Mwaka Samundengu Ngoma, and myself Dennis
Mumba the Chief Executive were not sent on forced leave on 30 th October 2001 as
deliberately and falsely alleged by the Auditor General, but we were purportedly
dismissed by the ZANACO appointed Receiver Manager Mr Richard Mandona, a Lusaka
Lawyer and partner in Permanent Chambers on 21 st December 2001, after the ZNOC
Board court summons challenging his appointment were served on him on 16th
December 2001.I was one of the ZNOC Directors that took the court action, I was
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therefore purportedly fired as company Chief Executive with the company Secretary Mrs
Mwaka Samundengu Ngoma, for the decision we took as management supported by the
Board of directors to defend and protect the company, ZNOC by challenging the illegal
ZANACO appointment of Mr Richard Mandona,a Lusaka Lawyer and partner in
Permanent Chambers as ZNOC Receiver Manager, see annexure 11
The audit statement made here is a deliberate subtle mispresentation of facts designed to
place blame on company management in order to hide or disguise the fraudulent
activities of the powers that be presently in charge of the Zambian Government.
There is no mention anywhere in the Auditor General Report of the fact that the ZNOC
Receivership was on 13 December 2001 challenged in the courts of law by the Directors
of ZNOC in course number 2001/ HPC/0073 where President Mwanawasa was the
lawyer representing BP (Z) Limited and the fact that the matter could not be concluded in
courts of law because the locus stand of the Directors in the case was removed when the
Board was dissolved by the Minister of Energy and Water Development Mr Kaunda
Lembalemba on 27 th February 2002 a day before speedy trial to determine not only the
legal validity of the ZANACO appointment of a Receiver over ZNOC but also the
quantum of the ZNOC debt to ZANACO.
Historical background.
Page 3 Last Paragraph.
Auditor General Statement. Due to high costs and other problems encountered, a
cheaper and more reliable method of transportation of petroleum products had to be
found. This led to the formation, under INDECO Limited, of Tazama, to facilitate the
transportation of both finished petroleum products and crude oil imports and INDENI to
process crude oil into finished petroleum products. These companies were created under
INDECO Technical Services between 1966 and 1970 and later placed under Zambia
National Energy Corporation (ZNEC), which was created to coordinate issues relating to
the energy sector under the overall policy direction of the Ministry of State participation
whose Minister was the President. The company was also mandated to hold strategic
reserves.
Page 11 First paragraph.
Auditor General Statement: Following the decision by Government to dissolve ZIMCO
in 1994,need arose to establish another company to carry out the functions of procuring,
processing and distributing petroleum products that previously fell under ZIMOIL.
Consequently, ZNOC (now in liquidation), a limited liability company and wholly owned
by the Zambian Government was created.
Answer: It is important to note that what is indicated in the Auditor General statement
when he states that the Zambia National Energy Corporation (ZNEC) when it co –
ordinated issues relating to the Energy was under the ministry of State participation
whose Minister was the President. The President being referred to here is Zambia’s First
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President Dr Kenneth Kaunda. All oil decisions during Zambia National Energy
Corporation (ZNEC) period were made by ZNEC board. ZIMOIL did not have a
corporate status, it operated as a Division of ZIMCO and all ZIMOIL decisions were
made by the by ZIMCO board. As for ZNOC all the decisions that I executed at the time
I saved as Chief Executive were made by the board.
The Auditor General claim that ZNOC was wholly owned by the Zambian Government,
is false. Through this statement, the Auditor General created an impression that Mr
Emmanuel Kasonde and Mr Boniface Nonde who were Minister of Finance and
Secretary to the treasury in President Mwanawasa MMD government had the legal right
to put the ZNOC in a members voluntary liquidation, through the purported members
special resolution they signed on 4 th April 2002,when in fact they did not have any such
rights, because ZNOC’s shareholders were ZIMCO in liquidation and professor Ben
Mweene.
Page 13 fourth paragraph.
Audit Statement:It is stated that during the period from January to October 2001, the
Board met fifteen (15) times and were paid amounts totaling US$ 29,500 in setting
allowances.
Answer: The stated period in which the board is claimed to have met 15 times was a
difficult one in that this was the initial period of commencement of operations at INDENI
Refinery after 18 months of shut down, therefore there was need for the board to meet
regularly in order to not only make decisions which affected the company short term
operations but also decisions which were going to bring long term stability in the
petroleum sector such as,
• Approval of the company start up strategy .ie Normally the company imported
90,000mt cargoes, but this could not be ordered in the initial stages because the
reliability of the SPM was uncertain since it was also not operational for over 18
months.The small off loading facility KOJ which handles shipments of 45,000
MT had to be used initially.
• Close monitoring of the INDENI and TAZAMA operations. The INDENI losses
in the initial period stood at 20% instead of the normal process loss of 6.5% and
this was a source of serious concern.
• Risk assessment of the SPM had to be made and decisions as to when to use it
made.
• Decisions on who the suppliers of the initial crude oil supply which involved
review of the Glencore, Total International among other prospective crude oil
suppliers supply terms.
• Decisions on the type of financing facility to put in place. That is review of
financing proposals among them, interim facilities such as Total International
Feedstock Financing facility and ABSA US$ 5 million interim facility and the
review of the PTA Bank financing facility and the structuring of a long term US$
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65 Million ABSA Oil Import Financing Facility which was very involving to
structure and appropriate decisions had to be obtained from the board from time
to time to guide management. It took about five to six months to structure and
have all the necessary documentations before the US$ 65 million ZNOC Oil
Financing Facility with ABSA bank was finally approved by ZNOC board.
Page 15 Performance of the company.
The results of the company indicated on page 15 have not indicated the balance sheets of
the company in the periods indicated. However the Draft audited accounts for the year
ended 31 st March 1999 revealed that the company had a negative net worth of
K138,206,399,319. ie about US$ 60 million. The bulk of these liabilities were dollar
denominated.
Answer: The negative net worth of the company as indicated above were partly due to
the following extraneous and exceptional events:
1. In September 1996, the Single Mooring Point (SPM) the offloading facility
owned and operated by Tanzania Harbor Authority developed a leak in the under
water sea piping network such that for over 60 days a vessel, Sea Trader, carrying
approximately 90,000 mt of crude oil for ZNOC could not discharge. In addition
to the demurrage incurred, the country through, ZNOC had to make alternative
arrangements to bring into the country finished petroleum products by road and
rail. However the pump prices of finished petroleum products were not increased
to reflect the increased cost brought about by the SPM disturbance, so as not to
adversely affect the macro – economic environment in the country. ZNOC was to
recover the increased costs over a period of time when operations were
normalized.
2. However before ZNOC could recover from the SPM losses, The World Bank
Funded Petroleum Sector Rehabilitation Project commenced at the end of
year1997. This project involved the rehabilitation of Tazama Pipelines and the
modernization of the ZNOC Fuel Terminal in Ndola. A process known, as
pigging had to be under taken first, before the project could commence. Pigging
involved pushing in the pipeline an instrument known as a pig, which while it is
being pushed through the pipeline by crude oil, it would not only clean the line
but also read the relative strength of the pipeline, from which readings, the scope
of works to be carried on the pipeline were determined. This process to be
undertaken required a steady flow of crude oil more than the normal requirements
of the country. The World Bank Tazama Rehabilitation Project credit did not
provide for the financing of crude oil required to push the pig. It is for this reason
that the US$ 45 million revolving oil import facility was negotiated with Zambia
National Commercial Bank (ZANACO). Unfortunately at the end of the pigging
excise 79,000 mt of sludge came out of the pipeline. This sludge could not be
processed, and represented not only loss in revenues but also increased costs.
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Preparations of Accounts
The issue of going concern, was explained to the Auditors that the losses were caused by
results of extra ordinary events as explained above.
The accounts for the Year ended 31 st March 1999 were also ready but not signed for the
same reasons
No accounts were prepared for the year ended 31 st March 2000 and 2001 because this is
the period covered during the emergency importation of finished petroleum products
after INDENI was gutted. Extra ordinary data was generated by the importation which
needed to be analyzed and reconciled before the accounts could be prepared.
Page 17 Service Agreements:
Auditor General Statement : There is a statement to the effect that ,the single customer
relationship between TAZAMA and ZNOC on one hand ,ZNOC and INDENI on the
other, made the three companies vulnerable in that one company’s operational problems
were significantly, impacted on the operations of the other two companies.
Answer: The inter – dependence of the three companies has always been there because
the utilization of the three companies infra – structures depend on each other. Therefore if
there is a problem i.e. operational or other wise at any of the three companies, that would
affect the operations or efficiency of the other two companies as was the case in the
following instances:
• Break down in the Single point mooring (SPM) in 1996 in Dar es salaam resulted
in shut down of the pipeline and INDENI refinery and ZNOC importation of
finished petroleum products.
• The pigging of TAZAMA Pipelines in the period 1997 to 1998 resulted in 79,000
Mt of unprocessable sludge arriving at the INDENI Refinery and negatively
impacted on the operations of the Refinery and had serious negative consequences
on the ZNOC balance sheet.
• The gutting of INDENI Refinery in 1999, resulted in the shut down of not only
INDENI Refinery but also the Tazama Pipelines for over 18 months and ZNOC
engaging in unprecedented importation of finished petroleum products.
• INDENI Refinery can not operate without it having access to the Finished
Petroleum finished products storage facilities at ZNOC Fuel Terminal .
The point being illustrated by the above examples is that inter dependency on each other
of these companies can not be avoided, however the difference is that under ZIMCO all
these companies were under the ZIMCO director responsible for energy who was able to
oversee the operations of these companies. After ZIMCO demise each company ZNOC,
TAZAMA and INDENI operated as an independent unit, independent of each others
operations and as a result the three companies had no way of knowing the problems of
the other companies, and only come to know the existence of a problem after it had
occurred.
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It is observed here that the Auditor General report is conspicuously silent about the
institution that has taken over ZNOC’s role in crude oil procurement, and co – ordination
of cargo delivery, pumping and processing and marketing of finished petroleum products
and neither has he stated if this interdependence does not exist anymore.
Page 18 last paragraph:
Auditor General Statement: It is however, not clear whether the above losses were
within the allowable normal consumption losses of 6.5% of the processed amounts by
INDENI.The above losses adversely affected the profitability of ZNOC.
Answer: The stated process losses charged to the profit and loss accounts of ZNOC were
within allowable normal consumption losses of 6.5%. Excess losses were charged to the
INDENI current account in the balance sheet as a deduction against fees payable to
INDENI.
Page 19 under processing fees:
Auditor General Statement: As can be seen from the table above, the outstanding fees
as at 31 st December 1995 were K2.6 billion which rose to K9.1 billion in 1998 and
reduced to K3.9 billion in 2000.The delay in settlement of processing fees adversely
affected the liquidity position of INDENI.
Answer: The history of the processing fees is that under ZIMCO, INDENI used to
prepare a budget which once approved by the board was used as a basis for determining
the processing rate which was quoted in Zambian Kwacha. The INDENI processing rate
of US$ 21 which was later increased to US$ 24 per metric ton came after the demise of
ZIMCO. It has always been held that a processing rate of US$ 21 or US$ 24 per metric
ton was not in line with processing rates charged internationally. In fact if you add the
process losses, the actual rate comes to almost US$ 32 Per metric Ton. INDENI also used
to argue that the rate was justified because the Refinery capacity utilization was only
600,000 mt instead of 800,000 operating capacity of the 1,100,000 mt installed capacity.
It is important to note that the utilization capacity of 600,000 mt was a demand driven
limitation. The time that the outstanding fees rose to K9.1 billion in 1998 was when there
was a problem of sludge as a result of pigging of the TAZAMA Pipelines.
Auditor General Statement: However, the outstanding fees had increased to
K11,543,118,150 as at 31 st October 2001.The non payment of fees by ZNOC had a
negative impact on the operations of TAZAMA.
Answer: The year 2001 was a difficulty one, since this was the year in which the
operations of the Refinery had to be tested after completion of reconstruction in
December 2000.The refinery products yield in the initial period was different from what
was anticipated such that more heavy fuel oil was produced than gas oil resulting in
deficit of projected revenues of about US$ 2 million. Further the Refinery losses were
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about 20 % instead of 6.5 % before refinery stability was achieved. During this period
INDENI got preferential treatment over TAZAMA in terms of payments because
INDENI was a critical factor at the time in the stabilization of the oil supply chain.
Page 23 under Purchases of crude oil:
Auditor General Statement: Since the establishment of the INDENI Oil Refinery in
1970.Zambia acquired its crude oil from the Middle East countries such as Iraq, Iran,
Sauda Arabia and Kuwait. The oil was acquired and financed through bilateral
arrangements such as loans and grants from the governments. Since 1995 however,
ZNOC purchased its requirements mainly from two companies, that is the Independent
Petroleum Group (IPG) and SOCAP International (SOCAP) on alternate basis. However,
from 1998,Total International (Total) of France was engaged as the sole supplier of crude
oil to the country.
Answer: It would have been beneficial if the Auditor General in the interest of the public
had explained how the mechanism of acquiring oil financed using bilateral arrangements
through loans and grants from government worked .He could also have stated why the
Mwanawasa Government has not implemented oil importation through the mechanism he
has referred to. I did not come across any past papers which ever indicated that oil was
ever financed through bilateral arrangements in form of loans and grants from
government. What I know is that there was a financing facility through a Burgan Bank of
Kuwait in the Middle East which facility was guaranteed by Bank of Zambia, however
this facility fell through after some time. The ZIMOIL balance on the outstanding amount
that was called on Bank of Zambia through this facility was transferred as part of the
ZNOC liability, which liability ZNOC subquestly paid to Bank of Zambia. Contrary to
what has been claimed by the Auditor General there was no change in the way oil was
procured under ZIMCO through ZIMOIL from the way oil was procured under Zambia
National Oil Company. The balance of the oil supply contracts that ZIMOIL had with
Socap and IPG were transferred to ZNOC for execution on the demise of ZIMCO.The
only change in oil procurement that has taken place since 1969 when the Pipeline and the
Refinery were constructed has happened under Mr Mwanawasa government when TST
and Total Outré – mer at INDENI Refinery fraudulently took over ZNOC ‘s role and
profit potential in the oil supply chain.
Page 24: First Paragraph.
Auditor General Statement: This entails that during 1999,2000,and 2001 the refinery
was operating at below half the yearly capacity of 1.1 million metric tons.
Answer: 1.1 million metric tons is the installed capacity while the operating capacity is
800,000 metric tons. In other words due to the age of the Refinery it can not operate at
1.1 Million tons but at 800,000 metric tons. However, Zambia’s demand for petroleum
products is 600,000 metric tons per year.
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Page 27 under evaluation of Tender, supply of 720,000 Metric Tons of Crude Oil.
Auditor General Statement: The cargo was due to be loaded on a vessel called Olympic
Serenity between 24 th and 26 th May 1999.Due to the fire, the order had to be cancelled.
Consequently, Total charged an amount of USD 600,000 as compensation for marketing
losses arising from emergency sales and cancellation of the charter party.
Answer: As a result of the fire that gutted INDENI Refinery, ZNOC had to declare a
force Majeure situation and advised Total International not to proceed with the loading
on Mt Olympic Serenity. On receipt of the ZNOC declaration and request for cancellation
of the loading, and in accepting ZNOC request, Total International indicated that they
might incur charges in range of about US$ 600,000.This was a provisional charge that
Total international had indicated that they might incur as a result of the cancellation
which was to be claimed against on production of invoices from the third parties who
would have charged them such amounts i.e. the shipper or the harbors authority at the
port of loading.
No such claim of this amount was lodged in by Total International and this amount was
there fore not paid.
Page 28 : Sport Purchases:
Auditor General Statement :Every thing under this heading.
Answer: When the Refinery was gutted a lot of quick decisions had to be made, such as
cancellation of loading of Mt Olympic Serenity, immediate construction of rail off
loading facilities at ZNOC Fuel Terminal, attendance to insurance matters, etc. There was
also need to place an order for diesel and petrol to cover the period of mobilization to
meet the challenges of the fire at INDENI Refinery. Without this order being put in place
the Country run the risk of a dry period in diesel and petrol during mobilization because
stock position of key petroleum products as at 18 th May 1999,the day after the INDENI
fire was as follows:
Premium (Petrol)
9,050 Metric Tons
27 Days
Domestic Kerosene
230 Metric Tons
5 Days
Industrial Kerosene
80Metric Tons
4 Days
Jet A1
580 Metric Tons
7 Days
Low Sulphur Gas oil
70 Metric Tons
2 Days
Gas oil
10,580 Metric Tons
19 Days
Fuel OIL
12,400 Metric Tons
44 Days
Bitumen
1,695 Metric Tons
24 Days
The Total International supply contract was signed on 4 th June 1999 i.e. 18 days after
the accident, by which time the gas oil and petrol stock days in the country would have
been 1 day and 9 days respectively. Clearly if this order was not made the country would
have run out of diesel and petrol by the time supplies under the main contract started
arriving.
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Pages 29 and 30
Auditor General Statement: Page 29.The evaluation committee submitted its
recommendations to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of ZNOC for consideration and
processing to ZNTB. In his recommendation to ZNTB, however, the CEO in a letter
dated 27th May 1999 advised that Socap had failed to completely execute the order of
10,000 metric tons of gas oil under a previous contract and he therefore doubted the
capacity of the company to deliver the 40,000 metric tons of gas oil as recommended by
the evaluation committee.Accordingly, ZNTB awarded the entire contract for both lots to
Total. The board, however directed that the prices be negotiated downwards and that the
results of the negotiations be reported to the board.
Auditor General Statement: Page 30.It was observed that while the evaluation
committee encouraged selection of two companies to foster competition, ZNOC
disregarded that fact and recommended one company at a cost US$ 1,271,600 more than
the company recommended by the evaluation committee but rejected by ZNOC
management. This extra cost inadvertently, had to be borne by the Zambian consumer.
Answer: It is a pity that the Auditor General report has not made any comments on how
the importation of finished petroleum products excise was carried out in 1996 when there
was a problem with the SPM in September1996, which was later on followed by fire on
the SPM on Christmas Day of the same year. If he had reviewed this importation excise
he would have reported that Socap was given a contract to supply 10,000 metric Tons
within a period of one month, but ended up supplying only 2,000 metric tons over a
period of four months and the contract had to be terminated for this reason.
The fire at INDENI of 17 th May 1999,was preceded by national security threats one to
two months before, which threats were not a secret but public knowledge since it was
even reported in the Post News papers, that Angola was going to bomb the INDENI
Refinery as well as the Ndola Airport. Given this background the security of supply of
petroleum products to the country was of paramount importance. It was management’s
considered view that the issue of Socap inability to deliver in 1996 be brought to the
attention of the board, since all the board members were new in the sense that they were
not there in 1996,hence were not aware of this material critical fact. The information was
therefore brought to the board attention so that whatever decision the board made was
arrived at with the full knowledge of all relevant facts. Management’s role was only to
make full disclosure of relevant information, but the final decision of award rested with
the board.
Further Socap bid was based on 100 % rail delivery Ex- Dar es salaam using TAZARA
rail. Even though rail rate using TAZARA was the cheapest compared with the rail rate
Ex RSA, TAZARA had real capacity limitations since TAZARA did not and still does
not have the requisite rolling stock that was required to meet the challenge, and these
constraints were also taken into account.
Total International did give a discount of US$ 450.000 on the contract amount.
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PAGE 33
Auditor General Statement: (All the statements made on page 33)
Answer: What the Auditor General refers to as AEPEM, Standing for Arithmetic average
of the high and low of the Platt’s European Marketscan is the world market price which
changes on a daily basis and this would change regardless of who the supplier is.
Therefore in order to evaluate the competiveness of the bids, the world price (AEPEM)
on bid opening date is taken as the AEPEM price for bid evaluations purposes only.
Therefore once the award was made and contract signed, the world price (AEPEM)
element in the pricing move in line with the world prices on a daily basis.
It is therefore very unlikely on 24 th May 1999 AEPEM price of US$103.50 per metric
ton for Gas oil 0.2 (used for the evaluation of the Tenders) would have been the same
world price for Gas oil 0.2 at the time of the contract as claimed. It is important to note
that this contract time is not dated, but I take it that it relates to the time of loading the
product.
The explanation given for Gas oil above is valid for premium as well. It should also be
noted that during the 18 months period of importation of Petroleum products, world
prices were on a steady increase recording the highest prices ever in 10 years at the time.
Page 34 : under addendum 1 – 18 th June 1999.
Auditor General Statement: It would seem that the amendment was meant to avoid the
reimbursement of US$ 4,284,617.10. owed by Total to ZNOC on the outstanding balance
for the purchase of crude oil.
Answer: There was stock of Feedstock at the tank farm in Dar es Salaam certified by
inspectors ITS – Caleb Brett on June 3,1999 whose total cost value was US$
6,271,345.34.This feedstock was sold to Total International at this cost with the option
for ZNOC to buy back the same Feedstock at the same price subject to interest being
charged in the future. A reconciliation of the ZNOC account with Total International as at
the time of sale was also done and the net amount payable to ZNOC was US$
4,284,817.10.The said amount was to be offset against payments due to Total
International under the contract for the supply of finished petroleum products.
Page 35 Under Addendum 2 – 30th July 1999
Auditor General Statement: This amendment effectively changed the quantity of goods
delivery schedule and the prices covered by the contract. An additional commodity was
introduced. Delivery by road was introduced whereas part of the rationale in choosing
Total as Supplier as earlier indicated was that they would deliver by rail. Road delivery
was more expensive.
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Answer: At the time the decision was made by the board to make the finished petroleum
products supply contract with Total International, all the parties concerned were advised
that the INDENI reconstruction was going to take 8 months from the date of the fire 17 th
May 1999.
After review of delivery performance of Total International, particularly that they part
owned Natref Refinery situated in Johannesburg provided the extra comfort regarding the
reliability of supply of petroleum products. Other Refineries in South Africa are much
further from Zambia i.e. in Durban and Cape Town. On the other hand Tanzania Tiper
Refinery did not have capacity to supply Zambia, in fact during the course of importation
period,Tiper Refinery was shut down permanently.
The board observed that there would be danger in disrupting the logistics that had been
put in place as there was need for petroleum products stock build up in order not only to
prepare for the anticipated increase in demand of petroleum products during the rain
season because of increased farming activities during this time of the year but also to
avoid being caught up in rail traffic jam due to the Maize haulage which was imminent
which problem was to be further compounded by rail haulage of copper from the
Democratic Republic of Congo.
It is important to not that, the decision to engaged other companies( i.e. those indicated
on page 45 of the Audit General report) to bring in petroleum products was made at the
same time.
It is true that delivery by road was incorporated in this addendum. This came up after an
objective assessment was made by the board that even if Total International had the
ability to load 100% of ZNOC imported petroleum products on rail wagons, the wagons
belonged to South African rail way company SPOORNET which company served not
only Zambia but also Zimbabwe Botswana, and Swaziland and they had put a limit on the
wagons that could be dedicated to Zambia, for their risk management purposes. The
capacity of TAZARA on the other hand was extremely limited due to lack of rolling
stock (wagons), but what ever TAZARA capacity was available was utilized.
Addendum 6 – 12 th August 1999
Auditor General Statement :All statements made.
Answer: The additional CIP deliveries to Kitwe, Mufulira was to cover for deliveries to
the Mines should there be an urgent need to do so. The additional rate represented the
normal standard transport rate that oil marketing companies used to pay transporters to
transport petroleum products from Ndola to the indicated destinations.
ZNOC never sent any road or rail tankers directly to the named destinations. The rail or
road tankers would report to the off loading facilities at ZNOC Fuel Terminal or INDENI
Refinery which was used as ZNOC agent to receive petroleum products at the time, and
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were there was an urgent need for petroleum products in the mine from time to time,
instead of the road or tail tanker off loading, and then the same product reloaded on a
Zambian Road or rail tanker for the same product to go to mines, through this
arrangement when ever an urgent need to make deliveries to the mines arose, the same
road or rail tanker would then be consigned through to deliver directly to the mines.
It is important to note that all such deliveries were consigned as a sale to the respective
Oil Marketing Companies who dealt with the mines since ZNOC had no direct contract
with the mines. On top of the product cost, ZNOC levied an additional transport against
the oil marketing companies. Through this process therefore the incremental transport
cost from Ndola to the other indicated destinations was therefore recovered from the Oil
marketing Companies through whom the products were consigned.
The same reasoning applied to the Heavy Fuel Oil delivery by rail.
Addendum 3 – 26 th August 1999.
Auditor General Statement This addendum effectively changed the type of sale from
CIP to Delivered Duty Unpaid (DDU). Every occurrence of the CIP in the contract was
changed to DDU. This had very serious ramifications as it meant that Total would now
deliver the goods to the named locations without payment of any taxes on importation of
the goods and the tax had to be paid by ZNOC. The prices were however to remain as
quoted for CIP. This obviously meant that the landed cost of the products at ZNOC
depots had been remarkably increased. This also changed conditions, greatly
disadvantaging ZNOC and favoring Total For instance, the payment terms were charged
from 120 days to prepayment and the title to the goods was to remain Total’s despite
ZNOC paying for storage, insurance, duty, import and all other charges including interest
on due prepayments.
Answer: According to the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) Guide to
Incoterms 2000,page 133 has defined CIP as Carriage and insurance paid to (..named
place of destination) It also goes to state the following
• Carriage and insurance paid means that the seller delivers the goods to the carrier
nominated by him but the seller must in addition pay the cost of carriage
necessary to bring the goods to the named destination. This means the buyer bears
all risks and any additional costs occurring after the goods have been so delivered.
However in the CIP the seller also has to procure insurance against the buyer’s
risk of loss or damage to the goods during the carriage. The CIP term requires the
seller to clear the goods for export.
Page 163 of the ICC Guide to Incoterms 2000,defines DDU as Delivered Duty Unpaid (..
named place of destination).It also goes to state the following:
• Deliver Duty Unpaid means that the seller delivers the goods to the buyer, not
cleared for import at the named place of destination. The seller has to bear the
costs and risks involved in bringing the goods thereto, other than, where
applicable any “duty” (which term includes the responsibility for and the risk of
the carrying out of customs formalities, and the payment of formalities, customs
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duties, taxes and other charges) for import in the country of destination. Such
“duty” has to be borne by the buyer as well as any costs and risks caused by his
failure to clear the goods for import on time
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) guide to incoterms 2000.Page 24 of this book
states the following with respect to the duties connected with export and import
clearance:
Incoterms are based on the main principle that the party best positioned to undertake
the function to clear the goods and to pay duties and other costs in connection with
export and import should do so. thus;
• Under all F – terms the seller should do what is necessary to clear the goods for
export.
• Under all C- terms the seller assumes the obligation with respect to export, and
the buyer assumes the obligations with respect to import.
• Under all D – terms except DDP the buyer should do what is necessary to clear
the goods for imports.
Given the above explanations, I do not understand how the Auditor General got the view
that under the CIP contract, the supplier Total International was supposed to pay Taxes
and not ZNOC. The fact is that in both instances CIP or DDU the import taxes were
borne by the importer in this case ZNOC and not the supplier in this case Total
International.
This amendment was done because the oil prices on the World Market was on the steady
increase and this fact started affecting the loading schedule because under CIP a
confirmed letter of credit had to be established before any loading could take place, since
title to the product passed from the seller to the buyer upon loading. Whereas under
DDU, there was no requirement of letter of credit to be established before loading could
take place since the title to the product did not pass to the buyer on loading.
In Zambia demand for petroleum products goes up during the rain season due to
increased activities by the farmers. The Amendment for provision of DDU was to ensure
that the country had enough petroleum products in the country to meet the anticipated
demand of the farmers. Further the same was used to ensure build up of petroleum stocks
in the country as part of the preparedness to meet the challenges posed by the Y2K
computer risk failure associated with the change over from 1999 to 2000.
DDU did not replace CIP.DDU deliveries were to be made in addition to CIP deliveries.
The addendum in the whereas stated and I quote “whereas the definations Article 1,the
type of sale clause Article 2,the quantity and delivery of goods Article 4,the quantity and
quality measurement Article 5,the delivery clause Article 8,the price clause Article 9,the
payment clause Article 12,and the title and risk clause Article 16 of the main contract are
being amended by addition, and a new clause taxes Article 30 is being added to the main
contract.”
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Where securities (i.e. letters of credit were in place) loadings were on CIP terms and only
where there were no securities were deliveries done under DDU so that loading
programmes were not disturbed.
Again it is only because the Auditor General has, like I have stated before not reviewed
how the importation of finished products was done in 1996 when President Mwanawasa
Nephew Mr Ken Njeleka was ZNOC Director of Operations, if he had done so, he would
have come across deliveries which were made on what was termed as “consignment
basis”. The principal of deliveries under consignment basis is the same as DDU, except
that consignment basis is not an incoterm, and it was for that reason why this term was
not used this time, and we settled for a known incoterm DDU.
The payment terms did not disadvantage ZNOC as claimed. The 120 supplier credit still
remained. The stocks delivered under DDU were to be in ZNOC storage facilities for a
maximum number of 120 days from the date of loading. If the stocks were up lifted later
than 120 days then ZNOC would be charged interest. If the Stocks were uplifted earlier
than 120 days, then ZNOC was paid interest on the time saved up to 120 days. In other
words the supplier credit of 120 days was converted into strategic stock position.
Addendum 4 – 9 th September,1999.
Auditor General Statement: Such quantities to be delivered DDU, ZNOC storage
installations in Ndola shall remain up to 25,000 metric tons.
It appears as if this was merely a new purchase altogether which needed to be referred to
ZNTB for normal tender procedures.
Answer: Total International had put a cap on the maximum quantities of petroleum
products that could be supplied under DDU to be maximum 25,000 metric tones. This
amendment confirms what has been stated above that DDU did not replace CIP.
Addendum 5 – 1 st December,1999.
Auditor General Statement: Here the original payment terms of 120 days which were
replaced by prepayment conditions in Addendum 4 were reinstated. This was subject to
guarantee to seller being provided by the Puchaser to the seller.
Answer: This addendum meant that DDU was to be applicable only where there was no
security provided by buyer to seller in place at the time of loading. Where there was
security then delivery was to be under CIP.
Pages 38,39 covering Addendums 7,8 and 9
Auditor General statement: It was difficult to establish why ZNOC agreed to use the
Viamax,a more expensive option as there was no shortage of fuel in the country at the
time.Another statement was made to the effect that, it was however, observed that the
premium of US$209.68 Per MT was higher than the premium of USD 158 per gas oil
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contained in the contract of 4 th June 1999.The last statement was that as can be seen
from the table above, prices were reduced on average by 12% for a period of 20 days but
were increased by an average of 3% for two and half months.
Answers: What has not been mentioned, is the fact that rail rates started going up in July
1999, because of the fuel crisis in Zimbabwe. There were revisions in the rail rate due to
the cost of fuel for the trains when covering the Zimbabwe portion of the distance. The
problem was further compounded by the wash away of bridges in Southern African by a
cyclone. Therefore in the months January 2000, there were constant revisions caused by
alternate routes used between Beit bridge route in Zimbabwe and the other route through
Botswana. It should be noted that BBR rail line which linked Beit bridge directly to
Bulawayo had also been commission not long before. The revision made by
SPOORNET, the South African rail company were as follows.

Rate - usd
Product Ex - rsa
Gas oil
194.10
Gasoline
211.00
Fuel oil
169.00
Jet A1
199.10

SPOORNET
Increase
(Decrease) Effective to
Date1/08/99 18/01/2000
3.39
197.49
2.00
213.00
3.39
172.39
2.00
201.10

SPOORNET
Increase
(Decrease) Effective to
Date19/01/00 29/02/00
4.46
201.95
4.57
217.57
4.46
176.85
4.35
205.45

Rate - usd
Product Ex - rsa
Gas oil
201.95
Gasoline
217.57
Fuel oil
176.85
Jet A1
205.45

SPOORNET
Increase
Contract
(Decrease) Revision
Effective to
Date1/03/00
1/3/0030/03/00
(5.02)
196.93
2.45
3.00
223.02
(5.20)
171.65
0.46
1.50
207.41

SPOORNET
Increase
(Decrease)
Effective to
Date1/04/00 There after
21.50
218.43
21.50
244.52
21.50
193.15
21.50
228.91

As can be seen from the table above the Viamax rates charged as premium i.e.
197.49,196.93, and 207.41 indicated on page 38 of the Auditor General report as new
premium are the rates that were being charged for Standard trains after the above
SPOORNET rate revisions. It is important to note that a standard train took 14 days to
reach Zambia while a Viamax train took 4 days but the rail rate charged for both trains
was the same.
The Viamax train used to take 3 to 4 days to reach Zambia and 7 days to reach Dar es
salaam in Tanzania. This was a special trial train which, SPOORNET used to run once
every one or two weeks. This option was accepted because it managed to bring in diesel
faster than the normal train which used to take 14 days and helped to normalize the
kerosene supply which was in short supply most of the time. From the security of supply
point of view the country is more secure with petroleum products in the country than in
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transit outside its border jurisdiction. This train helped in the Y2K preparedness and
when the bridges were washed away by a cyclone.
The US$ 158 rate that has been referred to, was a TAZARA rail rate. Even though
TAZARA offered the best rail rate, its capacity to move volumes was extremely limited
due to lack of rolling stock(wagons).
With the wash away of bridges in Southern Africa, there was need for contingency
measures to bring in more products particularly gas oil from the North,ie Tanzania .The
rate of US$ 158 is the TAZARA rail rate that was the Auditor General compared with
the negotiated road rate of US$ 209.68 for road deliveries to move 4,000 mt of gas oil
from Dar es salaam. As already indicated even though TAZARA rail rate was the
cheapest, TAZARA had no capacity to move the required volumes due to lack of rolling
stock Therefore in negotiations with the road transporters it was the EX – RSA rail rate
that was used in the negotiations since the bulk of products were moved through RSA rail
route. It is important to note that the distance between Ndola – Dar – es salaam is
basically the same as Johannesburg – Ndola. Therefore the negotiated road rate of US$
209.68 per mt to move 4,000 mt of gas oil from Dar es salaam should have been
compared to the Ex RSA rail rate which was US$ 201.95 per mt at the time.
Additional contingencies put in place to cover the problem of wash way of bridges was to
increase the volume of products to move by road EX – RSA. The road rate that was
negotiated was just marginally higher than rail rate at the time. For example when the rail
rate for Gas oil was US$ 201.95 per Mt, road rate Ex – RSA was US$ 204.35 per Mt.
After the SPOORNET rail rate increase of 1 st April 2000,by US$ 21.5 per Mt on all
products, we had a situation where by the negotiated road rates from both ex Tanzania
and ex South Africa were less than rail rates ex South Africa .For example after 1st April
when SPOORNET increased rail rate US$ 21.5 per Metric Ton EX –RSA the rail rate
for Gas oil became US$ 218.43 per mt but the road rate ex RSA remained at US$
204.35.Kindly find attached on annexure 6 to 10 various letters from South Africa rail
company, SPOORNET where the above increases in the rail rates as indicated above
were advised. These SPOORNET letters were signed by Mr Alan Wesson, SPOORNET
account manager for fuel and petroleum. The telephone number is (011)7744962,fax
number (011)77443288, Rosebank, South Africa.
Pages 39 and 40
Addendum 10 – 13 th November,2000.
Auditor General statement:
This addendum merely formalized a decrease in the fee paid by the purchaser for storage
insurance, the inspection fee and the fee paid by seller to Caleb Brett as per Collateral
Management agreement, from 1% to .5% of the value of the stored products effective 1 st
March,2000.However,the refinery became operational in June 2000.
Only 10% of the consignment was delivered by road while 90% was delivered by road.
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Answer: There was no requirement for having a letter of credit opened in favour of the
supplier for deliveries to be made under DDU. However the supplier incurred extra costs
like storage insurance and fees to the inspector which were not incurred under CIP.The
1% which was charged represented such costs which were later reduced to .5%. after the
supplier finally concluded the insurance and inspection agreements with the inspector.
It is not true that the refinery commenced operation in June 2000.The refinery stated
operations mid December 2000.The statement that 90% of the consignment came by road
is a logistical impossibility, since there are no road haulage trucks which exist either in
Zambia, South Africa or Tanzania which could have been dedicated to move the
magnitude of petroleum liquid cargo that was moved to Zambia in the time, and neither
would have the Zambian boarder points of entry been able to handle the magnitude of
consignment that was moved if what is claimed were to be true. The trueth of the matter
is that the South Africa government had prevailed on SPOORNET to dedicate more rail
wagons to deliver fuel to Zambia. Without the support that Zambia received from South
African government through SPOORNET, Zambia could not have successfully gone
through the INDENI fire disaster. The correct position is that about 75% of the
consignment came by rail while about 25% came by road.
Page 40,41,42,43 and 44: Under the headings discrepancies in the purchase and
receipt of fuel, Finished products not received and interim internal audit report –
Ministry of Finance and Economic Development (MOFED)
Page 43:Auditor General statement:
It is discernible from the foregoing paragraphs that some of the petroleum products,
which were ordered and paid for were not delivered. Due to poor record keeping and the
fact that there were many receiving points of the petroleum products ordered such as
ZCCM, OMCS, ZNOC Ndola Terminal, INDENI Refinery, etc. It was difficult to
determine the extent of losses suffered by ZNOC as a result of the short deliveries.
Page 44: Auditor General statement: According to the interim audit report therefore, a
total of 1,000 tankers carrying 35,575,456 cubic litres of fuel worth US$ 13,853,625 in
respect of the Tanzanian and RSA routes were unaccounted for between the dispatch and
the off loading points.
Answer: Its is most surprising to note that The Auditor General confirmed that 1,000
Tankers worth US$ 13,853,625 went unaccounted for between the dispatch and the off
loading points, in spite of his own admission of audit limitation as stated on page 4 and I
quote” Due to the complexity of the audit, it was not possible, within the time available
and in adequate funds, to verify the importation and delivery of finished products from
the ports of entry to all the off – loading points in Zambia. Reliance was therefore, placed
on the work of the Independent inspectors, internal auditors and the reports by ZNOC.
The audit conclusions on the volume of finished products imported and delivered in the
country are based on the information and reports obtained from the aforesaid.”
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Secondary, it is important to note that there is no list of the supposed 1,000 unaccounted
for fuel tankers worth US$ 13,853,625.This list of tankers showing the tanker registration
number, name of the transporter, date of loading, quantity loaded, loading terminal and
independent inspectors certification that the tankers were loaded with fuel for ZNOC
would have been necessary not only for the purpose of this Auditor General report, but it
could also have enabled authorities to identify transporters that could have connived in
the disappearance of the claimed missing tankers.
The truth is that no such tankers disappeared and it is for this reason why the list was not
provided, because they feared a reaction and evidence of delivery to be provided by the
transporters whom they were going to falsely accuse. Absent of list of 1,000 missing
tanker the Auditor General report is incomplete and the public accounts committee of
Parliament should demand for this list to be provided.
This claim is at the root of part of the grand scheme to decisive the public and make them
believe that indeed plunder of national resources did take place at ZNOC and in the
process disguise the fraud that they have committed by closing ZNOC. The present
Auditor General Annie Chifungula was the principal author of the report in which the
1,000 missing tankers claim was made when she an auditor was at the Ministry of
Finance and national planning.
In order for me to further explain this matter, kindly allow me to define CIP and DDU.
According to the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) Guide to Incoterms
2000,page 133 has defined CIP as Carriage and insurance paid to (..named place of
destination) It also goes to state the following:
• Carriage and insurance paid means that the seller delivers the goods to the carrier
nominated by him but the seller must in addition pay the cost of carriage
necessary to bring the goods to the named destination. This means the buyer bears
all risk s and any additional costs occurring after the goods have been so
delivered. However in the CIP the seller also has to procure insurance against the
buyer’s risk of loss or damage to the goods during the carriage. The CIP term
requires the seller to clear the goods for export.
Page 163 of the ICC Guide to Incoterms 2000,defines DDU as Delivered Duty Unpaid (..
named place of destination).It also goes to state the following:
• Deliver Duty Unpaid means that the seller delivers the goods to the buyer, not
cleared for import at the named place of destination. The seller has to bear the
costs and risks involved in bringing the goods thereto, other than, where
applicable any duty (which term includes the responsibility for and the risk of the
carrying out of customs formalities, and the payment of formalities, customs
duties, taxes and other charges) for import in the country of destination. Such
“duty” has to be borne by the buyer as well as any costs and risks caused by his
failure to clear the goods for import on time.
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In line with the provisions of CIP and DDU, when ZNOC established that 53 rail wagons
indicated on page 42 of the Auditor General report, carrying ZNOC fuel on CIP terms
worth US$ 559,548.24,ZNOC management established to the supplier Total International
that the said wagons did not reach the designated destination, Total International agreed
with ZNOC’s findings and insurance claim was lodged in by Total International on
behalf of ZNOC in line with CIP terms of sale.
When It was also established that 55 rail wagons and 4 road tankers carrying fuel
destined for ZNOC, on DDU terms worth US$ 639,753.15 did not reach ZNOC, in line
with DDU terms of sale Total International were asked not to invoice ZNOC in respect of
these 55 rail wagons and 4 road tankers.
It should be noted here that according to rules that govern rail carriage, the rail company
is allowed to decant a linking tanker in order to avoid risk of fire and as a way of
mitigating loss of product due to linkeages. It is for this reason why most of the no show
tankers were rail tankers, most of which were decanted on the way, even by our own
Zambia Railways, whenever linking takers were identified in line with the normal trade
rail rules. Such tankers were treated as no show in ZNOC records, and the rail way carrier
and the supplier had mechanism of resolving such tankers. As for road tankers a few of
them were involved in road accidents or other form of operational problems.
According to the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) Guide to Incoterms
2000,page 34 under “Risk of performance if goods are lost or damaged” and I quote:
“Another important question concerns the risk of performance in case of the goods
become lost or damaged. Incoterms can resolve who has to bear the risk of loss of or
damage to the goods, but they do not determine whether the affected party is relieved
from his obligation to perform. Consequently, if the seller has undertaken to deliver the
goods under any of the D – terms and the goods are lost in transit, he is still obliged to
perform by finding substitute goods as quickly as possible. If unforeseen and fortuitous
event have caused the loss or damage, he may avoid having to pay damages caused to the
buyer by the delay. But he can not avoid to perform the contract, unless he can be
relieved under a term of the contract or, exceptionally ,under the applicable law.”
This position supports the way ZNOC management handled the issue of no show rail or
road tankers.
It therefore follows that under CIP and DDU, the responsibility to deliver the goods to
destination rests with the seller, in this case Total International. Therefore if indeed
1,000 tankers carrying 35,575,456 cubic litres of fuel worth US$ 13,853,625 in respect of
the Tanzanian and RSA routes were unaccounted for between the dispatch and the off
loading points as claimed by the Auditor General, then in line with the CIP and DDU
Incoterms, it was Total international that was supposed to be held responsible.
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We all know that before any explanation was given to the nation regarding these
supposed 1,000 missing tankers and indeed answers to the various issues contained in this
Auditor General report were provided by anyone, Total International, through the
company it formed in partnership with bankrupt MMD political party and its leaders,
Total Outer - mer, not only took over the AGIP shares in INDENI Refinery without
following the Zambia Privatization Agency rules on how rights to pre – emptive shares
are given up, but was also given the ZNOC role and profit potential in the oil supply
chain. This was the essence of the grand master plan, and all other things in between, like
the TST, the Auditor General report on ZNOC operations, linking ZNOC to the Matrix of
plunder as reported by The Post Newspapers among other numerous unfounded post
editorial comments on ZNOC, and the fact that each time the fake ZNOC debt to
ZANACO was mentioned, ZNOC was deliberately always mentioned with the disgraced
Indian company that destroyed Luanshya, Ramcoz. All these were deliberate
machinations made to disguise the master plan to transfer massive ZNOC profits to
MMD leaders whose private interest were catered for in Total Outré mer at INDENI
Refinery.
It is this plan that I alerted President Mwanawasa.S.C. two weeks before he became
President of Zambia, but for reasons best known to himself, President Mwanawasa when
he became Zambian President, through the actions of himself and his Government not
only actively participated in making sure that this fraudulent scheme went through, but
also interfered with administration of justice, thereby frustrating efforts by those of us
that wanted to prevent this scheme from taking place through the court process which
was the only means we had available. President Mwanawasa additionally unleashed
massive propaganda against ZNOC, using state machinery, in both state and private
controlled print media. The Auditor General report on ZNOC, sadly, is also part of
political propaganda tool of President Mwanawasa to conceal the real motive and the
truth behind the illegal fraudulent liquidation of ZNOC through which so far hundreds of
millions of United States Dollars have been siphoned out of Zambia.
May I take this opportunity to address what has before been reported in Zambian
Parliament that Petroleum products designed for Zambia were diverted to Zimbabwe. In
march 2000, there was a cyclone in Southern Africa that wept out bridges in
Mozambique and in certain parts of Zimbabwe, Beit bridge in Zambabwe was therefore
closed and all the rail cargo consignment re – routed to pass through Bostwana into then
into Zimbabwe through Plum tree. NOCZIM ,the Zimbabwe National Oil Company, was
concerned that since Beit Bridge was their main route of supply of petroleum products,
the re – routing of the rail wagons through Bostwana might affect supply of some of the
key sectors in Zimbawe. Mr Ncube, the then NOCZIM Chief Executive rang me on a
Friday afternoon and told me that the information that the rail company BBR had given
NOCZIM indicated that the block train in front on the Bostwana Rail system belonged to
ZNOC while the NOCZIM block trains were behind in the line. Mr Ncube requested that
in order to forestall oil supply problems to key Zimbabwean industrial sector they wanted
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permission that once the ZNOC block train reaches Zimbabwe, the same delivered to
NOCZIM.
I advised Mr Ncube to get in touch with the Zambian High Commission to submit their
request through the Government diplomatic channel. Immediately I finished talking to Mr
Ncube, Mr Ben Shawa, the then Zambia Deputy High Commissioner to Zimbabwe rang
and to me the fuel situation in Zimbabwe was desparate as a result of the cyclone and that
the Zimbabwean Government had normally requested that we assist them as per request
of NOCZIM. The Zambian High Commission in Zimbabwe had forwarded the request of
Zimbabwe on this particular matter to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Lusaka.
Since there was a ZNOC board meeting taking place on Saturday, I tabled the NOCZIM
request before the board, and the board approved that ZNOC should give the block train
to NOCZIM as requested because the board felt that in the circumstances it was difficult
to refuse such request considering that the passage of ZNOC fuel in through Zimbabwe
has been very smooth.
On Monday afternoon, BBR, Bulawayo office the company that run the rail system in
Zimbabwe,ie this is owned by the same people who are now running Zambia Railways,
sent a fax with details of a block train that reached Zimbabwe through Plum Tree after
the re – routing .I authorized BBR to allow the specific wagons in the fax to be delivered
to NOCZIM.
A week before Former President Chiluba’s immunity was removed by the Zambian
Parliament, I was summoned to Zambia Police Force Head quarters. I went to the Force
Head quarters with a Mr Constantine Chimuka, a lawyer from Ellis and Company. The
Police interrogated me in the presence of Mr Siwale, an auditor from the Ministry of
Finance. I was interrogated on two issues:
1) Why I signed the DDU contract .
2) To explain issue of fuel going to Zimbabwe
I explained to the officer, the reasons why I signed the DDU contract, and the
circumstances of the block train to Zimbabwe as explained above. I went on to advise the
officer the specific file in ZNOC offices were he could find the details of the wagons in
question. I further went on to advise him that it was later established that the block train
in question actually did not belong to ZNOC and therefore ZNOC stopped following
NOCZIM for payment of the block train.
The police officer asked me to go back to the police after three days so that he could
obtain a warn and caution statement from me. When I reported at the Force Head
quarters, the police office dealing with the matter told me to go away, saying that he
would call me later, but never did from then on.
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Page 44 Under independent inspectors.
Auditor General statements: It was observed that due to the non payment of fees, ITS
could not provide the relevant reports to ZNOC to enable them verify the actual
quantities and the quality of the products ordered, loaded at load points and received by
INDENI
Answer: Intertek Testing Services (ITS) agreement with ZNOC was a service contract to
verify the quality and quantity of petroleum products loaded and discharged and
producing reconciliation of loaded quantities to received quantities, stating any
differences if any. However ITS reports did not meet their contractual obligations when it
came to reconciling the quantities. It was due to ITS failure to meet their contractual
obligation, that some of the invoices were not paid by ZNOC.
Pages 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57 and 58.these pages deals with
Feedstock Facility Agreement and related agreements that ZNOC entered into with
Total International.
Page 57: Auditor General statement: The feedstock facility agreement was ostensibly
to help ZNOC finance the importation of crude oil. However, through the subsidiary
agreements with Tazama, INDENI, ZNCB and others, Total became the sole supplier of
crude oil, the transporter through Tazama, and the manufacturer through INDENI. They
also became the wholesalers of finished products. The proceeds from the sale of oil were
mainly for the benefit of Total. ZNOC therefore became the agent of Total without
control over the core business for which the company was established. It is evident from
the foregoing that the situation was not controlled. Total will emerge as a monopoly in
the oil industry and control the supply and eventually the prices of oil in the country and
hold the Zambian economy to ransom. This will inadvertently, defeat the original
purposes for which Tazama and INDENI were established. The Refinery is a strategic to
Zambia’s economic sustenance and therefore the country should avoid risks associated
with price and other manipulations that could be harmful to the national economy.
On page 57: of the Auditor General report is a breakdown of how in the period 1 st May
2001 to 30 th April 2002, K213.8 billion was realized, and distributed. as below
NAME
AMOUNT
%
PURPOSE
K’billion
Total
176.5*
82.5 Importation of crude oil
INDENI
13.3
6.3 Crude oil refinery costs
Tazama Pipeline
10.2
4.8 Crude oil Transportation costs
ZNCB
9.8
4.6 Partial recovery of ZNOC debt
ZNOC
4.0
1.8 Operational needs
Total

213.8

Answer: While I share and agree with the Auditor General comments about the dangers
of Total becoming a monopoly in the oil supply, I do not agree that, the stated position
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was created by the Feedstock Facility Agreement and the related agreements that ZNOC
entered into with Total International.
The Auditor General, is again clearly hiding the facts on the ground in order to shield the
perpetrators of this fraud who used the name of the Government to cover up this
despicable fraudulent scheme.
The prelude to transferring ZNOC’s role in the oil supply chain was not the Feedstock
Financing Facility that ZNOC signed with Total International on 27 th April 2001 as
claimed by the Auditor General, but the illegal ZANACO appointment of Mr Richard
Mandona,a Lusaka Lawyer and partner in Permanent Chambers as ZNOC Receiver
Manager on 30th October 2001.The Feedstock Financing Facility that ZNOC signed with
Total International was not only cleared by the Attorney General but was also continued
to be used by Mr Richard Mandona when he was illegally appointed as ZNOC Receiver
Manager by ZANACO, up to until the time ZNOC was placed in yet another MMD
Government sponsored illegal voluntary liquidation on 4 th April 2002.
No where has it been acknowledged anywhere in the Auditor General report that, the
same Total Feedstock Financing Facility and the related agreements that ZNOC signed
with Total International Limited was cleared by the Attorney General. Neither has the
Auditor General also acknowledged in his Audit report the fact that myself and two other
board members Dr George Chabwera and Mr Lupunga did all we could to protect the
ZNOC by challenging in the courts of law, the illegal appointment of a Receiver Manager
by ZANACO, and the ZNOC’s board efforts were only curtailed when the board was
dissolved by President Mwanawasa’s MMD Government. These omissions by the
Auditor General of material facts is deliberate and designed to misled the public, blame
innocent management and cover MMD government leaders involvement and role in this
saga.
The false impression of the allegedly distribution of K213.8 billion contained on page 57
of the Auditor General Report is yet again a futile attempt be the Auditor General to
decisive Zambians in believing that ZNOC operations were not - profitable, and yet the
contrary is the case.
On reconstruction of INDENI Refinery, ZNOC had potential of making profit averaging
US 60 million per year. ZNOC was supposed to be making US$ 10 million profit for
every 90,000 metric ton cargo delivery. On Average six 90,000 metric tons cargo
deliveries are made per year, ZNOC was therefore surposed to be making US$ 60 million
per year. I provided President Mwanawasa S.c with this information regarding the ZNOC
profit potential in both verbal and written submissions I made to him both before and
after he attained the Zambian Presidency.
This windfall of profits was created because of the following reasons:
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At the end of the importation excise, when INDENI was reconstructed, for example the
landed cost per metric ton of gas oil Ex – RSA was US$ 218.43 per metric ton, and the
pump price prevailing in the market at the time provided for the recovery of this transport
element.
When INDENI Refinery was reconstracted, this US$ 218.43 in the pricing formula was
going to be substituted by US$ 53 per metric ton made up of Tazama pumping fee of
US$ 21 per metric ton, and US$ 32 per metric ton, INDENI processing fee,(broken down
into US$ 24 processing fees and 6.5% allowable losses.) There was therefore a saving in
the gas oil transportation of US$ 165.43 per metric ton (i.e. the difference between US$
218.43 per metric ton and US$ 54 per metric ton) when INDENI was reconstructed. The
situation was the same for other petroleum products as well.
It was the existence of this profit potential that created the greed desire in some people to
advocate the transfer of ZNOC role and profit potential to Total International at INDENI
Refinery, through a company they had formed, which we have all now come to know as
Total Outer - mer, which company, have some Zambians in MMD political party and
government leadership in a disguised way as shareholders together with Total
International. It is because of the private interest of certain Zambians and MMD in Total
Outer - mer that we had a situation whereby while the shares in the Former AGIP
distribution network (filling stations) was acquired by Total international, the AGIP
shares in INDENI Refinery were acquired by Total Outer – mer and not Total
International..
ZNOC could not reduce the pump price immediately to the level that reflected the
reconstructed Tazama Pipelines and INDENI Refinery production costs for the following
reasons:
1. There was need for ZNOC to recover the replacement cost of the 90,000 metric
tons of crude oil that was stuck in the TAZAMA pipeline for a period of 18
months during the shut down period. This was so because in the 18 months period
the world market price of oil had more than doubled.
2. It was in the ZNOC strategic plan, that ZNOC was going to use the super normal
profits to be generated upon INDENI reconstruction, as a resulted of the above
indicated freight differentials, to pay all outstanding debts and reduce the pump
prices after 6 months of full operations.
3. The actual operational efficiency of the Tazama and INDENI system had not yet
been ascertained. For example the initial INDENI operational losses were 20%
instead of the allowable 6.5%, and the products yields were not in line with the
expectations.
4. The Zambia Revenue Authority, under the Chairmanship of Mr Emmerneal
Kasonde with Mr Kelvin Donavan expatriate ZRA Commissioner General were
unfairly taxing petroleum products ex – INDENI at selling price while taxing
Finished imported petroleum products by oil marketing companies at cost, had
serious consequences on ZNOC for the following reasons:
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c) On account of ZRA adverse taxation of Ex – INDENI petroleum products,
the Tazama /INDENI system could not recoup 90% of the national
petroleum demand requirements. This market was lost to finished
imported petroleum products imported by oil marketing companies.
d) All the super normal profits that ZNOC generated on reconstruction of
INDENI, as a result of the freight differential explained above, were held
in the form of over taxation by ZRA, consequently hampering ZNOC
strategic plans. This situation was compounded by the fact that ZRA had
issued a directive that taxes due on ZNOC petroleum products sold to oil
marketing companies should be paid directly to ZRA without passing
through ZNOC books, compromising the audit trail in the flow of funds in
the process.
Through the distorted distribution of the proceeds of K213.8 billion as indicated in this
report, the Auditor General by coniviently omitting inclusion of the K100 billion tax
refund from ZRA that was generated from the oil procured under the Total Feedstock
Financing Facility, the Auditor General was again trying to decisive Zambians into
believing that the ZNOC operations were not profitable.
If the ZRA tax refund is incorporated in the table on page 57 of the Auditor General
report, the table would be as below:
NAME
Total
INDENI
Tazama Pipelines
ZNCB
ZNOC
Tax refund
Total

AMOUNT
K’BILLIO
N
176.50
13.30
10.20
9.80
4.00
100.00
313.80

%
56.25
4.24
3.25
3.12
1.27
31.87

PURPOSE
Importation of crude oil
Crude oil refinery costs
Crude oil transportation costs
Partial recovery of ZNOC debt
Operational needs
ZRA Tax refund

From above table, the following can be inferred:
1. The K176.5 billion used to purchase the crude oil represents 56.255% of the total
proceeds. And amounts accruing to ZNOC, ZNCB and the tax refund, amount to
K113.8 billion representing 36.26%.
2. The income of ZNOC was therefore not very minimal and neither was there any
loss of control over the source of income as claimed by the Auditor General.
3. It is also not correct to state that ZNOC became an agent of Total International. If
ZNOC was an agent of Total International, then the ZRA tax refund would have
been paid to Total International when the Revenue Tribunal made its ruling.
4. It is also very clear that the ZNOC business became very profitable after the
reconstruction of the refinery.
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On page 18 the Auditor Generals report indicated the various process losses that ZNOC
suffered in the period 1996 to 1999.However the Auditor Generals report has not
indicated here that the INDENI process loss were about 20 % in the initial periods after
reconstruction. The losses only normalized after the refinery stabilized. This Excess loss
had revenue implications. Further around August 2001, Tazama Pipelines had a spillage
of 1,800metrictones. The INDENI Refinery excess losses and Tazama spillage have
revenue implications which were not incorporated in the Auditor General’s table.
It is clear ZNOC Business is very profitable when operations are normal as evidenced by
the fact that after INDENI reconstruction in December 2000,up to the time the company
was liquidated on 4 th April 2002 the company made profits in excess of K113.8 billion
with only 10% of the market share.
ZNOC however experienced severe cash flow problems due to over taxation, for which
judgment to the dispute with ZRA was only passed on 26 the April 2002 three weeks
after ZNOC had been put in an illegal MMD government sponsored liquidation on 4 th
April 2002. The cash flow constraint caused by over taxation could not be eased by the
ZNOC securing other financing facilities because the ZNOC could not provide its assets
as security since this was also locked in yet another state sponsored legal battle with
ZANACO.
Procurement of oil is transacted through letters of credit opened and confirmed by firstclass banks and not by cash basis. In addition to the difficulties that the company
experienced with ZANACO and ZRA, other extreme difficulties encountered by ZNOC
in arranging for an oil financing facility after INDENI Refinery was reconstructed are as
below:
• What was being started up in December 2000 was not only INDENI Refinery but
the entire Zambian Petroleum Sector system, starting with the SPM in Tanzania,
the almost 2,000 km Tazama pipeline and the INDENI refinery all of which had
been down for a period of 18 months.
• The state of the quality of 90,000 metric tones of crude oil feedstock that had been
stuck in the Tazama pipeline for 18 months was suspect.
• Further the possibility of leakages on the Tazama Pipeline was very high because
the pipeline had been dormant also for 18 months.
• Experiences elsewhere are such that when refineries go through such major
rehabilitations, particularly when new components are mixed with old
components, the possibility of such refineries catching fires in the inertial period
of start up is very high. The catching of another fire at INDENI one week after
commencement of operations was therefore not comforting to financial
institutions.
• In the letter of intent with the World bank and the IMF, the Zambian Government
had made a commitment to the bank and the IMF that INDENI refinery was not
going to be reconstructed and that ZNOC was going to come out of the supply
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chain. This commitment on ZNOC made financial institutions to be hesitant in
advancing ZNOC oil financing facilities.
The law requires that imported finished petroleum products be charged 25 %
customs duty. When INDENI was gutted based on ZNOC recommendation as a
way of mitigating cost of oil, this duty was reduced to 5%.However when
INDENI was recommissioned in December 2000, The ministry of Finance and
National Planning under Dr Katele Kalumba the current MMD National Secretary
and ZRA under the chairmanship of Mr E.G Kasonde were resisting reinstating
this customs duty to 25 % in line with the law, this fact coupled with the fact that
petroleum products ex INDENI were taxed at selling price while the imported
finished petroleum products were taxed at cost, made imported finished petroleum
products cheaper than the locally produced petroleum products and the fact that
ZNOC did not have its own retail (filling) stations distribution network, made
ZNOC loss 90 % of its market share of the national demand of petroleum
products. With only 10 % of the national demand it was impossible to efficiently
operate the Zambian Petroleum sector system of Tazama,INDENI and ZNOC,
resulting in frequent shutdowns in the system operations.

Faced with the above problems, ZNOC entered into an interim financing facility with
Total International signed on 27th April 2001 as a last resort, after arrangements with
other suppliers like Glencore could not materialize due to absence of a financing facility.
ZANACO was a party to the Total Financing Facility agreement. As I have stated before
the Total International Financing facility was also cleared by the Attorney General.
This facility managed to result in the following positive aspects.
• Demonstrated to the outside world, that the Zambian petroleum infrastructure
starting with the SPM, Tazama pipelines and the INDENI refinery was able to
work again
• In the case of SPM that it could receive vessels of 90,000mt
• For Tazama that the line was able to operate without major leakages
• Allied the fears that the feedstock that was stuck in the pipeline for over 18
months had gone into bad spec
• That the INDENI refinery was able to produce again and allied the fire fears
associated with the situation INDENI was in after a shut down of over 18 Months
• In addition to the money paid to ZANACO, the K100 billion that ZRA
overcharged ZNOC come from the petroleum products produced from crude oil
financed by the Total International Financing facility.
It is a shame note that in his efforts to spin on behalf of his Principals, the Auditor
General could not even put in his report the fact that the US$ 65 Million Oil Financing
Facility with ABSA was arranged, structured and negotiated by ZNOC Management.
The Feedstock Financing Facility with Total was an interim facility that was used to
create confidence of financial institutions in the Zambian oil infrastructure after the 18
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months shut down. While this confidence was being created through the Total Feedstock
Facility, ZNOC management embanked on protracted negotiations for a long term oil
financing facility with ABSA Bank. The US$ 65 Million Revolving Oil Financing
facility that ZNOC negotiated with ABSA was not a simple generic facility but a tailor
made structured facility designed to meet the needs of all the Zambian petroleum sector
stakeholders namely, INDENI, TAZAMA, ZANACO, ZNOC and its customers covering,
various technical aspects like oil tender document, insurance and stock monitoring,
generating various related agreements. ZNOC had proprietary right and interest to the
facility. ZNOC on 27th September 2001 paid ABSA Bank US$ 50,000 through Stanbic
bank (Z) in order to secure and dedicate the US$ 65 Million credit lines for ZNOC use.
The main agreement, the US$ 65 Million Revolving Oil Supply Credit was executed by
ABSA and ZNOC on 14th September 2001 and the Escrow Agreement was also executed
by ABSA,ZNOC and ZANACO in mid October 2001.Mr Mwambazi ZANACO
Bank Deputy Managing Director and the Bank Secretary Mr Amos Siwila signed on
behalf of ZANACO while myself and the company secretary Mrs Mwaka Samundengu
Ngoma, ZNOC Company Secretary signed on behalf of ZNOC. This agreement provided
for the payment of US$ 24 million to ZANACO within one and half months of the
implementation of the ZNOC / ABSA financing facility and ZANACO was to discharge
it security charge over ZNOC upon payment of this amount. ZNOC management was
mandated by the ZNOC board to sign the Escrow agreement where ZANACO was to be
paid US$ 24 million immediately on implementation of the facility even though what was
due to ZANACO was only US$ 10.3 million, because it was considered that, any
overpayment to ZANACO could be recovered later once the matter was resolved in court,
and the ABSA facility provided an opportunity to ZNOC to come out of the ZANACO
bondage. Through a letter dated 30th October 2001, ABSA informed ZNOC that the US$
65 Million oil financing facility had been finalized and that the ABSA Bank credit
committee approval had been obtained and the facility was ready to be implemented.
The advantages of this US$ 65 million oil financing facility were as follows:
• All the proceeds to be realized from, 90,000 metric tons of ZNOC crude oil in the
TAZAMA pipeline worth approximately US$ 36 million less direct expenses was
to be used to pay lump sum amounts of US$ 24 million to ZANACO and balance
to Standard Chartered Bank in within one and half months.
• Payment of other ZNOC creditors were to be paid from future ZNOC profits
• The facility amount of US$ 65 million was to guarantee a minimum of three
90,000 mt crude oil shipments depending on the world prices, thereby enhancing
the security of oil supply to the country.
• The facility provide for prompt payment to service providers INDENI and
Tazama .
• There was no dedicated supplier. Tender documents had been generated under
this facility and ZNOC was about to issue an oil supply tender.
• Since the financier and the supplier were going to be different, that could have
provided ZNOC an opportunity to negotiate better terms with the supplier.
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Oil Marketing Companies were to be given seven days credit before paying for
their uplifts
No bank of Zambia guarantee was required
All the super normal profits that was to be made as a result of freight differentials
of approximately US$ 60 million per year was going to be retained by ZNOC.

All the documents relating to this facility were forwarded to the relevant ministries, ie
Ministry of Energy and water Development, Ministry of Finance and ministry of legal
affairs
The omission by the Auditor General to in his report the existence of the US$ 65 million
Financing Facility that ZNOC had with ABSA for which the ZNOC had even paid US$
50,000 to ABAS on 27th September 2001 through Stanbic (Z) limited for ABSA to
dedicate the US$65 Million credit lines for ZNOC ‘s use, is therefore deliberate and part
of the strategy to cover up the truth surrounding this matter..
The sole purpose why ZNOC was illegally put in receivership on 30th October 2001 was
to prevent ZNOC from implementing the ABSA US$ 65 million oil financing facility. I
picked it from conversations with Total International officials that the promoters of the
scheme to transfer ZNOC’s role and profit potential in the oil sector to Total International
at INDENI Refinery in the MMD Government thought that the ZNOC / ABSA, US$ 65
Million Oil Financing Facility was competing with their scheme and if implemented by
ZNOC then their scheme to transfer ZNOC role’s and profit potential in oil sector to
Total International at INDENI Refinery would not work. The US$ 65 million ZNOC /
ABSA Oil Financing Facility was therefore seen as a threat to the MMD clandestine
policy to take over ZNOC by Total Outer – mer at INDENI Refinery. It is for this reason
why the announcement of the ZANACO appointment of a Receiver Manager over ZNOC
was made by the then MMD national Secretary and Minister of Information, Mr Vernon
Johnson Mwanga, and later when ZNOC was put in the illegal MMD government
sponsored liquidation, on 4 th April 2002,Total Outer – mer was the first company to be
given the ZNOC ‘s role before TST came into the picture. Mr Vernon Johnson Mwanga
then as MMD National Secretary and Minister of Information in President Levy
Mwanawasa’s government appeared on Zambia National Broadcasting Television, with
Total Outer – mer, Chairman, a West African Mr Omar Gee, promoting Total Outer –
mer.This West African gentleman to date is the Chairman of Total Outer – mer .
At the meeting a had with President Mwanawasa S.c. two weeks before he became
President, I advised him that there was clandestine plan to transfer ZNOC’s role and
profit potential in the oil supply chain to Total International. I advised President
Mwanawasa S.c. that while the AGIP shares in INDENI were changing hands to Total
International, there was side by side a well co – ordinate mechanism of using ZANACO,
Zambia Revenue Authority, IMF and World Bank through letters of intent signed with
them, based on false data, coupled with massive MMD Government sponsored smear
campaign in both private and Government owned media to kill ZNOC and its role and
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profit potential transferred to Total International at INDENI Refinery. I cautioned
President Mwanawasa S.c. that transfer of ZNOC role to Total International at INDENI
upon Total International take over of AGIP shares in INDENI Refinery was not only
going to result in a lot of money being siphoned out of Zambia but the security of
Zambia as country would be compromised not only for now but for a foreseeable time in
the future.I told President Mwanawasa S.c. that the existence of 2,000 kilometer Tazama
pipeline from Tanzania to Ndola, Zambia, provided the least cost mode of transporting
petroleum products which could not be marched by either rail or road, not only into
Zambia but also the copper mines of the Katanga in the Congo and Northern Zimbabwe. I
also told President Mwanawasa S.c. that by Total International taking over ZNOC’s role,
then Total International would have take over the exclusive use of Tazama Pipelines and
its infrastructure, and this was the strategic interest of Total International principals as a
way of expanding their influence in the Region.
At this same meeting with President Mwanawasa and in written submission that I made
to him, I told Mr Levy Mwanawasa about the existence of the US$ 65 million ZNOC
ABSA Financing Facility, and it is for this reason that he mentioned this facility in the
letters he sent to ZANACO and Standard Chartered Bank.
However when Mr Mwanawasa became President, instead reversing the illegal
ZANACO appointment of a Receiver Manager over ZNOC, or letting the court process
determine the matter in the courts of law, since the Receivership was challenged by the
ZNOC board, his MMD government not only removed the ZNOC board locus stand in
case before the courts by dissolving the ZNOC board, but President Mwanawasa new
deal MMD government also instructed Mr Richard Mandona, a Lusaka Lawyer and
partner in Permanent Chambers, the ZANACO appointed ZNOC Receiver Manager,
through the then Energy Minister Mr Kaunda lembalemba to advise ABSA that it should
transfer the ABSA / ZNOC, US$ 65 million Oil Financing Facility to Trans Sahara
Trading Company (TST). TST was hurriedly incorporated on 28th march 2002 using the
Ichito brothers legal firm (MNB) and Inchito’s legal firm MNB registered the ABSA
US$ 65million debenture on behalf of TST in favour of ABSA on 5 April 2002, the
following day after ZNOC was liquidated on 4th April 2002. It is important to note the
K14 billion fees that Mr Mr Richard Mandona, a Lusaka Lawyer and partner in
Permanent Chambers was claiming on ZNOC as fees for the five months period that he
served as the ZNOC Receiver Manager, do not represent fees for the Receivership duties
as the same were not covered by the deed of his appointment, but represent the fees due
to him for his role in transferring the ZNOC / ABSA US$$ 65 million oil Financing
facility to TST. The role of the Ichito brothers should also be noted. The Ichito brothers
were already actively working with the Government on the investigations of Plunder, and
had access to Government and ZNOC records, and a potential conflict of interest is
apparent in their dealings with TST.
At variance with the law, President Mwanawasa,s MMD government directed that
90,000 metric tons of ZNOC crude oil in the Tazama pipeline was not to be considered as
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part of ZNOC assets. What happened to the proceeds realized from of this crude oil is yet
to be established, because it later became a subject of a legal battle between the MMD
Government and TST, with TST claiming that the Crude oil in the Tazama pipeline
belonged to it. The nation has not been told what happened to the ZNOC crude oil in the
Tazama Pipeline, and indeed where the proceeds from this crude oil went.
It is important to note here some bizarre conflict of interest of some people involved in
this issue in one way or another. In the TST case against the MMD government, TST
lawyer was Mr Vincent Malambo. Mr Malambo was the lawyer to the illegal ZNOC
liquidator, Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing
Partner of Deloittes and Touche, in whom by law, all ZNOC assets were supposed to be
vested, including the crude oil in the Tazama pipeline which was not only the subject of
the dispute between the MMD government and TST but also between myself (Dennis
Mumba) and the ZNOC liquidator and the government. It is therefore strange that Mr
Malambo was representing TST in a case were TST was claiming title to a property,
crude oil in Tazama Pipeline, which property was supposed to have been vested in his
client Mr George Sokota, whom he had been representing in the case I had against the
ZNOC liquidator and the Zambian Government.
Again, at variance with the law, President Mwanawasa new deal MMD government
instructed. Miss Josephine Mapoma, then Permanent Secretary in The Ministry of Energy
and Water Development, to transfer the ZNOC Fuel Terminal to Total Outer – mer at
INDENI Refinery. Soon there after Energy Regulation Board increased the handling fees
that the Terminal charges oil marketing companies. From inception of the illegal ZNOC
liquidation all the billions of kwachas that have been raised from the ZNOC Fuel
Terminal in the form of terminal fees have been paid to Total Outer – mer at INDENI
Refinery, and not to the purported liquidators, Mr George Sokota or Mr Richard
Mazombwe. In the Presidential election petition, one of the witnesses. Mr Xavier
Chungu, Former Director General of the Zambia Intelligence service revealed in court
the existence of a group of Permanent Secretaries who were used in order to raise funds
for the MMD.It is important to note that Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary
in The Ministry of Energy and Water Development’s name was mentioned as being one
such permanent secretary. There is therefore need to establish whether Miss Josephine
Mapoma, then Permanent Secretary in The Ministry of Energy and Water Development’s
role in the ZNOC saga in this particular instance was to fulfill the MMD agenda of
raising funds using Permanent Secretaries in order to facilitate pay back to Total
International for the US$ 11.6 million that Task Force official and prosecutor Mr Mr
Mutembo Ichito told me about Total international used to finance the MMD during the
2001 Presidential and Parliamentary elections.
The Auditor General has correctly raised, one fundamental point, which is valid, though
directed at a wrong facility. I will again quote this concern by the Auditor General
because of its importance,” Total will emerge as a monopoly in the oil industry and
control the supply and eventually the prices of oil in the country and hold the
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Zambian economy to ransom. This will inadvertently, defeat the original purposes
for which Tazama and INDENI were established. The Refinery is a strategic to
Zambia’s economic sustenance and therefore the country should avoid risks
associated with price and other manipulations that could be harmful to the national
economy”
It is clear to all who have been following the unfolding of events in the oil sector, that the
above dangerous situation that the Auditor General was trying to caustion, has been
created out of the free will of President Mwanawasa.
After the TST saga, even before answers were provided to the Auditor General report on
ZNOC and disregarding advise of his then Vice President Mr Enoch Kavindele, as
revealed by the blame game that was played through the published exchange of letters
between President Mwanawasa and Vice President Kavindele after the fallout over TST,
and fully aware of the Total International fake claim on ZNOC of US$ 11.6 million,
which was deliberately not mentioned in the Auditor General report but which matter I
had told President Mwanawasa about at the meeting I had with him and also included in
my written submissions to him, President Mwanawasa under his watch allowed the
illegal liquidation of ZNOC and delivery of the ZNOC’s role and profit potential to Total
International there by creating the Total International Monopoly in the oil sector with all
its attendant adverse effects on the Zambian economy as cautioned by the Auditor
General.
I was not aware that President Mwanawasa was Total International lawyer at the time that
Total International was dealing with ZNOC, I only came to be aware of this fact when the
Former President Dr F.J.Chiluba revealed this fact in one of his replies to the charges
raised against him in Zambian Parliament by President Mwanawasa. Given what has
transpired so far regarding the ZNOC saga there is need therefore to establish what role
President Mwanawasa personally played in the ZNOC saga, both before and after he
attained the Zambian Presidency.
Pages 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, Under ZNOC’s indebtedness to ZNCB.
Page 59: Auditor General Statement: In 1995 and prior to1996, ZNOC financed the
importation of the crude oil from internal resources. In 1996,the company started facing
liquidity problems and therefore resorted to heavy borrowings from financial institutions
in order to finance the importation of oil. During the period from 1997 to 2001,ZNOC
entered into financing agreements with ZNCB, Stanbic, Stanchart and Citibank in order
to finance the importation of both crude oil and refined petroleum products.
Answer: The Draft audited accounts for the year ended 31 st March 1999 revealed that
the company had a negative net worth of K138,206,399,319.ie about US$ 60 million. The
bulk of these liabilities were dollar denominated. The negative net worth of the company
as I have already indicated before were partly due to extraneous and exceptional events
below:
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In 1996 when the SPM in Dar es Salaam could not receive ZNOC cargo on bond ship
known as Sea Trader. ZNOC had to make alternative arrangements to bring into the
country finished petroleum products by road and rail. The Government however directed
that the pump prices of finished petroleum products were not increased to reflect the
increased cost brought about by the SPM disturbance, so as not to adversely affect the
macro – economic environment. In additional ZNOC had to subsidize imports made by
oil marketing companies.
The Tazama Rehabilitation Project credit did not provide for the financing of crude oil
required to push the pig. It is for this reason that the US$ 45 million revolving oil import
facility was negotiated with Zambia National Commercial Bank (ZANACO). At the end
of the pigging excise 79,000 mt of sludge came out of the pipeline. This sludge could not
be processed, and represented not only loss in revenues but also increased costs.
Oil trading is transacted through by means of letters of credits opened and confirmed by
first class Banks. Lines of credits from ZANACO were used for the importation of crude
oil only when Mr Everisto Kasunga, was Chief Executive with President Mwanawasa ‘s
nephew Mr Ken Njeleka as ZNOC Director of operation. The other banks were used for
the importation of finished petroleum products following the gutting of INDENI Refinery
when I was Chief Executive. ZANACO was never used in the importation of finished
petroleum products when INDENI was gutted.
Through the Auditor General report, there has been a deliberate attempt to try and portray
a false impression as if the ZNOC inability to repay ZANACO was caused by way the
importation of finished petroleum products was handled when I was Chief Executive
hence the false accusations of loss of 1,000 tankers worth US $ 13 million among others,
when the truth of the matter is that the US $ 35.2 million realized from the proceeds of
imported finished petroleum products financed by other banks was paid to ZANACO
under my management to liquidate the old debt left by Mr Everisto Kasunga, when Miss
Edith Nawakwi was Minister of Energy and Water Development.
Page 59:Auditor General Statements: An examination of records maintained by ZNOC
showed that the company owed ZNCB a total amount of US$51,518,179.18 as at 4 th
April 2002.
Page 60 is an Auditor General Statement that on 18th November 1997,ZNOC
negotiated a line of credit of US$ 30 Million with ZNCB. Other conditions included a
representation of the Bank on the Board of Directors of ZNOC.
Page 60 is an Auditor General Statement that in addition to the US$ 30 Million line of
credit on 18th November 1997,the Bank agreed to refinance ZNOC’S working capital by
restructuring the overdue debts. This facility was guaranteed by the Government. As
security of the loan, the bank demanded assignment of all proceeds from oil deliveries by
ZNOC to ZCCM or the New power Division of ZCCM.
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Page 61 is an auditor General statement that, An examination of the relevant records
showed that, letters of credit extended to ZNOC under the US$ 30 Million oil import
facility up to 26 th February 1999 were valued at US$ 146,983,202.40 as shown below
L/C
ZNCNCC

Est .Date Amount Drawn (US$) Repayment (US$) Balance (US$)
970015608.12.97
970015718.12.97
970000416.01.98
980001027.02.98
980002020.04.98
980002819.06.98
980004110.08.98
980005828.10.98
980006824.12.98
980006924.12.98
990000108.01.99
990000525.02.99

Payment by Min of Finance
Loans created by ZANACO
17.11.98
22.12.98
04.01.99
05.01.99
08.01.99
12.01.99
15.01.99

9,248,522.90
10,098,809.74
4,909,164.00
18,699,338.12
16,905,604.29
14,931,536.57
14,268,745.03
17,954,932.32
4,394,700.29
2,163,105.19
10,420,911.80
11,986,998.97
135,982,369.22
500,000.00
1,500,000.00
1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00
3,000,000.00
2,000,000.00
1,980,000.00
146,983,202.40

9,453,486.30
10,098,809.00
4,909,164.00
18,746,708.00
17,099,833.00
14,931,535.67
8,050,050.00
1,718,559.00
1,829,748.55
327,091.00
2,075,445.90
350,000.00
89,590,430.42
9,982,185.88
-

(75,738.55)
(47,372.20)
(194,229.38)
0.80
3,421,528.05
11,088,460.77
2,110,821.44
1,086,013.55
5,827,006.35
6,519,530.00
29,736,020.83
-

99,572,616.88

47,410,585.52

As can be seen from the information above, according to the records maintained by
ZNOC, an amount of US$ 47,410,585.4 was outstanding as at April 2001 in respect of
US$ 50 million loan Facility. However the records maintained by ZNCB showed that an
amount of US$ 51,518,179.18 was outstanding as of April 2000 resulting in a difference
of US$ 4,107,593.78.
Answer: There were no such records maintained by ZNOC as claimed by the Auditor
General. Further the figures in the Auditor General’s schedule of letters of credit on page
61 do not add up, for example there is no explanation of how a balance of US$
29,736,020.83 later on came to became US$ 47,410,585.40. There is also no explanation
given as to why fictious loans created by ZANACO of about US$10,980,000. have been
added to US$ 135,982,369.22 to arrive at US$ 146,983,202.40 and to be considered as
part of letters of credit opened under the US$ 30 Million oil import facility.
Further the claim by the Auditor General that the letters of credit extended to ZNOC
under the US$ 30 Million oil import facility, up to 26th February 1999 were valued at
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US$ 146,983,202.40 is not true, the correct amount is US$ 135,789,550.97,kindly refer to
my schedule below.
All what the Auditor General wrote regarding ZNOC debt to ZANACO is not true, but a
conscious fabrication made in order to use Parliament as forum to disseminate lies to the
nation and hide the real motive behind the illegal liquidation of ZNOC by the MMD
government.
The Auditor General was not only provided with a bounded information package relating
to ZNOC transactions with ZANACO by ZNOC staff, I also personally had discussion
with him which lasted over 10 hours and I provided him with written submissions a
month before he released his audit report. Therefore all the mispresentations contained in
his audit report were consciously and deliberate made by the Auditor General.
The information package that ZNOC staff handed over to the Auditor General revealed
that the ZNOC debt to ZANACO as at 31 st October 2001 was US$ 10,311,441.07.This
is the same information that I produced in court when I challenged the ZNOC liquidation.
This package contained the following information together with the relevant supporting
documentation as indicated below:
There were no disputes in the figures prior November 1997.
In November 1997, ZNOC owed ZANACO the following figures:
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US DOLLAR

AMOUNT

2,640,052.64
Balance
on
21/11/97
on
London
Collection
A/c
58H/15/12505
10,821,132.92
Balance
on
29/11/97
on
Loan
A/c
109355011

13,461,185.56

Procurement of oil is normally transacted by means of letters of credit opened and
confirmed by first class banks and not by cash basis. To establish a letter of credit the
applicant would need to provide security to the bank
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•
•

•

On 18th November 1997, ZANACO offered ZNOC an USD 15 million working
capital refinancing facility through which facility ZANACO restructured the
overdue amounts ZNOC owned it of US$ 13,461,185.56 referred to above by way
of refinancing through an overseas bank
On 18th November 1997, ZNOC signed for an US$ 30 million oil import facility
with ZANACO. This facility was available for a period of 12 months, subject to
satisfactory review every 6 months.
The above two facilities i.e. the US$ 15 million refinancing facility and the US$
30 million Oil import facility is what is combined, and collectively referred to as
US$ 45 million revolving oil import credit. On 26 th November 1997, ZNOC
signed a Deed of Assignment coupled with a power of attorney with ZANACO,
as security to cover these facilities
On 28th November 1997, ZNOC signed Unlimited Floating Debenture in favor of
ZANACO to as additional security.

In summary, therefore, the facility that ZNOC signed with ZANACO on the 17 th
November 1997 was for US$ 45 million split into
i.
US$ 30 Million oil import facility
ii.
US$ 15 Million Working Capital Refinancing
It is important to note that all these facilities were entered into and signed when Mr
Everisto Kasunga, was Chief Executive of ZNOC with Miss Joyce Muwo as Company
Secretary
Kindly note that there was never a US$ 50 Million loan facility as claimed by the Auditor
General, but what was there was a US$ 45 Million oil import financing facility split as
indicated above.
These facilities were secured by the following securities that ZNOC offered ZANACO.
1. Deed of assignment coupled with power of attorney.
2. Unlimited floating Debenture.
The US$ 13,461,185.56 refinanced through the US$ 15 Million Working Capital had
been completely repaid by ZNOC together with the interest thereon by 18th February
1999.
It is important to note that the US$ 15 Million Working Capital facility was not
guaranteed by Government as claimed by the Auditor General but was secured by ZNOC
securities namely Deed of assignment coupled with power of attorney and Unlimited
Floating Debenture and neither was this facility secured by assignment of all proceeds
from oil deliveries by ZNOC to ZCCM or the New Power Division of ZCCM, as claimed
by the Auditor General since ZNOC never transacted directly with ZCCM or the Power
Division. All deliveries to the ZCCM were made through Oil Marketing companies.
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Terms of the above Oil import revolving facility were as follows:
• The tenure of the facility was for a period of 12 months.
• ZNOC was supposed to pay upfront 30% of the Letter of credit value, before the
letter of credit could be established
• On the maturity date, ZNOC was supposed to pay additional 20% of the letter of
credit value bringing the total repayment to 50% (after adding the 30% up front
payment made at the time of opening). The remaining 50% was refined by the
overseas confirming bank
• The confirming bank would call on ZANACO if at maturity, of the refinanced 50
%, ZNOC did not have the required cash cover. ZANACO would then refinance
and charge libor plus 4.75%
The meaning of above was that during the tenure of the facility, ZNOC was entitled to
revolve /utilize the facility as many times as possible as long as the total outstanding
letters of credit were within the facility amount i.e. US$ 45 Million. ZNOC was required
to pay 30% cash upfront before any letter of credit was opened and established. There
fore e by design of the financing facility structure was US$31.5 million (70% of US$ 45
million). There was no letter of credit that was opened and established without ZNOC
paying the required 30% cash cover up front. With these inbuilt self checking mechanism
on the Bank exposure to ZNOC in the facility documentation, it is therefore not only
inconceivable but practically impossible that ZNOC could owe ZANACO US$
51,518,179.18 as claimed by the Auditor General, because for one, the financing facility
amount was only for US$ 45 million and secondary the structure of the facility would not
allow such an exposure to be attained as I have explained above.
In the 12 months period ie 18th November 1997 to 17th November 19978, the following
letters of credit worth US$ 107,016,653 were established.
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LETTER OF CREDIT
LETTER OF CREDIT
DIRECT
LOAN ACCOUNT

NUMBER
AMOUNT
PAYMENTS
NO.109355 151

ZNCNCC 97/00156
(9,248,522.90)
9,324,251.45
75,728.55

ZNCNCC 97/00157
(10,098,809.74)
10,098,809.74
-

ZNCNCC 98/0004
(4,909,164.14)
4,909,164.14
-

ZNCNCC 98/00020
(16,905,604.29)
17,099,833.67
194,229.38

ZNCNCC 98/00010
(18,699,338.12)
5,150,000.00
(13,549,338.12)

ZNCNCC 98/00028
(14,931,536.57)
6,800,260.34
(8,131,276.23)

ZNCNCC 98/00041
(14,268,745.03)
3,267,911.24
(11,000,833.79)
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It is important to note that amounts dealt through in the loan account number 109355 151
amounting to US$ 45,029,128.52, is not ZNOC exposure to ZANACO but represent a
total of debt entries that represented shortfalls on maturity of various letters of credit,
which debits were cleared though the loan A/c 109355 151. By 24th November 2000,
ZNOC had completely paid this amount and the interest thereon through payments
totaling US$ 47,246,190.77 broken into US$ 45,029,118.52 for principal amount US$
2,217,072.33.for interest. Since there was no renewal of the USD 30 million financing
facility after the 12 months period i.e. on 18th November 1998,it follows that once the
loan amount of US$ 45,029,118.52 plus interest was completely paid off and since the
US$ 13,461,185.56 which was refinanced through the US$ 15 million Working Capital
Refinancing Facility had also been discharged by this time, it follows that the Deed of
Assignment which was coupled to the US$ 45 million revolving oil import credit was
also discharged and ZANACO had no right to the ZNOC receivable. The only security
available to ZANACO thereafter was Unlimited floating Debenture.
The letters of credit opened after 18th November 1998 are:
LETTER OF CREDIT
NUMBER
ZNCNCC 98/0068
ZNCNCC 99/0069
ZNCNCC 99/0001
ZNCNCC 99/0005

LETTER OF CREDIT DIRECT
LOAN ACCOUNT
AMOUNT
PAYMENTS
NO.109355 151
(4,443,000.00)
1,023,000.00
(3,420,000.00)
(2,154,183.28)
750,000.00
(1,404,183.28)
(10,420,911.80)
3,135,000.00
(7,285,911.80)
(11,745,890.87)
5,116,976.92
(6,628,913.95)
(28,763,985.95)
10,024,976.92
(18,739,009.03)

By 30th October 2001 when ZNOC was put in Receivership, ZNOC had paid US$
12,701,717.47 against the US$ 18,739,009.03 loan amount, where US$ 8,524,717.71 was
applied against the principal and US$ 4,176,999.77 applied against interest leaving an
outstanding balance of US$ 10,311,441.07 broken down into Principal amount balance of
US$ 10,311,441.07 and interest of US$ 88,227.73.
In summary therefore, in the period between 17th November 1997 and February
1999,ZANACO advanced to ZNOC financing facility stated below:
a) US$ 13,461,185.56 provided through working capital refinancing facility.
b) US$ 135,789,550.97 by means of twelve letters of credit opened through
ZANACO for importation of crude oil through the Tazama Pipelines.
By 18th February 1999 ZNOC had completely paid for the US$ 13,461,185.56 plus
interest thereon.
By 30th October 2001 when ZNOC was put in Receivership by ZANACO, ZNOC had
paid US$ 131,960,409.74 towards the repayment of the twelve letters of credit. Of this
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payment US$ 125,566,337.64 was applied against the principal while US$ 6,394,072.1
was applied against interest leaving an outstanding balance of US$ 10,311,441.07.
In the period 1st November 2001 to 4th April 2002 when ZNOC was under the
management of a Receiver Manager appointed by ZANACO, additional payments should
have been made by the Receiver Manager Mr Richard Mandona, to ZANACO to reduce
the ZNOC debt.
It is worth noting that ZANACO charged a lot of factious entries, penalty charges,
funding costs, management costs and other charges that were not supported by the law or
by the agreement. The Oil Financing facility that ZNOC signed with ZANACO together
with the unlimited floating debenture provided that ZANACO was to charge interest at
the rate of libor plus 4.75% per annum in respect of any amounts that ZANACO
refinanced after maturity of any letter of credit.
The normal procedure before was that if there was any amount that needed to be financed
in kwacha terms and not dollars, then the parties ZANACO and ZNOC would enter into a
supplementary agreement which agreement spelt out the specific terms and the interest
rate to apply for kwacha loan amounts. There was however no such supplemental
arrangement that was entered into by ZANACO and ZNOC for the fictious charges that
ZANACO charged. ZANACO just proceeded to charged a lot of factious entries, penalty
charges, funding costs, management costs and other charges that were not supported by
the law or by the agreement. ZNOC protect to ZANACO were disregarded with
impunity.
ZNOC payments made to ZANACO were swallowed by the fictious debits / charges
resulting in disputes which ZNOC wanted resolved through the court process.
At the center of the disputes are the following:
1.The following ZNOC letters of credit were overstated in ZANACO books, thereby
overstating ZNOC liabilities
US$
75,738.50
194,229.30
1,000,000.00
979,166.60
123,410.80
911,482.50
240,616.00

Letter of credit number 00156
Letter of credit number 00020
Letter of credit number 00028
Letter of credit number 00041
Letter of credit number 00058
Letter of credit number 00069
Letter of credit number 0005
Understatement of liability on
Letter of credit number 00010
Interest overcharge on
refinancing of US$ 13,461,185.56

(29,531.90)
669,934.50
4,165,046.30
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2. The following ZNOC deposits / payments to ZANACO were used to clear fictious debts
ZAMBIAN
KWACHA
Payment to ZANACO from Citibank
Payment to ZANACO from Citibank
Deduction not reflected on loan recovery
490,000,000.00
Deduction not reflected on loan recovery
2,300,000,000.00
Payment from citibank not reflected on
loan recovery
Receipt of monies misapplied
5,832,108,652.71
Receipt of funds from Government misapplied
15,000,000,000.00
Receipt of funds from Government misapplied
10,000,000,000.00
Receipt of funds from Government misapplied
11,000,000,000.00
Recoveries by Mr Arthur Ndhlovu collateral manager
236,666,930.00
Recoveries by Mr Arthur Ndhlovu collateral manager
218,960,848.22
Recoveries by Mr Arthur Ndhlovu collateral manager
467,548,356.61
Recoveries by Mr Arthur Ndhlovu collateral manager
1,500,000,000.00
Recoveries by Mr Arthur Ndhlovu collateral manager
1,200,000,000.00
Recoveries by Mr Arthur Ndhlovu collateral manager
61,200,000.00
Recoveries by Mr Arthur Ndhlovu collateral manager
32,283,000.00
Recoveries fromZNOC/ZANACO/ TOTAL escrow a/c
Recoveries fromZNOC/ZANACO/ TOTAL escrow a/c
Recoveries fromZNOC/ZANACO/ TOTAL escrow a/c
Recoveries fromZNOC/ZANACO/ TOTAL escrow a/c
Recoveries fromZNOC/ZANACO/ TOTAL escrow a/c
Recoveries fromZNOC/ZANACO/ TOTAL escrow a/c
Recoveries fromZNOC/ZANACO/ TOTAL escrow a/c

US$
500,000.00
350,000.00
197,979.80
929,292.90
8,212,983.20
2,508,433.80
4,109,589.00
2,739,726.00
3,156,384.50
77,320.20
60,071.50
153,546.20
411,522.60
329,218.10
20,164.70
10,636.90
107,526.80
66,312.00
162,281.00
583,166.50
661,892.80
170,854.60
686,500.00
160,000.00
26,365,403.10
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GRAND TOTAL

30,530,449.40

3.ZANACO opened opened various accounts in the name of ZNOC without the consent of ZNOC, and to
which accounts the fictious entries were posted. It is important to note that even after kwacha equivalent of
US$ 26,365,403.00, ZNOC deposits listed above were used to part clear the fictious entries,these accounts
still remained with fictious debt balances amounting to K123 billion. The break down of these accounts is as
follows:
ACCOUNT NUMBER
0030240000000681
0036140000020061
0036140000020057
0030240000000779
0036140000020097
0030240000000867

KWACHA AMOUNT

(16,000.07)
(43,439,857,294.15)
(80,201,548,656.27)
(123,641,421,950.42)
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DATE BALANCE

30th November 2000
30th September 2000
31th August 2001

The difference in records between ZNOC and ZANACO was not US$ 4,107,593.78,as
claimed by the Auditor General, but the differences were a sum made up of the
following:
• US$ 4,165,046.30 Overstatement in the values of letters credit charged against
ZNOC
• US$ 26,365,403.18 ZNOC deposits used by ZANACO to clear fictious debits
• K 123,641,421,950.50 (K123 billion) uncleared fictious debits that remained in
accounts that ZANACO had opened unilateral in ZNOC’s name
Therefore for reasons best known to ZANACO board and management, ZANACO
engaged in false accounting and its handling of the ZNOC account can at best be
described as a repudiation of accountability and transparency and introduced anarchy in
financial accounting and management. It is these ZANACO acts that the New deal MMD
government and the Auditor General of Zambia have condoned in their attempt to cover
ZANACO. The big question is WHY?
ZNOC, came into being on 1st April 1995. Mr Everisto Kasunga, was the first Chief
Executive. He served as ZNOC chief Executive from April 1995 to December 1998,when
I took over from him. The Auditor General has correctly observed on page 57, that in
1996,the company started facing liquidity problems, however any one reading this Audit
Report will clearly note that this report has not covered the time Mr Everisto Kasunga,
served as ZNOC Chief Executive, but it concentrated on the period December 1998 to
October 2001, the period that I saved as ZNOC Chief Executive with President Dr
F.J.Chiluba’s special Assistant for Economy, Mr Donald Chanda as ZNOC board
chairman.
Mr Everisto Kasunga, and the Auditor General are cousins. Miss Edith Nawakwi was the
Minister of Energy and Water Development for the most period of Mr Everisto
Kasunga’s tenure of office as ZNOC Chief Executive and Mr Kasunga’s right hand man
Mr Ken Njeleka ( who was ZNOC director of operations ) is President Levy Patrick
Mwanawasa’s Nephew
Even though there were extraneous and exceptional events which negatively affected the
company performance, like 1996 SPM problem, which was followed by the 79,000
metric tons of sludge coming out of the pipeline after the pigging excise of the Tazama
pipeline, during Mr Kasunga’s tenure as ZNOC Chief Executive with Mr Ken Njeleka
Mr President Levy Patrick Mwanawasa’s Nephew as ZNOC Director of Operations
under Mr Kasunga their performance in terms of transparency, corporate governance and
operational efficiency cannot be compared with the time that I saved as Chief Executive
to deserve no audit attention.
It is during the time that Mr Everisto Kasunga, was ZNOC Chief Executive that ZNOC
operated without the board meetings taking place, despite a three man board being in
place.This board comprised Mr Romance Sampa as Board chairman with Mr Robinson
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Mwansa then Managing Director of Zesco and Mr Everisto Kasunga, with Miss Joyce
Muwo now chairperson for Times of Zambia, as company secretary. Mr Everisto
Kasunga, and President Mwanawasa’s nephew Mr Ken signed numerous spot oil
contracts with Independent Petroleum Group (IPG) of Kuwait and Socap of France and
Jovenna without any board approvals. These spot oil contracts were financed through
ZANACO financing facility.
The ZANACO Financing Facility was entered into by Mr Everisto Kasunga, and Miss
Joyce Muwo in their respective positions as Chief Executive and Company Secretary
respectively. The contracts for all the letters of credit worth USD 135,982,369.22 listed
on page 61 of the Auditor General report, opened through ZANACO Financing Facility
were entered into and signed for either by Mr Everisto Kasunga, or by President
Mwanawasa’s nephew Mr Ken Njeleka who was ZNOC Director of operations
The status of ZNOC after Mr Kasunga’s tenure of office as company Chief Executive is
well recorded and documented. For three consecutive years ending, March
1997,1998,and 1999 the company recorded huge losses. The audited accounts for the
year ended 31st March 1999,had a negative status of K138.2 billion, which at the
exchange rate prevailing at the time was equivalent to US$ 60 million. The bulk of the
liabililities were dollar denominated and included the ZANACO liability.
The ZNOC debt at ZANACO therefore was created when Mr Everisto Kasunga, and
President Mwanawasa’s nephew Mr Ken Njeleka. It is important to note that the first two
digits in the letters of credit numbers indicated on page 61 of the Auditor General report
represent the year in which the respective letter of credit was opened and the information
provided clearly shows that these letters of credit were opened during the tenure of office
of Mr Kasunga.
Through the Auditor General report a false impression has been created like the ZNOC
debt at ZANACO was created during my tenure as ZNOC Chief Executive through the
importation of finished petroleum products when INDENI was gutted hence all the false
claims ranging from pricing to loss of 1,000 fuel tankers. The truth of the matter however
is that ZANACO financing facility was used by Mr Everisto Kasunga, and President
Mwanawasa’s nephew Mr Ken Njeleka to import crude oil and the ZANACO financing
facility was never used in the procurement of finished petroleum products when INDENI
Refinery was gutted
When I became Chief Executive I not only inherited the US$ 60 million deficit that was
left by Mr Everisto Kasunga, and President Mwanawasa’s nephew Mr Ken President
Levy Patrick Mwanawasa’s Nephew Mr Ken Njeleka, but five months later I had to
shoulder the burden of a guttered INDENI Refinery. Among many success which were
recorded in the three years I served as ZNOC Chief Executive were the way we handled
the emergency importation of petroleum products when INDENI Refinery was out of
service for 18 months, US $ 35.2 million was repaid to ZANACO to clear the Mr
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Everisto Kasunga, old ZNOC debt from proceeds realized from emergency finished
petroleum products financed by other banks, we wiped out completely the S$ 60 million
deficit left by Mr Everisto Kasunga and put the company in black with a positive balance
sheet of K31.041 billion equivalent to US $ 7.5 million. Additionally we had successfully
negotiated a very important oil financing facility that has never before ever been
negotiated in the history of the Zambian oil sector, the US$ 65 million long term oil
financing facility with ABSA Bank, which facility was unashamedly stolen by the
perpetuators of ZNOC liquidation when they formed TST, a company they used like
Total Otre– mer at INDENI to take over ZNOC’s role in the oil supply chain and siphon
million of United States Dollars from Zambia
Given what has transpired it is clear that retrogressive backward nepotistic considerations
had an overriding consideration over facts, because it is clear that relatives of the powers
that be starting with Mr President Levy Patrick Mwanawasa’s Nephew and ZNOC
Director of Operations under Mr Kasunga and Mr Mr Everisto Kasunga, at ZNOC, but
also ZANACO Chairman Mr Shalaulwa Shimukowa and Mr Samuel Musonda, Former
ZANACO Managing Director whose wife is related to powers that be have been
protected
There was also a deliberate attempt, by lacing through the Auditor General report all the
short comings of not only Mr Everisto Kasunga, and Mr Njeleka at ZNOC but also those
of Mr Shimukowa and Mr Samuel Mr Samuel Musonda, at ZANACO on ZNOC during
the time that I Dennis Mumba served as ZNOC Chief Executive with Mr Donald Chanda,
Special Assistant to President Dr F.T.J. Chiluba as Board Chairman because we come
from provinces that the new deal MMD government does not like. This act fitted in
perfectly with the new deal MMD government political agenda of tarnishing the names of
people from these provinces in an effort to remove them from participating in the
economic and political governance of our country Zambia.
Page 62: Auditor General Statement: A verification of ZNOC indebtedness to ZNCB
carried out at ZNCB offices in September 2002 revealed that in 1998,ZNOC requested
ZNCB to extend a credit facility of up to US$ 50 Million to enable the company enhance
its working capital to facility the importation of crude oil. In this regard, ZNCB opened
letters of credit in amounts totaling US$ 49.8 Million on behalf of ZNOC as shown
below:
October 1998
December 1998
January 1999
March 1999

US$ 16.6 Million
US$ 11.6 Million
US$ 9.5 Million
US$ 12.1 Million
US$ 49.8 Million

The security pledged by ZNOC was Unlimited Floating Debenture over the underlying,
assets and rights of the company, power of attorney, assigning all receivables and stocks
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including US$ 20 Million in the pipeline. Government further guaranteed US$ 28 Million
of the debt.
At the time of the inquiry in April 2002,ZNCB management stated that the full
commitment of ZNOC to the Bank was US$ 51,518,179.18.The debt comprised five
outstanding letters of credit opened in 1998 and 1999 for a total amount of US$
25,362,018.42 inclusive of interest and bank charges of US$ 3,659,559.98 and US$
18,008.55 respectively and other kwacha loans amounting to US$ 26,156,160.76
Answer: The only letters of credit which were opened by ZNOC through ZANACO are
those amounting to US$ 135,789,550.79 indicated on page 61 of the Auditor General
report. I am not aware of these additional letters of credit for US$ 49.8 Million. The
Auditor General would do better to indicate the letters of credit numbers and the
beneficiaries of these letters of credit. Further the only securities that were executed by
ZNOC in favor of ZANACO are those already indicated above. The additional securities
of power of attorney, and assigning of all receivables and stocks including 90,000 metric
tons of crude oil worth US$ 20 Million, in the pipeline and government further guarantee
of US$ 28 Million have been quoted in the wrong context and were not given to
ZANACO in the manner described but as I have explained earlier.
Further the ZANACO balances of US$ 51,518,179.18 are all wrong, in fact at best
represent balances of the factious entries that ZNOC disputed for not being in line with
the facility agreements and the law.
Page 62: Auditor General Statement: That it is also noted that as of January 2002 the
Ministry of Finance and Economic Development owned K36,000,000,000. by ZNOC in
respect of loan repayment to ZANACO by the Ministry on behalf of ZNOC under the
loan guarantee.
Answer: In 1996,when Miss Edith Nawakwi was Minister of Enegy and water
Development with Mr Everisto Kasunga, as ZNOC Chief Executive and President
Mwanawasa Nephew Mr Ken Njeleka as ZNOC Director of Operations, the Single
Mooring Point (SPM) the offloading facility in Dar es salaam developed a leak in the
under water sea piping network such that for over 60 days a vessel, Sea Trader, carrying
approximately 90,000 mt of crude oil for ZNOC could not discharge. In addition to the
demurrage incurred, the country through, ZNOC had to make alternative arrangements to
bring into the country finished petroleum products by road and rail. However through
government directive the pump prices of finished petroleum products were not increased
to reflect the increased cost brought about by the SPM disturbance, so as not to adversely
affect the macro – economic environment in the country. The increased costs that the
company did not recover together with subsidy the company gave to oil marketing
companies on government behalf amounted to US$ 28 Million. The government did not
refund ZNOC for this loss until much later in 1999 when the government decided to issue
a guarantee for US$ 28 million in favor of ZANACO on behalf of ZNOC when
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ZANACO undertook to release the B.P and AGIP receivables which at the time were
pledged to ZANACO under the Deed of Assignment. The payment of K36 billion by
government on this guarantee represented payment of US$ 10 million paid by the
government on behalf of ZNOC to ZANACO leaving a balance of US$ 18 Million
unpaid on the US$ 28 Million guarantee. The payment of K36 billion by government on
behalf of ZNOC therefore only represented a repayment of what was due to ZNOC from
government as a result of government directive to ZNOC not to increase the pump price
in 1996 following the disturbance at the SPM. What is interesting on this matter are two
points that the Auditor General has not reported.
1. The K36 billion or US$ 10 million that ZANACO purportedly received from
government on ZNOC’s behalf through this guarantee, ZANACO applied these
monies i.e. K36 billion or US$ 10 million to clear factious debts that it had
created against ZNOC. Not a single Kwacha or dollar was applied to clear any
genuine ZNOC debt.
2. There was therefore a balance of US$ 18 million remaining on this US$ 28
Million government guarantee to ZANACO on behalf of ZANACO. It is
important to note that this US$ 18 million balance on government guarantee to
ZANACO was worth much more than the US$ 10.3 million that ZNOC owed
ZANACO. The Auditor General therefore should have enquired why the
government was eager to take over a factious ZNOC debt of US$ 51 Million
before it even clear the US$ 18 million balance on its earlier commitment.
Pages 64,65,66,67,68,69,70.
These pages deal with financing facilities that ZNOC utilized during the importation of
finished petroleum products after INDENI was gutted
As indicated by the audited Draft Accounts for the year ended 31 st march 1999,ZNOC
had negative balance sheet of about K138 billion ie US$ 60 million, a month and half
before the INDENI fire on 17 th May 1999.
ZNOC had to use the following financing facilities for importation of Finished petroleum
products:
Standard Chartered Bank US$ 12 million
Stanbic Bank
US$ 15 million
Citi Bank
US$ 12.5 Million
The above facilities were stand alone ones, and not revolving ones, meaning that once the
facility was used once, its availability was subject to an application being lodged for its
usage again once it had been paid for completely. The above facility amounts were fully
paid for the first time round, and further letters of credit opened for the second time. In
the case of Standard Chartered Bank the facility amount were increased to US$ 20
million.
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ZNOC was advised that the Refinery reconstruction was going to take 8 months, hence
some of the proceeds realized from the sale of finished petroleum products financed by
the above facilities were utilized for the following:
• US$ 12 million to Standard Chartered Bank for the feedstock stuck in the pipeline
as the result of the INDENI fire
• US$ 7.8 million payments to Tazama and INDENI during the shut down period
for their part services relating to the pumping and process of crude oil before 17
th May 1999, fire at INDENI Refinery.
• *US$ 35.2 million payment to ZANACO for servicing ZANACO old debt
accumulated from the letters of credit associated with the importation of crude oil
before the INDENI Fire.
• US$ 2.4 million payment for buy back of crude oil used for the agitation of the
pipeline during shut down to avoid sludge formation.
• US$ 3.5 million loss in order to claim increased cost of working capital on the
insurance policy.
• US$ 1.3 million excess transit loss during importation of finished petroleum
products claimed on Total international.
• US$ 1.8 million excess storage loss claimed on INDENI refinery.
• US$ .559 No shows CIP deliveries claimed on Total International.
Payments to ZANACO have been stated to be US$35.2 million. This payment is
made up of US$ 13 million from the US$ 14 million that bank of Zambia guaranteed
ZNOC for a facility with Citi bank, but the proceeds from which net of fees were paid
to ZANACO and was not used for the importation of oil, while K36 billion
(US$10.036million dollar equivalent) of the amounts paid by Ministry of finance as
indicated on page 62 of the Auditor Generals report, leaving US$12.235 paid by
ZNOC from proceeds realized from importation of finished petroleum products.
Therefore when the reconstruction completion period moved from 8 months, there was
need to rearrange the financing facility structure into a long term one taking into account
the fact that proceeds from the first arrangements had been utilized for the above
mentioned purposes thereby a gap had already been created.
With the full commitment that Bank of Zambia was going to support the Financing
facility by means of a guarantee, ZNOC negotiated a US$ 35 million Revolving Oil
Financing Facility with Standard Bank of London whose guarantee was to be made on a
piece meal basis as and when the previously guaranteed facilities were retired.
In the middle of the INDENI crisis the US$ 35 million Oil Financing facility between
ZNOC and Standard Bank of London was aborted because the Finance Minister Dr
Katele Kalumba the current MMD National Secretary had signed a further HIPC
conditionality with The International Monetary Fund (IMF) which prohibited issuance of
guarantees to parastatal companies.
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ZNOC therefore had to only await until the refinery commenced operations in order for it
to arrange an Oil Financing Facility secured by ZNOC own assets. This is what led to the
negotiation of the US$ 65 million Oil import Facility with ABSA to be structured the
way it was without any Zambian Government or Bank of Zambia guarantee.
INSURANCE.
ZNOC had an insurance policy of K17.5 billion broken down as below.
• K10 billion for increased cost of working capital
• K 7.5 billion for loss of profit
In order to claim for the above insurance, the claimant (ZNOC ) had to demonstrate that
the loss had been recorded as a result of the occurrence of an insured event, in this case
the gutting of INDENI Refinery since for insurance purposes for the above policy the
premises of ZNOC included INDENI, Tazama pipelines and Tazama tank farms in Dar es
salaam since any disturbance at any of these premises would affect the operations of
ZNOC.
ZNOC therefore submitted documentary evidence to demonstrate that the company had
suffered loss in the form of increased cost of working capital as a result of the gutting of
INDENI. This loss is the incremental difference between the cost of importation of
finished Petroleum products by rail and road as opposed to the cost of obtaining the same
from INDENI Refinery.
The Loss Adjusters had advised that in view of the fact that the company had been
making losses for the past three years, it was going to be difficulty to claim for K7.5
billion loss of profit.
After a lot of negations ZSIC and ZNOC came to an understanding that payment of K6
billion on account of increased cost of working capital would constitute a final settlement
of the claim, and a statement of discharge to reflect this understanding was signed
between the parties.
It however transpired that when ZSIC re – insured the ZNOC risk with their re – insurers
they had re - insured for increased cost of working capital for only K1 billion and not K
10 billion.
Therefore only K 1 billion was paid by ZSIC very late after the claim was submitted and
the balance of K 5 billion is still outstanding.
Page 72 Wasteful expenditure:
Auditor General Statement: It was observed in this regard that, the payment of a total
amount of K9,730,000 in legal and bailiffs fees could have been avoided had ZNOC
settled the amount of US$ 89,476.11 timeously.
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Answer: The balance of US$ 89,476.11 was in favor of MIBA of Congo DR. However
MIBA representative came with letters purporting to come from MIBA Head office in
Congo DR that the said amount be paid by ZNOC in the name of the representative.
ZNOC was apprehensive with this proposed arrangement especially given the fact that
there was no way to verify the authenticity of the authorized signatories of MIBA of
Congo DR. A decision was taken take that it was prudent to pay the debt through the
courts of law as a protective mechanism for ZNOC .
Page 76:Balance due to IOC.
This amount had been held because Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) who at one time were
engaged as management contractors of ZNOC Fuel Terminal in order to meet the World
Bank conditionality for the Bank funded TAZAMA rehabilitation project which also
contained a small component for the rehabilitation of the ZNOC Terminal. However
when IOC left there were some parts of the Fuel Terminal that had been cannibalized
without IOC making good these parts as per the terms of the agreement with them.
Page 77 and 78 Fuel Levy and Customs Duty.
Auditor General Statement’s invoked the provision of section 171 A of the Customs
and Excise Act and directed OMCs to pay, every 10 days, all taxes and duties in full.
ZRA further directed that the taxes be paid directly to ZRA through the designated bank
accounts.
As of October 2001,no mechanism had been put in place to clear the debts and credits in
ZNOC’s books in the accounts.
Answer: Maintenance of audit trail is extremely important in the recording of business
transactions in the books of account and avoidance of fraud. The ZRA Commissioner
General Mr Kelvin Donovan directed, around December 2000 just when the refinery was
about to be recommissioned that all oil marketing companies were to be paying taxes on
Petroleum products up lifted from ZNOC, directly to ZRA, by passing ZNOC. This
meant that the audit trail for receipts of tax monies from oil marketing companies and
payment of the same to ZRA by ZNOC was compromised. There was no way ZNOC
could clear the debits for the amounts invoiced against the oil marketing companies in
respect of taxes. Protest letters were sent to The Ministry of Finance and National
Planning and ZRA by ZNOC over this directive, highting the fact that the system was
accessible to fraudulent manipulation, but no corrective measures were taken
Additionally Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA), was also wrongly taxing ZNOC on ex
INDENI products based on selling price instead of cost of manufacturing as required by
schedule 6 of the Customs and Excise Act, while on the other hand finished petroleum
products imported by oil marketing companies were being taxed on cost up to the border
point of entry based on schedule 5 of the Customs and Excise Act. An unfair situation
was therefore created were by more tax was levied on products ex – INDENI than that on
imported finished petroleum products. ZNOC management made appeals to the ZRA
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Commissioner General Mr Kelvin Donavan expatriate ZRA Commissioner General and
his chairman, Mr E.G.Kasonde against the adverse tax regime on petroleum products
produced at INDENI
When ZNOC could not get a favorable response from the ZRA Commissioner General
and his Chairman, ZNOC management decided to take the matter to the Revenues
Appeals Tribunal. On 26th April 2002, three weeks after ZNOC was purportedly
liquidated, The Revenue Appeals Tribunal ruled in favor of ZNOC regarding the basis of
determination of products refined at INDENI Refinery. The tax over charge of K46.8
billion which was to be refunded to ZNOC was based on the figures covering the 8
months period from 1st January 2001 to 31 August 2001 when ZNOC took the case to the
Tribunal. Even when the case was before the Appears Tribunal ZRA continued taxing
ZNOC for petroleum products refined at INDENI based on selling price instead of cost of
manufacturing as required by section 6 of the Customs and Excuse Act. Therefore if
figures of the following 7 months, September 2001 to 4 th April 2002, when ZNOC was
liquidated are taken into account, plus interest, the tax over charge would be in excess of
K100 billion. This tax overcharge created severe cash flow constrain on ZNOC
operations.
The law requires that imported finished petroleum products be charged 25 % customs
duty. When INDENI was gutted based on ZNOC recommendation as a way of mitigating
cost of oil, this duty was reduced to 5%. However when INDENI was recommissioned in
December 2000, The Ministry of Finance under Dr Katele Kalumba the current MMD
National Secretary and ZRA under the chairmanship of Mr E.G Kasonde were resisting
reinstating this duty to 25 % in line with the law. Coupled with the fact the petroleum
products ex INDENI were taxed at selling price while the imported finished petroleum
products were taxed at cost, and the fact that ZNOC did not have its own retail (filling
stations) outlets made oil marketing companies import and market imported finished
petroleum products than the locally produced INDENI petroleum products, making
ZNOC loss 90 % of its market share of the national demand. With only 10 % of the
national demand it was impossible to efficiently operate the Zambian Petroleum sector
system of Tazama, INDENI and ZNOC whose operational efficiency depended on
volumes, resulting in frequent shutdowns in the system operations. Without ZNOC taking
the dispute it had with ZRA over the taxation of petroleum products refined at INDENI
Refinery to the revenue appeals tribunal, The entire system of refining crude oil at
INDENI Refinery would have collapsed on account of taxation, particularly that this
same 25 % customs duty on imported finished petroleum products was again reduced to 5
% by the Government through a statutory instrument signed by Mr E.G.Kasonde as
reported in the weekly post of 25 th November 2002.
It is important to note that all these matters were deliberately not been reported in the
Auditor General report.
Page 79 : Appointment of a Receiver Manager:
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Auditor General Statement: As indicated in the foregoing paragraphs, the financial
situation of ZNOC worsened such that they failed to honor their obligations to
creditors.Consequently, Stanchart bank limited one of the creditors threatened to place
ZNOC under Receivership. In October, ZNCB, also one of the major creditors of ZNOC,
consulted Government on what action to take to protect their interest in ZNOC.
Following the consultations, the Managing Director of ZNCB informed the board on 31st
October 2001 that the Attorney General had appointed a Receiver from Permanent
Chambers.
Answer: There was no threat from Stanchart to place ZNOC in Receivership. Stanchart
debenture was only on B.P receivables and not other ZNOC assets and therefore
Stanchart bank could therefore not place the ZNOC under Receivership as claimed by the
Auditor General.
Further the Auditor General report has also not mentioned the fact that ZANACO
appointment of a Receiver was challenged by ZNOC Directors though the legal validity
of the Receivership could not be determined in the courts of law, because on the day
before commencement of trial on 27th February 2002,The Minister of Energy and Water
Development Mr Kaunda Lembalemba dissolved the ZNOC board thereby removing the
locus stand of the board in the course. It worth noting that the Auditor General decided
not report on such a significant action taken by the ZNOC board of Directors to protect
the company and how their efforts were frustrated by the MMD government.
The reasons for the challenge of the Receivership were:
1. That there were multiplicity of courses by ZANACO. There had been a long
standing dispute between ZNOC and ZANACO before the courts of law since
February 2001 under cause no.2001/HPC/0073 regarding ZANACO claim to B.P
receivables and ZNOC counter claim for the reconciliation of the debt. B.P (Z)
was represented in this course by Mr Levy Patric Mwanawasa S.C of
Mwanawasa and company. When ZANACO appointed Mr Richard Mandona,
Lusaka Lawyer and partner in Permanent Chambers as Receiver Manager over
ZNOC, the ZNOC directors used the same cause to challenge ZANACO
appointment of a Receiver Manager. After two court appearances, with the
consent of the parties, it was decided that all the matters in course
2001/HPC/0073 be dealt with at the same time and the judge Chibomba granted
speedy trial to commence on 28th February 2002. A day before the speedy trial
was to commence, the Minister of Energy and Water Development Mr Kaunda
Lembalemba, dissolved the ZNOC Board, thereby removing the locus stand of the
directors in this cause. The directors were therefore denied an opportunity to
prove in the courts of law that ZANACO did not have any right to B.P receivables
and nether did it have a right to appoint a Receiver and the fact that the ZNOC
debt to ZANACO was US$ 10,311,441.07 as at 30 th October 2001
2. The board of directors was also further prevented by the action of the Energy
Minister Mr Kaunda Lembalemba from demonstrating in the courts of law that
ZNOC had just conclude US$ 65 million Oil Import Financing Facility, to which
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ZANACO was a party and had signed an Escrow agreement of this facility
through which agreement ZANACO was to be paid US$ 24 million with in one
and half months of implementation of the facility and ZANACO had agreed to
discharge its securities on ZNOC once this amount was paid. ZNOC was ready to
have ZANACO paid US$ 24 million even though they were only entitled to US$
10.3 million because ZNOC could not wait until the quantum of the debt was
settled in court, since the nature of ZNOC business was such that without
financing facilities, it was almost impossible to do business. The excess payment
was to be recovered later. All ZNOC wanted was to free itself from ZANACO
bondage
3. ZNOC and Total International had entered into a feedstock financing facility
whose subsidiary agreements was an escrow agreement dated 27th April 2001
which was entered into among ZANACO, ZNOC and Total International. This
agreement indicated how ZANACO was to be paid from the oil proceeds from
crude oil financed under the feedstock financing facility. ZANACO did not
repudiate this agreement before the Receiver was appointed. Oil continued to be
processed even under Receivership under this financing facility and escrow
agreement.
4. Government had only paid US$ 10 Million to ZANACO on behalf of ZNOC on
the US$ 28 Million guarantee that it had issued to ZANACO leaving a balance of
US$ 18 Million yet to be paid. It is important to note that the US$ 18 Million
balance on this guarantee was more than enough to discharge the US$
10,311,441.07 that was due to ZANACO
5. That ZANACO had not compiled with the following Debenture provisions before
appointing a receiver since none of the following events had occurred.
• The Bank had not demanded payment of any money or discharge of any
money or discharge of any liabilities secured.
• The company had not ceased or threatened to cease to carry no business or
• An effective resolution had been passed or an order made for the winding
up of the company, or
• An encumbrancer had taken possession or a receiver appointed of the
whole or any part of the assets or undertaking of the company ;or
• Any distress or execution had been levied or enforced upon or issued out
against any of the chattels or property of the company that was not
discharged within seven days of being levied;
• The company for the purposes of section 272 of the Companies Act or any
amending or replacing enactment deemed to be unable to pay its debts.
The Auditor General in his false Audit Report did not bring out any of the above
fundamental issues.
Page 81 Appointment of a liquidator.
Auditor General Statement: Following the difficulties faced by the company to settle its
obligations, Government, as shareholders, decided to take over the company debts to
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ZNCB amounting to about US$ 52 Million. The takeover of the debt was made through
issuance of the bonds in favor of Zambia National Commercial Bank. In addition,
Government has decided to wind up the affairs of the company .In this regard, a
liquidator has been appointed to close the affairs of the company.
Answer: Just like with the Receivership, The Auditor General’s comment on the
liquidation of ZNOC was like it followed a natural consequence and as if the law was
complied with and yet the entire liquidation was marred with serious legal irregularities
some of which are as follows
This liquidation is null and void because it was made in direct contra version of section
305 (1) and (2) of the Company Act which state as follows:
• Section 305 (1) of the Company Act provides that a company may be would up
voluntary if the company so resolves
• Section 305 (2) of the Company Act provides that, the resolution shall be a
special resolution unless the period, if any, fixed by the articles for the duration of
the company has expired or the event, if any, has occurred, on the occurrence of
which the articles provide that the company is to be dissolved.
• Section 306 of the Company Act provides that, for the purposes of this Act, a
voluntary winding up commences at the time of passing of the resolution for
voluntary winding up
The special resolution to dissolve the ZNOC had two unknown signatures, without any
names indicated, signed against shareholders on a Zambia National Oil Company Limited
letter head. Through the affidavit submitted in a court case I come to lean that the two
signatures on the special resolution belong to Mr E.G.Kasonde and Mr Boniface
Nonde.The fact however remains that Mr E.G.Kasonde and Mr Boniface Nonde signed
the special resolution to dissolve ZNOC as shareholders on a Zambia National Oil
Company Limited letter head The Zambia Government were not the shareholders of
ZNOC and as such could not place the company in voluntary liquidation. The
Shareholders were ZIMCO in Liquidation Represented by Mr Brian Musonda and
Professor Ben Mweene.
Section 308(1) of the company Act provide that where it is proposed to wind up a
company voluntarily, the directors of the company may, before the date on which notices
of the meeting at which the resolution for the winding up of the company is proposed are
sent out, at a meeting of directors make a written declaration to the effect that they have
made a full inquiry into the affairs of the company, and have formed the opinion that the
company will be able to pay its debts and liabilities in full within a period specified in the
declaration, being a period of not more than twelve months after the commencement of
the winding up
Section 308 (2) of the Company Act provide that there shall be attached to the declaration
a statement of affairs of the company showing:
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a) The assets of the company, and the total amount expected to be realized there
from.
b) The liabilities of the company ; and
c) The estimated expenses of winding up, made up to the latest practicable date
before the making of the declaration.
Section 308 (3) of the company Act provides that the declaration shall have no effect for
the purposes of this Act unless:
a) It is made at the meeting of directors referred to in subsection (1)
b) It is made less than five weeks before the passing of the resolution for voluntary
winding up; and
c) It is lodged with the Registrar on or before the date on which the notices of the
meeting at which the resolution for the winding up of the company is to be
proposed are sent out.
Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary in The Ministry of Energy and Water
Development purported to make a directors declaration of solvency instead of as required
by the Act under section 308 but made it under section 289 of the Companies Act which
deals with the powers of The Liquidator. Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary
in The Ministry of Energy and Water Development declared that the ZNOC deficit was
K838.645 billion, and further claimed that the shareholders had agreed to meet in full all
the debts and obligations of the company
Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary in The Ministry of Energy and Water
Development declaration falls short of the standards set by section 308 (3) for a
declaration of solvency to be valid, in that Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary
in The Ministry of Energy and Water Development was not a director of the company at
the time she signed the declaration since the board had been dissolved on 27th February
2002.Therefore the capacity in which she signed this declaration is questionable. Further
there was no directors meeting as required by the Act and neither did, Permanent
Secretary in The Ministry of Energy and Water Development obtain the declared deficit
from known company officers despite her not having the technical capacity to provide or
justify such a colossal deficit. Further Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary in
The Ministry of Energy and Water Development declaration did not mention and itemize
who the purported ZNOC creditors were and which ZNOC assets were used in arriving at
the declared deficit of K838.645 billion. Neither was this declaration made five weeks
before the passing of the purported special resolution as required by the Act but was
made weeks after the passing of the said special resolution that liquidated ZNOC.
On realizing that the purport declaration of solvency by Miss Josephine Mapoma,
Permanent Secretary in The Ministry of Energy and Water Development was invalid in
law, the purported shareholders passed ordinary resolution of the shareholders made
under section 321(c) in which they promised to capitalize the company up to the full
extent of the debt. The ordinary resolution of the shareholders made under section 321(c)
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can not be held as solvency declaration as errously referred to by Mr George Sokota,
Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes in the notice of
meeting of creditors called under section 311 of the Act.
Section 321 deals with the powers and duties of liquidators, and section 321 © states:
“The liquidator may convene meetings of the company for the purpose of obtaining the
sanction of the company in respect of any matter or for any other purpose he thinks fit.”
The declaration of solvency is made in respect of the company ability to generate funds
from its assets and operations to meet the debts within twelve months from the time it is
put in liquidation. The declaration of solvency is not dependant on the contribution from
the shareholders as contemplated in this case, because the law governing the liability or
contribution of the members is very clear as contained in sections 265 and 266 of the act.
Section 265 (1) states and I quote:
“This section shall apply only in the case of a company limited by guarantee, an
unlimited company and a company having shares which are not fully paid up”
Section 265 (2) states and I quote:
“When a company is wound up, every member at the time of the commencement of the
winding – up shall, subject to section 266,be liable to contribute to the assets of the
company an amount sufficient for payment of its debts and liabilities and the costs,
charges and expenses of the winding up and for the adjustment of the rights of the
members among themselves.
Section 266 (1) states and I quote:
“In the case of a public company or a private company limited by shares, section 265
shall not require from any member a contribution exceeding the amount, if any, unpaid
on the shares in respect of which he is liable as a member.”
Zambia National Oil Company was a private company limited by shares. Its Authorized
Share Capital was 200 million ordinary shares of K1each. Only K19,252,000 shares had
been issued and paid for leaving a balance of 180,748,000 unsubscribe for. Therefore the
only amount that the shareholders can be legally be compelled to contribute is
K180,748,000.( 180.7 million ).The purported shareholders promise to capitalize the
company to the level of the total debt portfolioK838.645 billion made under section 321
(1) © has therefore no legal backing. This would be the legal position even were the
Government were the direct shareholders of in ZNOC.
Given the magnitude of the ZNOC deficit that Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent
Secretary in The Ministry of Energy and Water Development declared of K838.645
billion the Auditor General was not only obliged to report this figure in his Audit report
but also expected and obliged to comment on its reasonableness since his Audit of ZNOC
coincided with its liquidation, he should therefore have had good knowledge of the
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ZNOC creditors and assets together with their respective values at the time of liquidation,
more so that this colossal deficit of K838.645 billion was to be take over by the
Government and paid out using public funds. Further he should also have pointed out that
the Government was not legally bound under the provisions of the Company Law under
which ZNOC was incorporated to take over this debt. As a Zambian Citizen I have been
extremely concerned if this is the way Government accumulates debt both local and
foreign debt.
The Auditor General should have also pointed out the fact that out of the Government
US$ 28 Million guarantee issued in may 1999 issued to ZANACO on account of ZNOC
debt, the government had only paid US$ 10 million by October 2001,leaving a balance of
US$ 18 Million outstanding and therefore before the Government finished honoring its
obligation on the first guarantee, it under took to take over unverified ZNOC deficit of
K838.645 billion which included unverified ZNOC debt at ZANACO of US$ 52 Million.
After the ZANACO debt of US$ 10.3 million and Standard Chartered Bank debt of US$
8 million have been by K100 billion refund due from ZRA. The ZNOC realistic financial
position before the company was purportedly liquidated would have been as follows:

ZAMBIAN
KWACHA
Bank of Zambia
Euro petrol
Tazama Pipelines
Unsecured Creditors

UNITED STATES
DOLLARS
42,500,000.00
950,000.00
347,189.14
43,797,189.14

1,458,194,399.34

The above liabilities would be supported by the following assets
ZAMBIAN
KWACHA
Balance
ZNOC

on

ZSIC

debt

UNITED STATES
DOLLARS

to
5,000,000,000

Dead Stock at Tazama,
INDENI and Znoc Terminal
Znoc Fuel Terminal
INDENI current account

1,152,963.32

28,867,520.00

10,675,895,670.51

ZIMCO in liquidation
- Dollar current account
- Kwacha current account

11,827,764.00
2,603,876.99

5,958,033.57
958,386.75
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51,368,544.63
Excess of assets over liabilities

7,571,355.49

Which at the exchange rate of K4,100 to a Dollar, gives K31.041 billion as positive
balance sheet.
In addition to the above positive balance sheet, the company had a USD 65 million Oil
Import Financing Facility with ABSA bank, which has not been reported on in the false
audit report of the of the Auditor General.
The Auditor General should have also commented on the appointment and conduct of the
purported ZNOC appointed liquidator MrGeorge Sokota, Chairman of Standard
Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche
First and foremost Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and
Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche should not have been appointed ZNOC
liquidator because of the apparent conflict of interest because at the time of his
appointment Mr George Sokota, was Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank, one of the
ZNOC creditors.
Further as a professional, Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and
Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche should have ensured that he was properly
appointed, by satisfying himself that the purported shareholders who dissolved the
company, Mr E.Kasonde and Mr B.Ndonde had powers to do so, and in the absence of
valid declaration of solvency under section 308 of the company act, and absence of a
creditors meeting as required by section 314 of the company act, Mr George Sokota,
Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche
should have known that there was neither a members voluntary liquidation nor a creditors
liquidation ,and therefore he was not properly appointed.
Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of
Deloittes and Touche made no attempt to ensure that the law was followed in discharging
his duties as liquidator as demonstrated below:
With out regard to Section 322 (1) of the Companies Act, Mr George Sokota, Chairman
of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche as liquidator
transferred the core business of the ZNOC, that of crude oil
importation,transportation,refinining and marketing of petroleum products in Zambia
initially to Total Outre mer, then to Trans Sahara Trading Company and then back to
Total Outre mer (INDENI ).
Section 322(1) of the Companies Act provide that :
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Where it is proposed that the whole or part of the business or property of a company (in
this section called “the company”) be transferred or sold to another body corporate ( in
this section called “the corporation”),the liquidator may, with the approval of :
a) A special resolution of the company, in the case of a members’ voluntary winding
up; or
b) The court or the committee of inspection, in the case of a creditors’ voluntary
winding up;
Receive, in compensation or part compensation for the transfer or sale, fully paid shares,
debentures or other like interests in the corporation for distribution among the members
of the company or may enter into any other arrangement whereby the members of the
company may, in lieu of receiving cash,shares,debentures or other like interests or in
addition thereto, participate in the profits of or receive any other benefit from the
corporation.
Section 322 (6) further provides that, a special resolution shall not be valid for the
purposes of this section unless it is passed before or concurrently with the resolution for
voluntary winding up. None of the above was complied with, when ZNOC business was
transferred to TST and Total Outre mer when the ZNOC liquidation has been under the
liquidation of either Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and
Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche or Mr Richard Mazombwe Managing Partner
of Price Water House Coopers.
Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of
Deloittes and Touche further allowed the taking away of ZNOC valuable assets directly
contravening Section 353 (1) © ( 11) of the Companies Act, which regards the removal
of any part of the property of the Company having a value of more than ten monetary
units as fraud. In total disregard of this section of the law, Through a letter dated 4 th
April 2002,in which letter Mr B.Nonde appointed Mr George Sokota, Chairman of
Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche as liquidator, he
advised the liquidator to note that the Ndola Terminal (all the tanks) and the dead stock in
the pipeline were not part of the Zambia National Oil Company property, and through a
letter dated 5th April 2002, Miss Josephine Mapoma, Permanent Secretary in The
Ministry of Energy and Water Development transferred the management and operations
of the ZNOC Fuel Terminal to INDENI Petroleum Refinery. He also allowed the US$
65 million ANOC / ABSA Oil Financing Facility to be transferred to Trans Sahara
Trading (TST), when this was a facility in which ZNOC had proprietary rights and for
which ZNOC had paid ABSA US$ 50,000 in order for ABSA to dedicate the US$ 65
million credit lines for ZNOC’S use.
Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of
Deloittes and Touche also did not comply with Section 321 (1) of the Companies Act
when he disposed off the ZNOC assets. This section of the Act provides that :
The liquidator may :
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With the approval of
a) A resolution of the company, in the case of a members’ voluntary winding up; or
b) The court or the committee of inspection, in the case of a creditors’ voluntary
winding up;
Exercise any of the powers given by section 289 to a liquidator in winding up by the
court
Since the ZNOC liquidation was neither a members nor a creditors voluntary liquidation ,
Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of
Deloittes and Touche had no authority to disposal off ZNOC assets, among the assets
disposed off are Motor Vehicles which were advertised for sale in the Times of Zamia of
July 31,2002 which Vehicles have since been sold.
All the above illegal actions of Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank
and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche had the effect of not only diluting the
Company value but also transferring billion and billion of kwacha of ZNOC profits to
third parties.
Further since Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing
Partner of Deloittes and Touche did not make any declaration to account for the receipts
and payments as required by section 338 (1) it is not possible to ascertain whether he
received any consideration in form of cash or shares when he transferred the ZNOC core
business of oil importation to Total Outre mer (INDENI)or Trans Sahara Tranding
Company or when the ZNOC crude oil in the pipeline was removed by Mr B.Nonde or
indeed if any consideration was received from the transferring ZNOC Terminal to Total
Outre mer and later on account for assets disposed, which assets included Motor
Vehicles.
Section 338 (1) of the Companies Act which Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard
Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche did not comply with
provides that a liquidator shall, within one month after:
a) The end of the period of six months from the date of his appointment;
b) The end of every subsequent period of six months; and
c) Ceasing to act as liquidator or obtaining an order of release;
Lodge with the Registrar and, if the Liquidator is not the official Receiver, with the
official receiver, accounts of his receipts and payments and a statement of the position in
the winding up, verified by a statutory declaration.
The conflict of interest exhibited by Mr George Mr George Sokota, Chairman of
Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche, and his
complete disregard of the law in his appointment as ZNOC Liquidator and the illegal
manner in which he discharged his duties was not an oversight but was deliberate and
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was part and parcel of the overall strategy of the international and local forces at play that
wanted to have ZNOC out of the oil supply chain.
As I have already indicated, every time there was an International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and World Bank HIPC review mission to Zambia, these missions always used to have
meetings with oil marketing companies namely, Total, Mobil, AGIP and B.P at
Worldbank offices in Lusaka before any HIPC letters of intent were signed with the
Zambian Government. The following Stringent conditions were introduced in the HIPC
letters of intent signed by the IMF and the World bank with Minister of Finance and
National Planning Dr Katele Kalumba the current MMD National Secretary.
•
•
•

That INDENI Refinery was not going to be re – constructed.
ZNOC will come out of the oil supply chain and become a manager of strategic
reserves.
25% customs duty on imported finished petroleum products that has always
applied since TAZAMA and INDENI were constructed in 1969 and was part of
the TAZAMA and INDENI construction agreements between the Zambian
Government and ENI group ( holding company of AGIP) and TAZAMA
pipelines.

The IMF had made it very clear that it did not have the expert knowledge on oil business,
and was only interested in insuring that the moratorium that the Zambian Government
had imposed on the taxes applicable on petroleum products by holding various applicable
taxes fixed, as a way of mitigating the fuel price increases in Zambia immediately
following the INDENI fire disaster, was removed and taxes to applied advelerom .The
IMF therefore left the World Bank to incorporate all the HIPC conditionalities with
respect to petroleum sector.
The World Bank Manager responsible for Zambia economic programme in Washington
was a French National. What is intriguing in the ZNOC saga is that when the above
Zambia HIPC conditional ties on petroleum sector were being superintend on by a French
National at the World Bank in Washington, we have a situation whereby a French
company Total International took over the ZNOC ‘s role in the oil supply chain as a
result of the Zambian Government implementation of HIPC conditionalities which was
disguised as a liquidation.
The real reason why there was vehement resistance to the re – instatement of 25 %
customs duty on imported finished petroleum products was revealed to me in a business
meeting I had with Mr John Janes, the then Managing Director of Standard Chartered
Bank (Z) Limited, Mr John Janes, had asked me what progress we had made towards the
completion of INDENI Refinery reconstruction. When I told him that the refinery was
going to commence operations in a few months time, he told me to the face that, Dennis
you will not be able to start the refinery because, Standard Chartered Bank in Botswana
had just given a big loan to a Botswana company, to buy brand new Fuel Tankers to ferry
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fuel into Zambia, and that some of the shareholders in this Botswana company were
either Ministers or senior Government officials at the Ministry of Finance in Zambia.
These brand new fuel tankers are the tankers in B.P colors that ferried heavy fuel oil for
B.P (Z) to the mines. The financial justification for the loan was based on the cash flow
revenues to be generated from ferrying Heavy Fuel oil into Zambia, and if the 25%
customs duty was re – instated on the imports of finished petroleum products, then the
ferrying of the oil imports into Zambia was going to be cut off immediately, thereby
affecting the ability of this Botswana company to service its loan to Standard Bank
Botswana. Coincidentally the whole deal for Botswana Standard Chartered Bank funded
trucks that ferried imported fuel for B.P (Z) was structured at the time when a Swana
National Mr Don Moloka was B.P (Z) Managing Director.
The list of creditors that Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and
Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche was forced to distribute at the creditors
meeting held at Holiday Inn on 11 April 2002, indicated that ZNOC owed Standard
Chartered Bank the following amounts
Standard Chartered Bank
K 39,831, 927,125
Standard Chartered Bank
K 30,103,372,200
69,935,299,325
Payment by ZESCO

17,850,000,000
87,785,299,325

I came to find out later that ZESCO was made to pay K17.850 billion to Standard
Chartered Bank on behalf of ZNOC, and that is the reason why ZESCO appeared on the
list of ZNOC creditors.
ZNOC liability to Standard Chartered Bank was about US $ 8 million which is
equivalent to K36 billion. The ZNOC indebtedness to Standard Chartered Bank at the
time Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank and Managing Partner of
Deloittes and Touche served as ZNOC liquidator was therefore overstated by K41.7
billion.
The purported appointment of Mr Richard Mazombwe, Managing Partner of Price
Waterhouse as the creditor appointed liquidator is also null and void for the following
reasons.
For any liquidation to qualify as a Voluntary winding – up, be it Members or Creditors,
the Company’s Act requires in section 305 (1) (2) that the company resolves by means of
a special resolution to wind up voluntary and section 306 states that voluntary winding up
starts at the time of the passing of the special resolution. The special resolution signed by
Mr E.Kasonde and Mr B.Nonde that placed ZNOC in voluntary liquidation is invalid
because the persons who signed the resolution ware not shareholders. Therefore there can
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never be either a members or creditors voluntary winding up in the absence of a valid
special resolution.
The purported creditors meeting at which Mr Richard Mr Richard Mazombwe, Managing
Partner of Price water house coopers was purported to be elected to be chosen as a
liquidator by the creditors did not comply with either section 311 or section 314 of the
Company’ Act.
Section 311(1) of the Company Act states that if the liquidator is at any time of the
opinion that the company will not be able to pay or provide for the payment of its debts in
full within the period stated in the solvency declaration, he shall forthwith convene a
meeting of the creditors and lay before the meeting a statement of the assets and
liabilities of the company.
The calling of a creditors meeting by Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered
Bank and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche under section 311 (1) of the Act was
not within the armpit of this provision of the law, since when Mr George Sokota, was
purportedly appointed there was no valid directors declaration of solvency.
Even if the calling of the meeting under section 311 (1) of the Act were to be legally
valid, the voting at the said creditors meeting was not in line with section 331(2)(a) which
provides that each creditor shall have votes in proportion to the amount of the balance
due to him. If voting if any at all did take place, then such voting did not take into
account the proportion of the amounts due to individual creditors .In fact tline section 353
(1)(E), which state and I quote
“A person who, being a past or present officer or a past or present member of a company
which is being wound up, knowing or believing that a false debt has been proved by any
person, fails for a period of one month to inform the liquidator thereof shall be guilty of
an offence, and shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding two thousand
monetary units or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding two years, or both.”
In line with this section through my letter dated 25 th April 2003, I brought to the attention
of Mr George Sokota, that as a past officer of Zambia National Oil Company, I knew that
the creditors list he was forced to circulate on 11 th April 2003 to creditors contained
false debts that had been proved by the some creditors like Total International, ZANACO
,K14 billion due to the Receiver Mr Richard Mandona among others. Therefore no valid
voting would have taken place by creditors in proportional interests of various creditors
in the midst of such fake and fraudulent claims by some purported creditors.
It therefore follows that like Mr George Sokota, Chairman of Standard Chartered Bank
and Managing Partner of Deloittes and Touche and all actions of Mr Richard Mazombwe,
Managing Partner of Price water house coopers in ZNOC liquidation are also illegal.
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On Page 9 of his report, the Auditor General gave a history background of the INDENI
Oil Refinery I quote,”
In 1971,with the help of Bechtel International Corporation of the USA, as Government
consultant to the refinery project, a contract was finalized with Snam Progetti for the
construction of the refinery as a joint venture between INDECO and ENI of Italy. In June
1971,INDENI refinery limited was established with an authorized share capital of
K10,000 divided into a 5,000 shares of K2.00 each. The shares were held on a 50:50
basis between INDECO and ENI. In 1989,the Government abolished ZIMCO subsidiary
companies including INDECO Limited and created ZIMCO investment authority.
Accordingly, the shares in INDENI were transferred to ZIMCO.”
On pages 2 to 4 the historical background of ZNOC was given and on page 5 to 8 the
historical background of Tazama was also given.
It is however not only surprising but also strange that while the Auditor General deemed
it necessary to give an historical back grounds of companies in the petroleum sector, he
choose or found it immaterial to report on the changes in the INDENI shareholding which
brought in Total Outre mer, a company that replaced AGIP shareholding in INDENI and
the entrance of Trans Sahara Trading Company in the Zambian petroleum sector, all of
which took place during the time he was auditing ZNOC and yet these two developments
are at the are at the center of the illegal liquidation of ZNOC and the transferring of its
massive profits in billions to Total Outre mer (INDENI) and Trans Sahara Trading
Company Limited.
ENI had advised the Zambian Government of its decision to disinvest of not only there
shareholding in INDENI but also of their intention to disposal off there retail distribution
network they operated through the AGIP filling stations. ZNOC had expressed its interest
in the acquisition of the AGIP retail distribution network as a way of playing its strategic
role in the price setting of petroleum products in the country at the distribution stage (ie
filling stations). A three man Zambian Government delegation comprising Mr Mwamfuli
then Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Energy, Mr Fred Zama, General Manager
INDENI and myself, ZNOC Chief Executive was sent to Italy to express this interest to
ENI and the Italian Government in the 2000.As part of the preparedness, ZNOC applied
to Energy Regulatory Board (ERB) for a distribution licence. ERB however without any
explanation could not grant ZNOC a distribution licence. Even ZNOC repeated appeals
to the Ministry of Energy and Water Development for interversion in this matter did not
bear any fruits.
By December 2001, while all the assets in the AGIP distribution network were sold to
Total International by ENI, the ENI shares in INDENI were taken over by Total Outre
mer a newly created associate company specifically incorporated to take over the 50 %
shares in INDENI which previously belonged to ENI. The Zambian Government which
was a long term partner in INDENI to ENI had the pre – emptive rights to these shares
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and the Auditor General should have reported on whether procedures were followed in
giving up the Zambian Government pre – emptive rights to the ENI shares in INDENI
.Further the Auditor General should have also reported on the background and
achievement of Total Outre mer,a company which was coming as a strategic partner to
the Zambian Government in INDENI. This change in INDENI shareholding resulted in
the illegal,Receivership and later on liquidation of ZNOC. While ENI was content with
the management contract of running INDENI, Total Outre mer with its Zambian
sponsors wanted the ZNOC core business of importing, transporting,refining and
distribution of petroleum products to be transferred /added to INDENI business as a way
of enhancing their profitability.
The Auditor General should have also reported that the USD 65 Million Oil Import
Facility that Trans Sahara Trading Company Limited claimed it had brought to Zambia
was actually a ZNOC property for which facility the ZNOC had even paid USD 50,OOO
through Stanbic Bank to ABSA in order to dedicate the US$ 65 million credit lines for
ZNOC’S use.
The Auditor General should have also reported on the conflict of interest of the Nchito’s
in the TST saga. Mr Ichima Nchito, a partner in MNB Legal practioners and member of
the Task Force on Plunder who had access to the Government and ZNOC documents,
applied on 18th arch 2002 to the Registrar of Companies to register Trans Sahara Trading
Company Limited as a foreign limited company. On 28th March 2002 the Registrar of
Companies issued TST with a certificate of incorporation. On 4th April 2001, ZNOC was
liquidated and on 5th April 2002,MNB Legal practioners registered the USD 65 Million
Debenture on behalf of TST in favor of ABSA Bank. MNB offices were recorded on the
TST company registration documents as registered business premises of TST.
The Energy Regulation rules require that for a company to be given a license to deal in
petroleum products such a company should have own oil storage facilities or the same be
leased to it. At variance with its own rules ERB granted an oil import license to TST
when TST did not own or indeed leased any oil storage facilities.
There is a direct relationship between these fraudulent schemes, not reported by the
Auditor General and the illegal liquidation of ZNOC that was designed in order to
defraud Zambia out of millions of United States Dollars.
The pronouncements of making Total Outre mer (INDENI) the sole oil import of
petroleum products should not be seen as having been any different from the TST
arrangement in that the both TST and Total Outre mer (INDENI) have one and the same
object of transferring millions of United States Dollars to these companies. The
perpetrators of this fraud just used these two “vehicles” to achieve their objective to
defraud Zambia and its peoples.
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Finally madam, I wish to express my sincere gratitude to the Public accounts Committee
of The Zambian Parliament for affording me an opportunity to respond to The Auditor
General Report on operations of Zambia National Oil Company Limited.
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